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High-Performance Companies in the Southeast: 
What Can They Teach Us? 

4 APRIL 1984, E C O N O M I C REVIEW 

Outstanding southeastern companies 
adhere to a number of common manage-

ment principles, judging from this major 
Atlanta Fed study. These shared principles 

might help revive America's productivity. 

American business is seeking 
fresh initiatives to overcome the 
economic inertia of the past de-
cade. Poor productivity gains, 
decaying mature industries, and 
prolonged high unemployment 
have defied traditional solutions. 
Bold initiatives seem necessary 
to launch the American economy 
on a new course of extended 
prosperity. Rather than study eco-
nomicsolutions grounded in for-
eign cultures, with different po-
litical and social values that con-
tribute to the effectiveness of 
such measures, the Federal Re-
serve Bank of At lanta has ex-
amined models of success closer 
to home—in the southeastern 
United States. 

This study concentrates on cor-
porate growth models to reap-
praise the basic American busi-

ness climate. Some scholars see 
the entrepreneur, the calculated 
risk-taker, as the hero in the saga 
of economic growth. Research 
that focuses on the management 
side of entrepeneurship, there-
fore, may be a useful way of 
refocusingon incentive systems 
at the microeconomic level. We 
looked at 22 high-performance 
southeastern companies to learn 
whether common patterns under-
lie their outstanding profitability 
and growth rates (see box on 
" H o w Compan ies Were Se-
lected"). Identifying characteristics 
shared by high-performance com-
panies of strikingly different size 
and output, from small high-tech-
nology businesses to mature firms 
producing familiar commodities, 
could help renew the entrepre-
neurial spirit that established the 
United States as the unrivaled 
land of opportunity. 

This six-month project (see box 
on "The Case Study Approach") 

developed from a 1983 study of 
high-technology firms carried out 
by the Atlanta Fed.1 Researchers 
in that study were struck by the 
link between the growth of high-
tech firms and their application of 
modern management principles. 
They suggested investigating 
whether similar practices pre-
vailed at rapidly growing com-
panies in other industries. We 
did, in fact, find such patterns, 
which this article will describe in 
detail. These patterns are (1) a 
major emphasis on innovation, 
particularly in the area of tech-
nology; (2) an entrepreneurial 
management style that keeps 
organizational structures lean and 
flexible for prompt action and 
will ing to take risks that promise 
high returns; (3) a view of em-
ployees as associates or affiliates— 
the company's most valued long-
term asset—rather than as ad-
versaries; and (4) an ongoing at-
tention to marketing strategy that 
sharply defines the company's 
comparative advantages. 
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All fourtraits are grounded in corporate culture 
or identity, which makes the company—for con-
sumers, employees, and management—more 
than the sum of the products and profits it 
produces. This identity or mission expresses the 
nature of such firms as social institutions, generating 
a dynamic community spirit similar to that of a 

f pioneer community of the past or a winning 
t athletic team of the present. We developed the 
» acronym Team to refer to the key patterns we 
i found—technology, entrepreneurship, affiliation, 
• and marketing—all embedded in a common 
f spirit or culture (see box on "Modern Manage-
• mentTheory"). We believe the"winningteams" 
I we have studied offer valuable lessons for the 
• renewal of the American free-enterprise system. 
• The hero, the entrepreneur, the calculated risk-
• taker, are basic ingredients of the American 
- dream. As models they are standards for inno-
1 vation, creativity and excellence. 
i 

MAJOR F I N D I N G S 
I Technology/Innovation 
! We found that the companies we interviewed 

are engaged in some form of change or innovation. 
Many are pioneering products and processes 
never used before. Innovative activity often 
permeates the organization. Many firms innovate 
by applying experience from other industries or 
by deviating from tradition. Innovation frequently 
takes the form of technological change. Tech-
nology is applied with a sensitivity to all con-
cerned—employees using equipment, customers 
enjoying the results, and shareholders realizing 
improved earnings. 

Innovation and applications of technology are 
related to other characteristics we found in high-
performance companies. Accepting change fosters 
an entrepreneurial bias toward action in manage-
ment Technology is often required in order to 
act quickly in a changing environment. Human 
resource management is enhanced by tech-
nology. Dirty and unpleasant jobs may be elimi-
nated. In some cases, people are given greater 
responsibility and training for higher skilled jobs. 
High-performance companies tend to retrain 
and reassign workers who are displaced by 
technology. These companies' fast growth plus 
the care and feeding of technically advanced 
machinery usually provide jobs for employees. 

Market strategy is also tied closely to innovation 
and technology. Many successful companies 

view technology as a competit ive weapon. They 
are constantly looking for more efficient ways to 
do things. These companies are typically market 
leaders in some aspect of their business. They 
believe that to remain ahead of the competit ion 
they have to be on the forefront of change. If they 
are constantly playing catch-up in technology, 
they are constantly playing catch-up in the market-
place. The companies we interviewed embrace 
change by using state-of-the-art technology, re-
defining their target market, offering new delivery 
systems, or introducing innovative products. 

State-of-the-Art Technology in Mature Indus-
tries. Some companies have found that, in order 
to compete in commodity businesses and against 
foreign producers wi th relatively low labor costs, 
they must adopt advanced technology.2 Auto-
mation of the production process is almost an 
obsession with some of the companies we studied. 
Keeping up with technology is a continuous 
process that requires shopping widely for existing 
technology, helping suppliers design more func-
tional equipment, f inding ways to make equip-
ment more flexible through computerization 
techniques, and evaluating new equipment Tech-
nology used in production processes at many of 
the companies we visited was developed by 
foreign firms. 

Manufacturers in commodity businesses can 
no longer rely on lower wage southern labor to 
man their factories. To excel as low-cost pro-
ducers, they believe they must automate. Four 
companies we interviewed stood out in this 
respect: Nissan U.S.A., Russell Corporation, Nu-
cor Corporation, and Flowers Indusries. (Although 
not a manufacturer competing with low-cost 
foreign producers, Delta Air Lines also scored high 
in our sample as a leader in technology. Delta 
keeps its fleet equipped with the most modern 
airliners flying.) Nissan, a Smyrna, Tennessee 
subsidiary of the Japanese car and truck producer, 
had the opportunity to fully automate its facility, 
constructed in the early 1980s. The company has 
almost 230 robots in use, handling unpleasant 
and dangerous jobs such as painting and welding. 
They can be programmed to adjust automati-
cally to different size and model vehicles, there-
by allowinga more flexible production schedule. 
Russell Corporation, an Alexander City, Alabama 
textile and apparel manufacturer specializing in 
athletic clothing, operates one of the most auto-
mated textile manufacturing facilities in the South-
east. Gene Gwaltney, the firm's chief executive 
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Modern M a n a g e m e n t Theory 

In the past several years popular interest in manage-
ment has reached a new peak. Books on the subject 
have topped the best-seller list for months Our economic 
malaise has cont r ibuted to widespread interest in 
management as cause and cure for such problems as 
lagging productivi ty and s low economic growth. We 
used these works as a reference point as we interviewed 
f inancial ly successfu l companies in the Southeast, 
a l though we at tempted to remain receptive to new 
principles. 

One book that inf luenced our initial th ink ing was In 
Search of Excellence. The authors Thomas J. Peters 
and Robert Waterman Jr., identify eight management 
principles employed by large American corporations 
that had survived over decades of good and bad 
economic cond i t ions These eight include (1) the 
conscious propagation of a company's values or mission 
among all employees through c r e d o s r i tuals and 
myths; (2) ach ievement of high product iv i ty through 
concerned at tent ion to employees; (3) lean manage-
ment s t ructure that fends off bureaucrat ic tendencies 
such as long m e m o s commit tees, and complex pro-
cedures common ly found in large, establ ished organi-
zations; (4) an a tmosphere of procedural informality 
akin to that found at smal ler companies (" loose/t ight" 
principles); (5) c lose at tent ion to customers; (6) a bias 
toward act ion (rather than forming commi t tees or 
s tudying proposals too long); (7) product cont inui ty 
(rather than conglomerate-sty le diversification); and 
(8) a spirit of ent repreneursh ip and autonomy that 
fosters product development and decis ion-making at 
the lowest levels. By fostering these eight principles of 
management, Waterman and Peters assert, large, 
mature companies can retain many desirable traits of 
smal ler firms. 

Another book that addressed these quest ions is 
Rosabeth Moss Kanter 's The Change Masters: 
Innovation for Productivity in the Amer ican Cor-
poration. We sought to determine whether the inno-
vation-fostering traits identified by Kanter were present 
at the companies we interviewed. These traits inc lude 
a pervasive spirit of autonomy and an a tmosphere of 
brisk intel lectual in terchange that keep these com-
panies f rom becoming complacent and that force 
them to be aware of their changing envi ronment and 
the need to adapt with it. 

A recent study commiss ioned by the Amer ican Busi-
ness Conference to ident i fy character ist ics c o m m o n 
to successful mid-sized companies reiterated patterns 
descr ibed by Waterman and Peters* One important 

"The Winning Performance of Mid-sized Growth Companies. American 
Business Conference (May 1983). 

addit ion wi th regard to these smaller companies was 
market orientation. Mid-sized growth companies tend 
to produce for a wel l -def ined niche, and they fit into 
that niche not as the low-cost producer but as suppliers 
of a high value-added product or service that bespeaks 
quali ty and commands a higher price and profit. 

Our focus on individual companies as the catalyst 
of economic development led us to look for signs of an 
entrepreneur ia l management style: "Entreprenuers," 
as one researcher summed up, "are responsible for a 
signif icant amount of the change in our society, much 
of the economic growth, practically all of the sustained 
growth in employment, plus the new technolog ies 
that make our life easier and more enjoyable and the 
new drugs and medical instruments that keep us 
healthy and cure us when we are s ick"* * 

Finally, we acknowledge our debt to a variety of 
works (see bibliography), such as The Art of Japanese 
M a n a g e m e n t , Theory Z, and to research by George 
Odiorne, Peter Drucker, and others on modern principles 
of management Those works extol a participative and 
col legial rather than hierarchical, author i tar ian style 
of leadership, cooperat ive rather than adversarial 
employee relations, and management respect for the 
contr ibut ion of employees to the company's success. 

We organized traits cited as important in the literature 
into four a reas These areas are, wi th one exception, 
those def ined in classical economics as the factors of 
production—land labor, capital, and entrepreneurship 
We looked at companies ' products and how they are 
marketed their treatment of labor, utilization of capital 
(both human and physical capital and the at tendant 
role of technology), and management or entrepreneur-
ship. We gave little a t tent ion to land, or possession of 
special resources such as oil deposi ts or pa ten ts 
because we were seeking aspects of management with 
more universal appl ication. We do not deny their 
importance. Indeed, off icials of the Coca-Cola Com-
pany assert that their t rademark is one of the most 
crit ical factors in the corporat ion's long-l ived success 

Within the remaining areas—product management 
employees and capital, we sought to determine whether 
management principles f requent ly c i ted in recent 
works prevailed at high performing southeastern com-
panies. Not surprisingly, we found some successful 
companies that def ied several of these management 
pr inc ip les Nonetheless, our research indicates that 
these principles seem generally applicable to financially 
successful companies based in the Southeast. 

"S i l ve r , David A The En t repreneur ia l L i f e New York: John Wiley & Sons, 
1983), p. 1. 
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officer, goes so far as to say," If you wait until you 
can cost justify a piece of equipment, you're too 
late. You can't afford not to have the latest 
technology in place." 

Nucor, a Charlotte, N.C. steel manufacturer, 
uses continuous casting, a technologically ad-
vanced process used extensively in Europe and 
Japan, to produce steel. Nucor managers continue 
to seek the latest technologies by traveling abroad 
to learn about research, development and utili-
zation. Flowers Industries, a Thomasville, Georgia 
baked goods company, succeeds where others 
have failed by buying near-bankrupt bakeries, 
modernizing the plant and equipment, and a-
chieving economies of scale through reciprocal 
baking. 

Adding Noncommodity Lines of Business in 
Mature Industries. Some of the more mature 
companies f ind it wise to seek higher value-
added products and diminish their dependence 
on traditional commodity lines of business. Diversi-
fying out of mass production of low-priced stan-
dard goods during the last several years helped 
two southeastern companies, Sonoco Products, 
a South Carolina-based paper products company, 
and Oxford Industries, an apparel firm based in 
Atlanta, outperform their peers in declining in-
dustries. While the products were familiar to the 
American consumer, the transition into value-
added businesses was a radical departure from 
these companies' historical experience. By seek-
ing products with higher margins and a market 
niche, these two companies transformed them-
selves into value-added producers, and their ori-
entation shifted from production to marketing. 

From its inception, Sonoco Products has been 
tied closely to the textile industry because it 
produces paper and plastic cones onto which 
thread or yarn is wound. Sonoco's leaders rede-
fined their business as industrial packaging, which 
enabled them to move into other items, such as 
paper cans used for packaging orange juice, 
potato chips, and motor oil. Oxford Industries 
was a private-label apparel producer until its top 
management realized that it was unprofitable to 
compete with lower-cost, foreign producers. To 
establish a greater perceived value for its goods, 
it took advantage of the designer trend in clothing. 
The company has exclusive production rights to 
the Ralph Lauren Polo line of boys clothing and 
has added other designer labels. Days Inn, another 
Atlanta-based firm we interviewed, is in a low-
price commodity business—renting economy 

rooms to cost-conscious travelers. Richard Kessler, 
CEO, has sought to add value to those rooms by 
stressing high quality, friendly service, consistent 
products, and good hotel design. 

Offering New Delivery Systems in an Old 
Business. Several companies we interviewed 
were innovative in designing a new way to 
deliver an old product or service. Federal Express, 
a Memphis-based delivery service, uses com-
puterized dispatching rather than the traditional 
radio dispatching. This system enables the firm 
to improve the efficiency of its delivery system. 
Home Depot, an Atlanta-based retailer, found it 
could reduce costs and prices by eliminating the 
warehouse link in the distribution chain of the 
lumber and home-repair retail industry. Its retail 
stores function as the warehouses. The firm's 
discount prices, variety of goods, and well-trained 
sales assistants have produced rapid growth for 
the relatively new company. Key Pharmaceutical, a 
Miami-based drug manufacturer, boasts an in-
novative delivery system involving new tech-
nologies in delivering proven drugs to the patient's 
system. One of the company's lead products, 
Nitro-Dur, continuously administers the proper 
dose of nitroglycerin to a heart patient by means 
of a patch worn against the skin. The drug is 
"del ivered" to the body through the skin rather 
than through the mouth. 

Wachovia Bank and Trust Company, head-
quartered in Winston-Salem, N.C., pioneered a 
new delivery system for banking services in the 
early 1970s. It assigned a "personal banker" to 
every retail customer who has an account at one 
of its branches. The personal banker coordinates 
the customers deposit and loan accounts and 
any other financial service needs. To accomplish 
this one-on-one attention, Wachovia had to 
establish a computerized means of assimilating 
and dispensing demographic and account infor-
mation about each customer. 

Offering a Product Previously Unavailable. Pro-
duct innovation at high-performance companies 
takes place continuously to supplement or re-
place old products reaching their maturity. How-
ever, two companies applied existing technology 
in new situations to serve a previously unmet 
market need. Publix Super Markets, based in 
Lakeland, surprised the Florida banking system 
when it announced the introduction of its own 
automated teller machine (ATM) network in 
which banks could participate. The supermarket 
chain is one of the first in the country to place 
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multibank ATMs in every store. It also jumped 
the gun on banks by establishing its own com-
puterized point-of-sale payment system. 

Federal Express' initial product was so unique 
that it started a new industry. The Memphis 
company popularized the small-package air ex-
press business in the early 1970s and remains 
the market leader. Today Federal Express is 
expanding its boundaries with its new Gemini 
project, which will transmit facsimiles of docu-
ments by satellite rather than by airplane. 

We did find notable exceptions to the general 
rule of companies being on the cutting edge of 
innovation and technology. For example, Coca-
Cola officials place much more value on the 
proper t iming of innovation. They purposely wait 
until the first generation of a new product or 
technique has proven its viability and revealed 
its flaws. Then Coke, capitalizing upon the mis-
takes of its predecessors, moves in, seeking to 
dominate the market. Officers of the Atlanta-
based Trust Company bank holdingorganization 
also stated their preference to follow in the 
footsteps of technological leaders and innovators. 

Balance. Perhaps more important than the 
cautiousness implicit in this attitude toward 
technology is the widespread sense of balance 
we found. Many officials indicated the need to 
apply technology without losing the human touch. 
The companies we visited displayed a sensitivity 
to humanizing the workplace despite the high 
degree of automation surrounding workers. As-
sembly line workers at Nissan, for instance, had 
been allowed to place potted plants and hanging 
baskets in their work areas. 

Many companies emphasized that although a 
particular service or procedure theoretically can 
be performed more efficiently by a machine than 
by a person, a people-oriented approach makes 
more sense. Federal Express uses a surprisingly 
manual process to sort packages. " W e have 
considered every possible technology to auto-
mate this process," one officer told us. " W e have 
rejected most suggestions because they incon-
venience the customer or they cost more than 
the labor-intensive process that we currently 
use." 

Pervasive Innovation. We found companies 
where innovation is a way of life. It is evident not 
only in high-level decision making but also in the 
way the line workers do their jobs and middle 
managers seek to improve operations. Production 
workers at Key Pharmaceuticals often suggest 

ways to improve the equipment to make the 
output more efficient. They know that Key is 
growing fast enough to redistribute workers, so 
they readily suggest improvements to reduce the 
number of workers on a line. Plant managers at 
Flowers Industries are responsible for requesting 
new equipment for their bakeries. Each middle 
manager researches available equipment and de-
cides what is best for his operation. When we 
visited Flowers, a superviser had obviously rigged a 
piece of equipment to keep the bread straight on 
the conveyor. It was his responsibility to get a 
high-quality product out the door on time, so he 
took the initiative to improve the operation. 

In most cases, innovation is more prevalent, or 
more apparent, at higher-level decision-making 
posts. We found little evidence of new product 
development at the grass roots that Waterman 
and Peters described. Fred Smith, chief executive 
of Federal Express, commented that he does not 
want innovation everywhere in the company. 
Certain guidelines must be followed, he says; 
deviations may cause problems further down 
the line. Workers are not free to change these 
standards at will. Yet, we found that workers 
often suggest changes that are reviewed by 
industrial engineers to see how they fit into the 
whole process. 

When new processes are being developed, 
those who will eventually be doing the work are 
consulted to help optimize the procedure. Nissan's 
industrial engineers consult assembly workers, 
who often suggest better ways to do a job. 
Russell operators and maintenance technicians 
help evaluate new equipment. Publix's store 
managers and clerks work with the technical staff 
in designing and implementing customer-related 
computer systems. 

Technology Transfer.We found that much inno-
vation occurs by technology transfer, taking a 
concept or process from one industry and applying 
it to another. Publix applied banking technology 
(ATMs and point-of-sale terminals) to its super-
market business to reduce losses from bad 
checks and processing costs. Key Pharmaceuti-
cals adapted food production methods and 
explosives technology to its production of nitro-
glycerin drug patches. On the product side, unlike 
pharmaceutical companies that refuse to pro-
mote products not invented by their own re-
searchers, Key looks outside the company for 
new technology it can turn into profitable pro-
ducts. Charter Medical of Macon, Georgia applied 
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expertise from real estate to the health care 
industry; for Charter, a hospital management 
company specializing in psychiatric care, the 
result is a system that emphasizes patient satis-
faction and returns a profit largely by cost re-
duction. Bank Earnings, Inc. has combined 
technology in the banking industry with their 
own marketing program, by applying microcom-
puters to the solution of operations problems 
at commercial banks. 

Much of the technology transfer occurs because 
officers of the company have experience in other 
industries. This often facilitates the cross-pol-
lination of ideas. One top manager at Key Phar-
maceuticals had worked previously for Ford 
Motor Company. Federal Express's top officers 
bring experience from the airline, travel, and 
computer industries. NucoKs CEO is an aero-
nautical engineer by training with long experience 
in metallurgy but none in the steel industry prior 
to taking over Nucor. 

Entrepreneurial Management 
An important factor in the success of companies 

we studied was their entrepreneurial manage-
ment style—the "E" of our "TEAM" principles. 
We found management to be lean, informal, and 
action-oriented. However, we found other patterns 
that ran counter to expectations derived from 
recent books (see box on "Modern Management 
Theory"). We had anticipated a participative 
management style, characterized by decentrali-
zation, autonomy, and an atmosphere of spirited 
but friendly dissent. We found two distinct 
styles, one centralized, the other decentralized. 
At many companies, CEOs and their top col-
leagues told us that they are personally involved 
in operations, organization is fairly centralized, 
and that cohesiveness, especially among the top 
management team, is much more characteristic 
than dissent At others, decentralization prevailed, 
with considerable low-level autonomy and lively 
debate. 

High-performance companies instill a sense of 
ownership, an action-oriented entrepreneurial 
spirit throughout their organization. They do so 
not only through financial incentives but, more 
importantly, through the definition and com-
munication of a corporate mission. Almost none 
of the companies we visited based management 
primarily on efficiency, financial returns or other 
quantitative norms. While such standards are 

important, they consider vision, corporate culture, 
and other qualitative norms equally significant, 
especially in the company's long-run success. 

Identity. Virtually all the companies we visited 
had a keen sense of identity. This identity de-
termines the norms by which a firm chooses 
products to market, implements technology, 
treats employees, and generally organizes and 
manages its affairs. A self-conscious view of one's 
company as a social institution embodying far 
more than financial values was widespread and 
strong among our sample. 

Dennis Hayes, CEO and founder of Hayes 
Microcomputer Products in Atlanta, says he grew 
frustrated with the bureaucratic malaise at two 
large companies where he worked. He says he 
decided to leave the security of a corporate 
engineering job to "bu i ld the great American 
company." He wanted to create a place where 
people would want to come to work, would be 
committed to and enthusiastic about their jobs 
and would be able to achieve more of their 
human potential. 

Many companies expressed their identity through 
a formal statement of philosophy. Nowhere was 
this more evident than at Nissan. Marvin Runyon, 
the CEO, has evolved this statement of purpose: 
"To build the best quality trucks sold in North 
America." The slogan is posted in the plant for all 
employees to see, remember, and strive for. 

Publix, on the other hand, defines itself as the 
company where"shopping is a pleasure." Publix 
workers hold this as their primary goal. Federal 
Express's stated mission is to solve people's high-
priority logistics problems. "People-service-pro-
fit" is a shorthand version of this mission that is 
transmitted to all employees. Charter Medical's 
purpose is " to provide quality health care through 
the free enterprise system." Sun Banks, a Florida 
bank holding company based in Orlando, also 
has a formal mission statement. Its essence is 
that Sun Banks' purpose is to please, not just 
satisfy, customers, employees, and shareholders. 
Days Inn is formulating a statement about the 
high quality of lodgings it offers and the attendant 
high value to its customers. This statement will 
be displayed in all its motel lobbies. CEO Richard 
Kessler already stresses the importance of in-
culcating employees with the company "mind-
set" so he can turn over more responsibility to 
them. 

No formal credo exists at other companies we 
visited, but a link between the product marketed 
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and the company's identity is strong. Coca-Cola 
President Donald Keough told us that Coke is 
more than a product; it's a moment of pleasure, a 
set of life experiences as reflected in customer 
collections of Coke memorabilia This special ex-
perience that surrounds the product is felt not 
just by customers but also by Coca-Cola's 40,000 
employees. Sam Ayoub, Coke's chief financial 
officer, mentioned the old saying that"Coke, not 
blood, runs through the veins of employees," 
implying that the staff is involved in the spirit of 
the company. Some high-performance firms elicit 
special loyalty from employees and customers 
because of their role as social institutions. Both 
Trust Company and Coca-Cola have contributed 
to the historical development of Atlanta. Sun 
Banks also sees community development in all 
the areas where it operates as an important 
aspect of its corporate identity. 

Symbols serve as surrogates or reinforcement 
for formal credos. Tenure pins are common. 
Upon joining Management Science America (MSA), 
an Atlanta-based software developer, each em-
ployee receives a Tiffany-designed silver key. 
After five years this is replaced with a gold pin. 
Coke has pins for different tenure, including a 
diamond pin for 25 years service. Ties carrying 
the company logo are also to be found at such 
firms as Trust Company and Sun Banks. Federal 
Express and Coke operate company stores with 
an assortment of products carrying the company 
logo. At Federal these range from T-shirts to 
luggage. Uniforms are another way of fostering 
company identity. Nissan issues all employees 
slacks, T-shirt, shirt, and jacket. Wearing the 
uniform is voluntary. The plant is a heterogeneous 
mixture, with some employees wearing only 
their own clothes, others wearing the Nissan 
jacket over personal attire, and some sporting 
the Nissan T-shirt. Days Inn issues its front desk 
employees well styled and tailored uniforms. 
Thus, self-pride is integrated with pride in one's 
company. Quadram Corporation, a subsidiary of 
the Atlanta-based Intelligent Systems Corporation, 
a manufacturer of computer peripherals and 
graphics, created a new trademark—"Quadram 
Quality," or QQ—but management told em-
ployees it could not be displayed until the return 
rate on all products was reduced to less than one-
half of one percent. Today, with that goal long 
since achieved, the symbol is entrenched in the 
Georgia microcomputer firm's corporate identity. 

Finally, design and architecture reflect the 
company's identity. At Trust Company's head-
quarters in downtown Atlanta, three pillars from 
the former building that stood for half a century 
have been preserved near the entrance. A portion 
of the old facade is incorporated into an interior 
wall in the lobby. These architectural touches 
reinforce Trust Company's sense of history. Of-
ficials of the bank today speak of a strong sense 
of stewardship toward their legacy. Trust Com-
pany prides itself on sound financial practices, 
conservatism, and quality. 

Credos and symbols are not typical of all the 
companies we visited. Nucor eschews such trap-
pings as tenure pins. It recognizes length of 
service by giving employees shares of stock. 
However, such recognition is quite in keeping 
with the company's no-nonsense view of itself 
and its industry. CEO Ken Iverson told us: "Steel-
making is hot, noisy, dangerous, dirty work, and 
there's no getting around that." In this environ-
ment, he believes, fancy ties and tenure pins 
would be totally inappropriate. 

Two-Way Communications. Besides communi-
cating the corporate mission and values, high-
performance companies emphasize communi-
cations in general. What makes the emphasis on 
communications at these companies special is 
that it is two-way and linked with a willingness to 
respond to complaints, problems, or suggestions. 
Many update employees regularly about the 
companies' f inancial performance. Flowers' 
management emphasizes to employees that the 
best security for keeping their jobs and assuring 
advancement opportunity is through profit. They 
give employees an opportunity to share in those 
results. Nucor and Sonoco also stress the im-
portance of informing employees about the 
company's fortunes. Fred Smith of Federal Ex-
press says, " For people to have pride in what they 
are doing, they must be constantly informed 
about the importance of their jobs and the 
results they are attaining." 

Communications take many forms. Sun Banks 
and Sonoco keep their employees informed 
through newsletters and videotapes. Daily news-
letters, containing information about new policies, 
pricing, products, recent performance, problems, 
and even personal stories, are read to station and 
hub employees at Federal Express. 

Meetings are a widespread means of two-way 
communications. Nucor" s general managers and 
often the CEO meet once or twice a quarter with 
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groups of 50 employees to discuss business 
conditions. Sun Banks CEO Joel Wells visited all 
his company's banks to encourage bank presi-
dents to do the same regularly. MSA's CEO, John 
Imlay, and its chief operating officer, Bill Graves, 
meet personally with all employees once or 
twice a year. Such meetings serve not only to 
keep corporate staff knowledgeable about line 
operations; they also provide a means for em-
ployees to become informed about the com-
pany, to voice suggestions, and to seek action on 
grievances. At Nissan, groups of 20 employees 
have lunch with CEO Marvin Runyon. These 
meetings have apparently won a reputation for 
trouble-shooting; once the ice is broken, em-
ployees bring out lists of complaints and prob-
lems. When we interviewed him, he apologized 
for being late, saying he had to call a manager to 
convey a suggestion an assembly line worker had 
made during lunch. 

At Sonoco, 36 workers are chosen at random 
to have lunch with CEO Charles Coker once a 
month. In addition, Sonoco has an advisory 
board consisting of 10 elected employee repre-
sentatives and 10 appointed managers. Flowers 
sends teams from headquarters every 18 months 
to interview groups of production line employees; 
the latter, guaranteed anonymity, air concerns 
and grievances, and suggest changes in manage-
ment policies and practices. Days Inn's top 
officers meet quarterly with employee peer groups, 
such as chambermaid supervisors, to inform 
them of the company's current financial condition 
and discuss problems. High-performance com-
panies stress that bottom-up communication 
works only when management acts on the sug-
gestion or explains why nothing can or should be 
done about the problem. 

Personal Involvement. The emphasis on two-
way communications is closely related to another 
aspect of entrepreneurial management—personal 
involvement of senior management in the com-
pany operations, a top-level attention to detail 
that results in lean organization and a minimum 
of bureaucratic formality. Days Inn's Richard 
Kessler, who typifies that personal involvement, 
insists on being informed of all decisions. He 
spends a day each month with the company's 
top 20 managers just below the senior staff; the 
meetings keep him abreast of potential prob-
lems and "bad news" he might not hear from 
senior officers. Kessler says that he does at times 
delegate authority; however, he believes that 

Days Inn's growth requires intense involvement 
on his part. Charles Muench, chairman of Intelli-
gent Systems, on the other hand, is the archetypal 
entrepreneur. He likes to invent new products 
and to get new companies off the ground. Once 
the company is on its feet, he likes to turn over 
routine management problems to someone else. 

This type of personal involvement reinforces 
high-performance companies' mission and entre-
preneurial spirit through the personalities of the 
CEO. A senior officer at Federal Express told us, 
"It 's hard to overestimate the influence of Fred 
Smith." His energy and vision clearly mold the 
company and influence its every action. Most 
CEOs, however, exert influence through their 
ideas more than the sheer strength of their 
personality. Bernard Marcus of Home Depot 
personifies the enthusiastic, energetic sales-
oriented personality that he hopes company 
employees bring to their jobs. He told visitors he 
was taking on a short tour of corporate head-
quarters, "You'l l have to walk faster than that. 
Hurry up, this is retail!" 

Personal involvement is not l imited to CEOs. 
Many companies have work-sharing programs 
designed to keep corporate leaders in touch with 
the company's basic operations. For example, 
Sun Banks' senior management spends one and 
one-half days a quarter first relearning a basic 
function such as customer service, credit ap-
proval, or data processing, and then actually 
performing such activities in a local bank. Federal 
Express sends teams composed of one senior 
officer and his staff to work at the firm's Memphis 
hub, where packages are sorted and routed to 
final destinations. This is intense work at break-
neck speed, conducted between midnight and 4 
a.m. Such "hub blitzes," as they are called, help 
keep corporate headquarters in touch with the 
core of Federal's operations. 

Several companies have "apprenticeship" pro-
grams for entry-level managers, particularly those 
whose specialties, such as law and accounting, 
will tend to remove them from line operations. 
Flowers requires incoming lawyers and financial 
analysts to get a feel for the business by working 
temporarily in the bakeries or as route salesmen 
driving delivery trucks. Home Depot put a rising 
company lawyer on the sales floor for several 
months to give him a better perspective. Manage-
ment trainees at Oxford must make a garment, 
using every piece of machinery in the plant. At 
Publix all management personnel must begin by 
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How Compan ies Were Selected 

Chart 1: Distribution of Southeastern Employment 
by Industry, 1983 

Nondurable Goods 

Textiles 
Apparel & other 

textile goods 
Food & other 

kindred products 
Chemicals & allied 

products 
Printing & publishing 
Paper & allied 

products 

Services 19.3% 

3.38% 

2.63 

1.82 

1.43 
1.07 

0.90 

Government 18.8% 
Transportation/Communication 

6.67% 

Trade 23.77% 

Goods 8.6% 

Finance 5.49% 

Consti uction 
5.63% 

Source Unpubl ished data from Bureau of Labor Statistics. 1983 

Durable Goods 

Electrical & electronic 1.54 
equipment 

Machinery, except 
electrical 1.41 

Transportation 
equipment 1.29 

Lumbers wood 1.12 
Fabricated metal 1.08 
Furniture 0.95 
Stone, clay and glass 0.66 
Primary metal 0.55 

Our poo l of 2 2 h igh -pe r fo rmance sou theas te rn 
companies came from discussions with regional se-
curi t ies analysts, from formal nominat ions by the 44 
directors of the Federal Reserve Bank of At lanta and 
its five branches, and our own reading of current 
business literature. We used this screening method 
initially to ensure that we drew on the opinions of 
respected business leaders and f inancial analysts in 
select ing exceptional, privately held companies as 
well as publ icly t raded corporations. 

We asked for nominat ions f rom the At lanta Fed's 
directors because of their business backgrounds and 
their geographic diversity. Directors are respected 
business people and communi ty leaders. Geographic 
representat ion is evenly d ispersed throughout the 
District.1 We asked each director to name three firms 
headquartered in the Southeast that he or she per-
sonally endorsed as being wel l -managed and likely to 
sustain their current success. Directors were asked to 
limit their selections to companies public or private, 
large enough to have some impact on t he local 
economy—preferably over $ 1 0 mill ion in sales. 

Nominated companies were subjected to a quantitative 
financial screen using industry data obtained from Stan-
dard and Poors (S&P). Our screen compared current 
and historical performance measurements for individual 
companies with those for their industry. Nominated 
companies passed this screen if they out-per formed 
their industry peers. Our two measurements of current 
profitabil i ty were return on assets and return on 
equity for 1982. These ratios measure a firm's efficient 
use of its assets and its return to shareholders. We 
also were interested in summariz ing each company 's 

historical performance and thus se lected the five-
year compound growth rate of net sales to measure 
its per formance over time. Net sales measure the 
growth of a company more clearly than net income 
because a dramat ic change in sales volume requires 
operat ional adjustment over time. 

We compared each nominated company's measures 
of current and historical per formance with those of its 
peer group—which we def ined as companies head-
quartered in the Southeast wi th the same three or 
four-digit Standard Industry Classif icat ion (SIC). Each 
company measurement within an industry peer group 
was compared to the S&P nat ional industry average 
for that same measure. Nominated companies were 
accepted into the pool of h igh-performance com-
panies if their 1982 profitabil i ty and sales growth 
f igures exceeded their industry average. We made 
this compar ison to assure that each company stood 
out among its southeastern as well as its national 
peers. Companies se lected were, in all cases, among 
the top in their peer g r o u p / 

Banks were subjected to different financial tests 
Because of the sensit ivi ty of the Fed's posit ion as an 
industry regulator, we analyzed banks f rom a stock-
ho lders point of view rather than from a regulatory 
standpoint. Banks were screened on four quant i tat ive 
measurements: current price-earnings ratio, net interest 
margin, re turn on assets and f ive-year c o m p o u n d 
g rowth rate of to ta l assets. These assessed each 
i n s t i t u t i o n ' s c u r r e n t a n d h i s t o r i c a l p e r f o r m a n c e 
relative to its southeastern peer group For convenience, 
we l imited our select ion of banks to the ten largest in 
the region, a l though we recognize that many small 
banks are wel l -managed and highly profitable. 
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Table 1 . Bank Performance Rankings 
(1 = highest) 

1982 
Ranked by Return on 5-Year Compound 
Total Assets Price-Earnings 1982 Net Interest Average Growth Rate of 
September 30, 1983 Ratio Margin Assets Total Assets 

NCNB 10 9 7 3 
Barnett Banks of Florida 5 2 4 2 
Sun Banks 4 4 6 4 
Southeast Bank 8 7 8 7 
Wachovia 3 8 2 9 
C&S 6 6 5 10 
First Union 7 8 10 1 
First At lanta 9 5 3 8 
Trust Company 1 1 1 5 
Florida National 2 3 9 6 

Frequency of Occurrence in Top 4 

Barnett Banks - 3 
Sun Banks - 3 

Trust Company - 3 
Wachovia - 2 

Our first measure of banks' current performance, 
the price-earnings (P/E) ratio, reflects the growth 
potent ial and risk of a company as perceived by 
f inancial markets. A high P/E ratio, relative to other 
companies, means that the market places a greater 
value on a company 's potential. The ratio was calcu-
lated for each bank by dividing the current market 
price of the b a n k s stock by its trai l ing 12-month 
earnings per share. Net interest margin and return on 
assets, the two current profi tabi l i ty measures used in 
our analysis, are important per formance indicators. 
The net in terest marg in ref lects t he bank's major 
source of income, and its return on assets measures 
its eff icient use of total assets. 

We also wanted a measure of historical performance 
and therefore calculated each banks five-year com-
pound growth rate of total assets, which measures a 
banks abil ity to serve its cus tomers 

We ranked each bank on a scale of one to 10 on all 
four criteria Wachovia Trust Company, Barnett Banks 
and Sun Banks ranked in the top four in all categor ies 
more of ten than did their peers (see Table 1). Our 
results were confirmed by the November 1983 National 
Banking Survey of Chief Execut ive Officers.3 CEOs 
from 2,000 of the largest commercia l banks ranked 
Wachovia Trust Company, Barnett and Sun Banks 
among the best-managed commerc ia l banks in the 
South. 

Directors nominated companies based in North Carolina and South 
Carolina, as wel l as states in the Sixth Federal Reserve D i s t r i c t -
Alabama. Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi and Tennessee. 
Nominated private companies also were compared to their industry 
peers whenever information was available Nissan USA in Tennessee 
was not subjected to the same quantitative screen. Financial information 
was not readily available because the new Nissan USA is a subsidiary of 
the larger Nissan Limited of Japan. The U S company was selected 
because of its unique posit ion in the Southeast as a Japanese-owned 

Using Bureau of Labor Statistics' (BLS) industry em-
ployment information, we selected industry groupings 
wi th signif icant southeastern employment (see Chart 
1). We looked at four nonmanufactur ing categories: 
wholesale and retail trade; t ransportat ion, communi-
cat ion and publ ic utilities; f inance, insurance and real 
estate, and miscel laneous services. We selected five 
industr ies f rom nondurable manufactur ing: textiles, 
apparel, food and kindred products, chemicals and 
all ied products, and paper and allied products We also 
selected three durable manufactur ing industries: 
t ransportat ion equipment, fabricated metal, and elec-
tr ical and electronic equipment. 

Because of the t ime involved, we were unable to 
interview all of the companies that were nominated 
and passed the f inancial screen. We instead l imited 
ourselves to conduct ing interviews at 21 companies 
that represent a cross-sect ion in terms of south-
eastern industry, geographic location, size, and age. 
Table 2 shows the se lected companies, their industry 
dispersion and geographic location. 

Table 3 shows the size and age of each company 
wi th in the se lected group. Companies chosen range 
in age from four to 107 years and vary in size from less 
than $ 7 0 mil l ion to $6.8 bill ion in sa les Their staffs 
ranged f rom 3 5 0 employees to almost 40,000. 

American company that has incorporated elements of Japanese-style 
management Financial information for Hayes Microcomputer Products 
and Bank Earnings International was disclosed to us on a confidential 
basis. 
Na t iona l Bank ing Survey of Ch ie f Execu t i ve Of f icers , November 
1983, Egon Zehnder International Management Consultants, p 11. 
The best-managed commercial banks in the South were ranked as 
follows: 1) Wachovia 2) Texas Commerce. 3) Trust Company, 4) Barnett 
Banks, 5) Allied Bancshares, 6) Republic of Dal las First Tennessee, 
Louisiana National, Sun Banks, United Virginia (all equally ranked). 
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Table 2. Industry Representation 

Industry Line of Geographic 

Group Company Business Location 

Wholesale and Retail Trade Home Depot Retail lumber Atlanta Ga. 
Publix Super Markets Retail grocery Lakeland, Fla 

Miscellaneous services Bank Earnings International Bank Consulting Atlanta Ga 
Days Inn Hotel and motel Atlanta Ga. 
Charter Medical Hospital management Macon, Ga 
Management Sci. Amer. Computer software Atlanta, Ga 

Transportation, Communication Federal Express Express information delivery Memphis, Tenn. 

and Public Utilities Delta Air Lines Airline Atlanta Ga 

Finance, Insurance Barnett Banks of Florida Banking Jacksonville, Fla. 

and Real Estate Sun Banks Banking Orlando, Fla 
Wachovia Banking Winston-Salem, N. C. 
Trust Company Banking Atlanta, Ga 

Electrical and Electronic Intelligent Systems Computer graphics terminals Norcross, Ga. 

equipment 
Norcross, Ga. 

equipment 
Hayes Microcomputer Products Consumer electronics Norcross, Ga. 

Transportation equipment Nissan Motor Manuf., U. S. A. Truck manufacturing Smyrna, Tenn. 

Fabricated metal Nucor Steel manufacturing Charlotte, N. C. 

Textile and apparel Russell Textile and apparel Alexander City, Ala. 

Oxford Industries Apparel Atlanta Ga. 

Food and kindred products Flowers Industries Bakery products Thomasville, Ga 
The Coca-Cola Co. Beverage Atlanta Ga 

Chemicals and allied products Key Pharmaceuticals Pharmaceutical Miami, Fla. 

Paper and allied products Sonoco Products Industrial packaging Hartsville, S. C. 

Table 3. Corporate Profiles 

Nissan Motor Mfg., U. S. A. 
The Home Depot 
Hayes Microcomputer Products 
Bank Earnings International 
Federal Express Corp. 
Intelligent Systems 
Days Inn of America, Ina 
Charter Medical Corp. 
Nucor Corp. 

Management Sci. Amer., Inc. 
Key Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 
Oxford Industries, Ina 
Sun Banks, Inc. 
Publix Super Markets, Inc. 
Delta Air Lines, Inc. 
Flowers Industries, Ina 
Russell Corp. 
Sonoco Products Co. 
Trust Company of Georgia 
The Coca-Cola Co. 
Wachovia Corp. 
Barnett Banks of Florida Inc. 

Number Sales 5-Year 
Age of Calendar Compound Return' Return' 

in Employees Year 1983 Growth Rate on Average on Average 
Years 12/31/83 ($ Mil.) Net Sales (%) Assets (%) 1983 Equity (%) 1983 

4 1,800 5,0002 N. A N. A N. A 
6 . 2,400 2563 125.5" 14.91 24.61 
6 350 N. A b N. A& N. A b N. A b 

8 122 N. A.:' N. A5 N. A b N. A s 

11 1 7,059 1,194" 44.5 10.63 20.58 
11 420 73 52.0 19.08 24.21 
14 13,500' 228 13.6 3.99 31.96 
15 8,500 375 29.5 7.18 29.44 

18 3,700 543 12.1 7.0 1 1.38 
21 1,857 145 40.8 9.10 12.29 
37 1,150 127 78.5 19.63 37.97 
42 1 2,884 543 17.3 12.30 23.53 
50 9,200 8,901" 31.5" 0.85 14.75 
54 33,985 2,853 11.2 11.09 17.93 
55 37,239 3,883 12.0 - 0 . 4 5 " - 1 . 4 5 ' 
65 9,065 553 15.7 9.25 18.50 
82 8,800 319 12.6 10.78 17.03 
85 10,008 669 14.2 9.04 14.77 

93 4,671 4,850" 12.2" 1.58 24.38 

98 39,792 6,829* 10.8 11.01 19.61 
105 6,544 7,850" 11.6" 1.20 18.41 
107 10,669 9,397» 24.2" .98 17.94 

Calendar year net income divided by average assets and average shareholders equity, respectively. Averages were calculated based on beginning and 
ending balances. "Year-ending November 30, 1983 
'Approximated U. S. sales ' Inc ludes approximately 6,00u franchised employees 
J Year-ending January 30, 1984 "Total assets as of December 31 st 
•'Three-year compound growth rate Worldwide 
'Privately-held company, data not available for public use. "Deregu la t ion reduced returns in the airline industry in 1983. 
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bagging groceries, cutting meats, or operating a 
cash register. 

One byproduct of this personal management 
involvement is informality. Personal involvement 
obviates much of the need for memos, standing 
committees, and procedural manuals. Many com-
panies are simply too new to have developed 
procedural manuals. In such firms, autonomy 
and authority flow from the inculcation of cor-
porate values and the expectations that relations 
between employees and management are long-
term and essentially harmonious. 

Another result of such patterns is a lean organi-
zational structure. Nissan has only five levels of 
management above production line workers: 
supervisor, operations manager, plant manager, 
vice president, and president. In contrast, many 
American auto companies have 10 to 12 layers. 
Nucor has only 17 people at its austere head-
quarters in Charlotte. Flowers has only 100 
people. Of course, given our focus on south-
eastern companies, we tended to exclude very 
large businesses; financial criteria, such as high 
growth and profit rates, also tended to draw 
newer companies into our sample. However, 
older and larger high-performance companies 
such as Oxford Industries and Flowers also feature 
lean management structures and achieve superior 
results through decentralization. 

Decentralization. The emphasis on shared goals 
and values, reinforced through two-way com-
munications and personal involvement of senior 
management, inculcates the entrepreneurial, action-
oriented spirit throughout high-performance com-
panies. Some businesses also foster this orientation 
through decentralization. 

Barnett Banks of Florida, the largest bank holding 
company in Florida, best exemplifies such decen-
tralization. Company officials attribute much of 
the bank's success to an organizational structure 
with grass-roots autonomy that heightens moti-
vation for lower level management In an environ-
ment where employees at all levels feel free to 
take the initiative to solve problems without first 
seeking approval from a higher official, often at a 
remote headquarters location, a "bias toward 
action" ensues. As a result, customers can expect 
faster decisions and more personalized service. 
Barnett stresses this aspect of its management in 
its advertising. Barnett officials also believe that 
decentralization fosters product innovation and 
experimentation. An idea can be tested on a 
small scale without central approval; if successful, it 

can be adopted elsewhere in the system. Barnetfs 
cash management and its program to market to 
consumers planning to move to Florida came 
from banks within the system, not from head-
quarters. 

Each of Charter's hospital managers is respon-
sible for the budget and profits of his operation. 
Charter Medical's CEO Will iam Fickling hires 
"compulsive overachievers" and gives them free 
rein. He not only leaves the operational details to 
others in the company; he allows subordinates to 
pursue policies or directions that he believes 
may be misguided. Oxford and Nucor employ 
the single business unit concept: each division is 
responsible for its own marketing, manufacturing, 
budgeting, planning, plant, equipment, and per-
sonnel. Similarly, each of Sonoco's five divisions 
operates as a profit center. In Flowers' system of 
specialized plants, each bakery produces items 
needed by other Flowers bakeries in its region. 
Thus, each plant must stand on its own profit-
ability as if it were an independent company. 

Not all successful companies are decentralizing. 
Charter Medical dissolved three regional head-
quarters on the grounds that the company's size 
could not justify the overhead costs. Even some 
of the intrinsically decentralized retail companies 
centralize many functions. Home Depot's store 
managers control only personnel matters; pricing, 
advertising, and purchasing are handled centrally. 
Federal Express's station managers are not ex-
pected to be creative. The company's success is 
predicated upon uniform quality. 

Nonetheless, many action-oriented companies 
try to delegate responsibility and thereby avoid 
the bureaucratic mentality of following rules 
imposed by someone else in the organization. 
Employees at most companies we studied are 
encouraged to solve problems in a way that best 
fits the corporate mission and value structure. At 
Nissan, production teams practice consensus 
decision-making among peers rather than seeking 
a ruling from top management. Managers who 
had formerly worked at U. S. automobile com-
panies told us, " W e solve problems across the 
table here, rather than up and down the chain of 
command." When decisions are made by the 
people who are most affected, the result can be 
quicker and more flexible actions. Leland Strange, 
CEO of Intelligent Systems, emphasizes each 
employee's responsibility for action: "The only 
way our employees get in trouble wi th us is to not 
be doing something, not taking action. They'll 
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never get in trouble for doing the wrong thing if 
they use a reasonable, rational process to get 
there." 

Creating an atmosphere free from recrimination 
also fosters the spread of an entrepreneurial 
spirit. Sonoco's Coker takes ultimate responsi-
bility for acquisitions recommended by various 
managers. If an acquisition proves less successful 
than anticipated, the managers are not blamed. 
There is a certain risk in telling others of a 
problem or of calling off a project in which the 
company has invested heavily, but companies in 
our sample encourage such forthrightness. These 
companies do not "ki l l the messenger who 
brings the bad news." Marvin Runyon tells his 
employees, "Never stay in trouble by yourself." 
By telling others about a problem, it can be 
corrected before it becomes insurmountable. 

Few Perquisites. Incentives are intended to 
foster action, decisions, and risk-taking; therefore, 
high-performance companies consciously avoid 
perquisites based on status and seniority rather 
than performance. Nissan and Nucor have no 
reserved parking spaces for officers. Both Federal 
Express and Nucor restrict management vacations 
to conform with those allowed employees. No 
management personnel at Federal Express may 
take vacation during the Christmas holidays 
since employees must work during these periods. 
Federal Express has no executive dining room. 
There are no offices at Hayes Microcomputer 
Products. Everyone, including the CEO, works in 
a cubicle open at the top and with no door. 
Nissan offers discounted auto leases on Nissan 
trucks to all employees, not just to managers. 
CEO Marvin Runyon wears the company's stan-
dard blue coveralls, issued to all employees. 

This sensitivity does not imply that these 
companies are worker democracies, although 
they do give employees opportunities to partici-
pate in decision-making. Managers are rewarded 
well, typically through stock options and bonuses 
based on return on assets. Days Inn offers l imited 
partnerships to rising managers. Moreover, the 
reduction or redistribution of status symbols 
does not imply a social egalitarianism. Neither a 
woman nor a black was among the TOO or so 
executive officers we interviewed. In several 
manufacturing facilities, women hold the lowest 
positions and seemed to have little hope of 
career advancement. At N issan and N ucor, how-
ever, women held high-paying, traditionally male 
jobs, such as welding. Moreover, opportunities 

for disadvantaged groups seem promising be-
cause most high-performance companies em-
phasize treating all employees fairly.3 

Cohesiveness. A final action-fostering manage-
ment characteristic, and one that surprised us 
initially, was the stress on cohesiveness, especially 
among top management. CEOs seek to build 
such a cadre because they believe it enhances 
the entrepreneurial spirit. Wachovia uses the 
analogy of a basketball team. If the players know 
one another well, they can gain an intuitive sense 
of what to expect of their colleagues and thus act 
faster. Kessler of Days Inn typif ied this outlook 
with his comment: "Management is at its best 
when it is of similar mind, spirit, and objective." 
Many companies are led by graduates of the 
same college. GeorgiaTech alumni predominate 
at Days Inn and MSA. Many of the top officers at 
Sonoco have known each other most of their 
lives. The average tenure of senior management 
at Wachovia is 20 years. At Federal Express, Fred 
Smith urges participation from below. Chief 
operating officer Jim Barksdale says the reason 
he got the job is because he could "take Fred 
on." Yet other officers say they feel lucky if they 
come away wi th a draw in a confrontation with 
Smith. 

Some companies encourage dissent and di-
versity. Debate and dissent flourish at Barnett, 
not just within the circle of top management but 
in larger meetings that include board members 
and stockholders. MSA recruits a diverse work 
force, ranging from extroverted sales people to 
creative computer specialists, who write soft-
ware, and nurturing employees who help sustain 
the company's reputation for customer service. 
The company tries to hire a diversity of edu-
cational backgrounds, including music majors as 
well as those trained in math and computer 
science. Company leaders value debate. At a 
company meeting of 30 people, a manager rose 
after President Bill Graves' presentation and told 
him, in so many words, that the idea Graves had 
advanced was ridiculous. The manager was sub-
sequently promoted to an officer, in large part 
because of his willingness to stand up for what he 
believes. Of course, MSA officials note that 
dissent must remain in the realm of ideas; em-
ployees at all levels are expected to comply in 
action with company policies until they can 
convince others through the persuasiveness of 
their arguments of the need for change. 
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More typically, we found a collegiality in de-
cision-making within the companies' somewhat 
homogeneous management teams. Sonoco's CEO 
describes himself as an "orchestrator" who solicits 
ideas from other senior managers rather than 
originating all strategies himself. NucoKs Iverson 
characterizes himself as more of an arbiter at the 
company's regular group managers meetings, 
where key decisions are made. Sun Banks called 
on the assistance of 100 people to formulate its 
mission statement and attendant strategy and 
tactics. 

Many CEOs express concern about the lack of 
dissent and divergence. The longevity of manage 
ment and the commonality of backgrounds may 
serve to insulate the organization and create a 
need for self-renewal at times. Once a company 
has achieved success, it becomes harder to 
maintain the reputation of excellence than it was 
to build it. Coca-Cola finds complacency a major 
concern as do Wachovia and MSA. Donald 
Keough at Coke said, "You have to keep providing 
opportunities for people to enjoy the thrill of 
victory. When you've been on a winningteam for 
so long, the motivation becomes the fear of 
losing rather than the thrill of winning." Coca-
Cola responded to this challenge when Roberto 
Goizueta took the helm in 1980. Although his 
new management team consists of long-term 
Coke employees, they have established a new 
strategy and sense of direction. Division and 
country managers have been encouraged to 
contribute their views to policies and decisions 
in a way that had long been absent at Coke. The 
new spirit instituted by Goizueta is reflected in 
the spate of new products Coca-Cola has intro-
duced in the last three years, in the company's 
willingness to rely more heavily on debt financing 
than in the past, and in its commi tment to retain a 
higher portion of earnings for reinvestment rather 
than for distribution as dividends to stockholders. 

For many managers, the entrepreneurial spirit 
is renewed when a series of events threatens the 
company's success or even survival. Wachovia 
redirected itself in the early 1970s. Flowers, 
Sonoco, and Oxford realized the need for a 
change as their industries matured and began 
declining. Days Inn pulled through a tough period 
in the mid-1970s by demanding emphasis on 
quality control. The memories of these times are 
still vivid in the minds of senior management. 
Many have vowed never to "get fat, dumb, and 
happy" again. 

The fact that we found an entrepreneurial style 
of management operating in new companies, 
sustained in older firms, and renewed in businesses 
that had lost it gave us reason to believe that this 
style and the mechanisms that support i t -
corporate mission, communications, personal 
involvement and participative decision-making— 
are important in the corporate successes we 
studied. 

Affiliation of Employees 
Viewing their companies as social institutions, 

families, or teams leads management of high-
performance firms to look on their employees as 
integral affiliates rather than as adversaries or 
commodities. Employees at high-performance 
companies often exhibit the same "f i red up" 
enthusiasm as membersof winningsportsteams. 
Since workers are viewed as family members, 
they do not seem to seek an outside party, such 
as a union, to represent their interests. Unions 
were noticeably absent at these companies, 
even those in highly unionized industries. 

Profit-Based Rewards. This familial view of 
employees is, in most cases, distinct from the 
paternalism that prevailed historically in certain 
industries and areas. Workers are treated with 
respect Nissan refers to its assembly-line workers 
as technicians. Employees at Nissan and else-
where are paid well, especially in comparison to 
industry or local standards. Moreover, their remu-
neration is usually based on the same criteria as 
that of management. NucoKs employees receive 
weekly and yearly bonuses based on their division's 
return on assets. There is no upper limit to this. 
The $30,000 median income of steelworkers at 
NucoKs Darlington, S. C. mill is far higher than 
local income norms.4 Stock ownership by em-
ployees is widespread, although stock purchase 
plans outnumber plans based solely on em-
ployer contributions. Charter Medical, Federal 
Express, Nucor, and Sun Banks are among the 
companies with stock purchase plans. Key Phar-
maceuticals, Publix, and Intelligent Systems have 
employee stock ownership plans.5 Coca-Cola is 
implementing a stock ownership plan in stages 
so that many of its employees will become 
shareholders on retirement. 

Profit-sharing plans also are fairly common. For 
example, 20 percent of Publix's profits go to 
employees and another 15 percent go to an 
employee retirement fund. Similarly, Nucor has 
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The Case-Study Approach: Advantages and Problems 

Having ident i f ied h igh-performance companies in 
the region, we spent six months conduct ing case 
studies to identi fy common management character-
istics. Our case studies began wi th intensive scrut iny 
of annual and 10-K reports studies by securities ana-
lysts and other publ ished literature for each company. 
Then our team of researchers conduc ted day-long 
interviews with senior management touring operat ions 
and, in some cases meet ing with employees. 

We chose this in-depth approach, encompass ing a 
smaller sample, rather than the broad swath of respon-
dents typically covered by a survey, for several reasons 
The case-study method has been used extensively 
in social science research, particularly in anthropology, 
psychology, and, to some extent, in polit icial science. 
It is the primary method of analysis used by such 
premier business schools as Harvard, Stanford, and 
the University of Virginia which promote excellence in 
the management of bus iness We felt this approach 
was appropr iate to our research. 

Another factor motivat ing our choice was our con-
cern with the problem of response set bias This phe-
nomenon, whereby most respondents try to give 
posit ive answers that they bel ieve the researcher 
wishes to find, distorts the results of at t i tude surveys. 
A l t hough care fu l phras ing of ques t i ons can he lp 
counter the human trait to please, we felt that the 
populari ty of recent books on this subject wou ld make 
it diff icult to overcome this tendency. 

We felt it was necessary to interview a variety of top 
off icers and, in some cases workers in the companies 
we were sampl ing to determine whether adherence 
to principles was more than rhetoric. Through inter-
v iews our panel of four researchers—who have diverse 
academic and professional backgrounds—were able 
to probe and discover patterns that could not be 
discerned through a quest ionnaire. Some of those 
interviewed pointed out aspects of current ly popular 
management l i terature they cons idered complete ly 
incorrect Others voiced initial agreement with certain 
management pr inc ip les but the ensuing interchange 
suggested that such principles were ei ther not borne 
out in fact or were of minor impor tance in their 
organization. 

Using a research team helped us address another 
problem of certain types of survey research, that of 
intercoder reliability. Some surveys utilize more open-
ended quest ions that al low respondents greater op-
portunity to phrase answers in an idiosyncratic and 
presumably more s incere manner. Tallying or f inding 

patterns in answers to such open-ended quest ions 
involves an evaluat ion by the researcher who codes 
r e s p o n s e s in a c c o r d a n c e w i t h a p r e c o n c e i v e d se t 
of answers or a typology. Different researchers may 
code the same document in a variety of ways. By using 
the case-study approach, with several researchers 
present at each interview, we could test the correct-
ness of our evaluat ion of interviewee comments by 
discussing them with one another. 

A final problem this methodology addressed bet ter 
than that of survey research was that of val idi ty—do 
the indicators really measure the variables and hypo-
theses being tested? Certainly, we cannot be sure 
that because top management and a handful of em-
ployees told us a company placed a high value on its 
staff, that it d id in fact do so in general. On the other 
hand, we are much more certain of the validity of the 
responses we got because of the oppor tun i ty to talk 
at length with more than one respondent at each 
f i rm—including those most responsible for the conduct 
of the company. 

This study is subject to certain limitations. The most 
impor tan t is that we are not unequ ivoca l l y ce r ta in 
that these principles are in fact corre lated with the 
f inancial success of the companies under study. 
Many of the policies we have reported have been 
implemented only recently. We, a long with most of the 
corporate officials we interviewed, bel ieve such a 
relat ionship ex is ts Yet it remains for subsequent 
research to examine this issue further. Second, we 
cannot be certain that the management principles 
related to us by senior of f icers are in fact being 
implemented in the way they claim or believe. However, 
plant tours, our conversat ions with employees, and 
the strong objections voiced by many company leaders 
regarding certain character ist ics we expected to f ind 
lead us to believe that the pr inciples do obtain in 
practice. Third, our f indings seem more prominent or 
consistent at new or rising entrepreneurial companies 
t h a n at l o n g - e s t a b l i s h e d a n d h i s t o r i c a l l y suc -
cessful companies for which stewardship is a prominent 
value. Fourth, our focus on southeastern companies 
might incorporate a regional bias. Because the area's 
tradit ional comparat ive advantage has been low-cost 
labor, for example, at t i tudes toward technology and 
human resource opt imizat ion might be somewhat 
less pronounced than in other sections of the country. 
Despi te these potent ial l imitations, we bel ieve our 
study has validity and bears pol icy impl icat ions both 
for the private and publ ic sector. 
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no fixed pension plan but rather a deferred 
profit-sharing plan that will produce retirement 
income for the company's 3,600 employees only 
if it continues to succeed financially. Days Inn 
recently instituted Day Cap, a thrift plan, where-
by the company matches employee savings by 
25 percent or more, depending on annual profits. 
To participate, employees must contribute at 
least 2 percent of their wages or salaries. Wachovia 
has a savings incentive plan that allows em-
ployees to contribute up to 6 percent of their 
salaries. The company matches from 50 to over 
100 percent of employee contributions, accord-
ing to annual performance in meeting profitability 
targets. Trust Company offers an incentive com-
pensation plan, whereby all employees with at 
least three years tenure receive a bonus of as 
much as 20 percent of their pay. The bonus is 
based on both the performance of the company 
as a whole and the individual's bank. Flowers 
offers bonus, incentive, and stock purchase pro-
grams; employees are informed weekly of their 
plant's profitability, its attainment of operating 
goals, and areas requiring improvement. 

In these plans, employee compensation or 
retirement benefits are linked directly to the 
company's profitability. These plans also are 
similar in deriving from group rather than indi-
vidual performance. Like the owner, employees 
can not succeed through excellent individual 
performance alone; the group—whether a work 
station of 20 people, a unit bank, or a corporate 
division—must prosper for the individual to gain. 

Employees: Long-Term Corporate Assets. Em-
ployees at high-performance companies are re-
garded as the firm's most important long-term 
asset, not a cheap resource that is easily replaced. 
Delta officials believe job security is critical in 
sustaining employee commitment. Delta has not 
furloughed workers since 1956. Nucorand Nissan, 
among others, avoid laying people off. Nucorhas 
not laid off an employee in 15 years; in hard 
times all workers go on short hours. Since em-
ployees are regarded as a quasi-permanent invest-
ment, high-performance companies place great 
importance on recruiting. Many companies in-
tentionally locate in rural areas where few em-
ployers wil l compete with them in hiringthe best 
applicants. Nissan, Nucor, and Oxford have been 
most successful in this regard. Nucor recently 
received 1,400 applicants for nine openings. 
Nissan had 130,000 applicants for 1,800 positions. 

Some companies prefer to hire employees 
with no previous experience in the industry so 
that they can instill the company's values from 
the outset. At Charter Medical, for example, 
officers like to hire hospital administrators fresh 
out of school and then "Charterize" them. Nucor 
and Nissan have few workers wi th previous 
experience in the steel or auto industries. 

Some companies look not just to individual 
employees as long-term corporate assets, but to 
their families as well. Key Pharmaceuticals prides 
itself on having 13 members of one family. 
Flowers offers scholarships and summer jobs for 
children of employees and boasts of its second-
generation workers. Nucor provides partial-tuition 
reimbursement to children of employees; in 
return they must attend several company meet-
ings, write an analysis of the annual report, and 
consider Nucor as a potential employer upon 
graduation. 

Training. Since they view employees as their 
most impor tant long-term assets, high-per-
formance firms offer substantial training op-
portunities. Sun Banks employees at a variety of 
grade levels can improve their career prospects 
while remaining with the company by attending 
Sun Banks University. Sun Banks attempts to 
identify, train, and advance what it calls "mus-
tangs," employees with great promise but insuf-
ficient education to fulfill their potential. More-
over, Sun Banks has a formal mentoring system: 
everyone from the assistant manager level up is 
assigned to a senior officer. Nucor pays for the 
training of employees who successfully post for 
vacancies within a mill. Nissan's employees go 
through pre-employment training, funded by the 
state of Tennessee, before being hired. They 
continue to have access to a variety of machines 
and instruction facilities in order to advance to 
other jobs to develop a pool of candidates for 
future leadership. Home Depot officers train 
middle managers; Sonoco and Flowers also have 
extensive training for management and super-
visors. 

Flexibility. Another aspect related to training is 
job flexibility or enrichment. Most companies 
we interviewed rotate their employees through a 
variety of tasks, particularly those whose work 
tends to be monotonous or unpleasant. For 
example, Days Inn's chambermaids also work as 
waitresses, Key Pharmaceuticals' production-line 
workers, who watch bottles to make sure labels 
have been affixed properly, rotate every two 
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hours to perform other activities. At N issan every 
chassis division worker must learn all 19 skills 
involved in this stage of the assembly process. 
This flexibility benefits the company by expand-
ing the supply of labor able to perform any given 
task and gives the employee a larger perspective 
regarding the company. 

The latter is an important point. Although most 
companies we visited attempt to make working 
for the company more fulfilling, they make no 
pretense about the nature of some jobs. Work at 
many of the companies is far from Utopian. 
However, most of these companies try to mitigate 
the effects of unpleasant tasks. 

Participatioa Another common characteristic at 
high-performance companies is a greater oppor-
tunity for participation. In addition to two-way 
communications, companies we studied offer 
opportunities for employee peer groups to meet 
on their own. At Oxford, for example, job enrich-
ment groups meet regularly to discuss ways to 
improve production and other job-related matters. 
This is the closest to quality circles we discovered. 
Even Nissan has notyet instituted this elementof 
Japanese management. Employees at Charter, 
Federal Express, and Oxford are polled frequently 
regarding their supervisors. Managers at Federal 
and Oxford who consistently receive negative 
remarks from subordinates are not promoted. 
Trust Company and Sun Banks recently surveyed 
their employees about their job satisfaction and 
instituted policy changes as a result. 

Market Strategy 
Judging from our research, clearly defined 

market strategy seems to stem from a well-
understood and well-focused corporate mission. 
In refining this strategy, management has asked: 
What can we do well? What is our comparative 
advantage relative to other companies in the 
business? What unmet market needs can we 
satisfy? What additional expertise must we de-
velop? 

Niches. The answers to these questions have 
led most high-performance companies to seek a 
market niche—a well-defined segment of a much 
larger market. "Niching" limits the competit ion 
and allows companies with good quality and low 
costs to dominate a market segment. Some 
companies create a niche by identifying and 
serving an unmet need. Key Pharmaceuticals 
found a niche among pharmaceutical giants by 

developing new ways to administer proven drugs. 
Federal Express provided a totally new service— 
delivering time-sensitive business documents 
and equipment parts point to point within 24 
hours at a relatively low cost. 

High Value-Added. Companies competing in 
the lower-cost end of the market try to distinguish 
themselves by offering better quality than their 
competitors. To provide that extra level of 
quality at reasonable prices, the company must 
contain costs. Days Inn seeks to provide high 
quality, low-cost lodgings by choosing simple, 
no-frills, yet attractive, designs. Home Depot 
reduces costs and adds value through its retail-
warehouse concept, while offering a larger 
variety and stock of products. Russell's new 
marketing effort promises customers high quality 
athletic wear, such as warm-up suits and jogging 
shorts, at lower-than-designer-label prices. 

Companies serving the higher-priced end of 
the market are able to create a demand based 
on the perceived quality or value of the product 
Trust Company emphasizes its return on assets, 
one of the best among American banks. It 
seeks high caliber customers, not the greatest 
volume. As one officer states, "Trust Company 
does not give away dishes." Barnett raises such 
standard financial services as auto installment 
loans above the level of a commodity by 
making its service faster and more dependable. 
Bametfs staff can approve a car loan request 
from a dealer in an hour at most. In addition, 
unlike many banks, it continues auto lending 
even when interest rates are abnormally high. In 
general, Barnett tries to avoid selling only 
commodity financial products like IRAs. Instead 
it encourages employees to know their local 
market as a whole and how best to respond to 
i t Oxford Industries improved its financial 
performance by shifting from manufacturing for 
mass market retailers to producing designer 
and specialty label sportswear. When a competi-
tor lowered its prices, Federal Express responded 
by raising prices and improving its delivery 
time from noon to 10:30 a.m. on next-day 
service Sonoco locates its plants near customers 
to ensure reliable delivery. It distinguishes its 
commodity-l ike paper products by offering 
consistent availability and designs tailored to 
the customer's needs. 

Market Share. Some high-performance com-
panies are driven by market share, constantly 
trying to gain a larger share of the pie by taking 
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business from competitors rather than by seeking 
to increase demand. This strategy contrasts 
with trying to make the pie larger by creating a 
greater demand with new and innovative pro-
ducts. When the pie stops growing and market 
share has reached a high point, it is difficult to 
generate much growth in the company. This 
phenomenon occurred in the beverage industry. 
Once driven solely by increasing the volume of 
soft drink sales, Coca-Cola is now looking for 
new opportunities in new markets. 

In some cases, demographics, deregulation, 
or technological breakthroughs expand the 
market "p ie" dramatically. Florida's banking in-
dustry is growing because almost 1,000 people 
move into the state each day. Barnett and Sun 
Banks are striving to increase market share, 
although quality of service and innovative pro-
duct lines are also important to them. Publix 
also benefits from the growing Florida population 
and makes its goal to blanket the state with 
new stores. 

Oxford's primary business is designing, manu-
facturing, and selling consumer apparel products. 
Sonoco's is manufacturing and selling industrial 
packaging products. However, within those 
broad definitions, the two companies dominate 
several niches. In addition to supplying the 
textile industry with almost all of the paper and 
plastic cones used to wind yarn, Sonoco is one 
of the few suppliers of the new plastic grocery 
bags. Oxford has the exclusive rights to produce 
and sell several designer lines. While Russell's 
business is sportswear, it also specializes in 
team uniforms. 

Product Integrity. We found several principles 
that guide companies in selecting and imple-
menting market strategies. A prominent one is: 
they "stick to their knitting." Acquisitions and 
new market niches fit closely with their current 
mix of business. Sonoco seeks companies that 
complement its existing lines. For example, a 
byproduct from one division may be used as a 
resource for another division. Federal Express' 
ground delivery system complements its move 
into facsimile transmission of documents. Federal 
Express wil l be able to pick up a customer's 
document and deliver it by truck to a processing 
center, which will use image technology and 
satellite communications to transmit it to another 
city. Flowers uses its efficient distribution system, 
which was established to deliver fresh-baked 
bread daily, to deliver the snack foods it has 

begun producing. Its acquisitions are primarily 
in snack foods because of the higher margins, 
but the company realizes the importance of 
increasing market share in its "bread and butter" 
business - loaf bread. Iverson transformed 
Nucor from a money-losing hodgepodge of 
miscellaneous products into a company focusing 
almost solely on low-cost steel production. 
Coke has in the past three years brought more 
continuity to its product line by divesting 
subsidiaries such as Aqua-Chem and Tenco, 
which were not marketing to individuals, and 
by acquiring Columbia Pictures and Ronco, 
both of which market directly to consumers. 

Wachovia cut back its data services subsidiary 
and divested itself of a credit business, a 
courier company, an insurance agency, and a 
title insurance agency in the early 1970s. John 
Medl in says, " W e have rededicated ourselves 
to being the very best bank we know how to be 
and to sticking with the basic corporate, retail, 
trust, and money market services that are 
permitted to a bank" When Wachovia was 
highly diversified, its compound earnings growth 
rate was 10 percent a year. Since the redirection, 
earnings have compounded at 19 percent an-
nually. Medl in says, "You shouldn't acquire 
things that you can't manage and don't under-
stand and don't know how to run." 

Long-term orientation. Another marketing 
principle of high-performance companies is a 
long-term orientation. These companies look 
for consistent growth and profitability. Flowers, 
for instance, looks to long-term growth when it 
buys failing bakeries and spends liberally to 
modernize them. Closely-held ownership of 
many of these companies enhances corporate 
leaders' freedom to retain an orientation to 
longer-term instead of quarterly profits. William 
Fickling of Charter Medical, for instance, holds 
most of the voting stock of his company. 
Sonoco, Russell, and Flowers are closely held 
by family members, wi th only a small portion of 
their stock traded by institutional investors. 
Russell's chief financial officer says the company 
prefers to keep it that way to avoid constant 
"looking over your shoulder" by the investment 
community. 

Service to Customers. Most companies in 
our study believe their mission is to serve their 
customers' needs. Nissan's production line 
employees are kept in touch with the people 
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Exhibit 1. 

echnology/lnnovation 
No original Innovates with high Innovates ex- Innovation is 
innovation, copies degree of caution tensively after lifeblood of 
innovative activity careful analysis organization 
of others after proven 

organization 

successful 

ntrepreneurial Management 
Bureaucratic Leadership acts in Leadership takes Participation spreads 
hierarchical response to crisis & risks; employees action-orientation 
structure breeds to catch-up to execute but do not throughout 
passivity; focus of competitors originate organization 
action on "turf 
battles" 

ffiliation of Employees 
Meets basic human 
needs, but views 
human resources 
as a commodity 

Develops human 
resources to 
limited degree 

Develops human 
resources 
extensively 

Human potential 
is developed as 
major corporate 
investment 

arket Strategy 
Maintains stable 
market share 

Participates in 
some new markets, 
and increases 
share of 
existing markets 

Participates 
extensively in 
new markets 

Creates new 
markets 

Tracking the Patterns: A Spectrum 

Technology and innovat ion const i tu te the l i feblood of 
some organizations Change is constant These com-
panies' markets are fast-growing, and relevant tech-
nologies are evolving rapidly. Other companies f ind 
innovat ion and technology necessary to their busi-
nesses but they emphasize feasibi l i ty rather than 
innovation for its own sake. Some companies are 
caut ious toward innovat ion but are wi l l ing to embrace 
change when the benef i ts are evident. The far left end of 
the spect rum holds companies whose strategy is to 
copy the innovative activity of others once it has 
proven successful. 

Entrepreneur ia l management is most p ronounced 
at companies with a strong sense of purpose and 
identity and part icipative decis ion-making style that 
fosters debate, autonomy, and initiative. At f irms wi th 
a less entrepreneur ia l management style, middle 
managers and employees are kept well-informed of 
company pol ic ies and performance, but they merely 
implement decis ions made at the top. At other com-
panies act ion is undertaken usually in response to 
outside crises and less emphasis is placed on informing 
lower level managers and employees of company 
philosophy, policies or changes in these. Finally, in 
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bureaucratically managed businesses, entrepreneur-
ship is inhibi ted by a hierarchical structure that breeds 
passivity and conformity to rules and tradit ions Energy 
is focused more on rivals wi th in the organizat ion than 
on compet i tors in the market. 

Human resources are uti l ized most effect ively in 
companies that seek to develop employees to their 
fullest potential. They consider their employees invest-
ments that can leverage the company's hard assets. 
Other companies emphasize developing and training 
employees, but do not see that as the major way to 
improve productivity. In less people-oriented companies 
employees may be t reated fairly but there is l imited 
fulf i l lment th rough j obs Finally, some companies 
meet the basic human needs, but view labor as an 
easily replaceable commodity. 

Some companies expand by finding new, unexploited 
markets. These are the entrepreneurs in the t ruest 
sense of the w o r d Others participate in existing growth 

markets and some new markets. Some companies 
grow by increasing their market share in stable markets 
and by l imited part ic ipat ion in new markets. Others 
merely try to maintain stable market share in exist ing 
bus inesses 

Each of four researchers in our group ranked the 
companies on a con t inuum of TEAM character ist ics 
(Exhibit 1). Accord ing to our scale, the perfect TEAM 
company wou ld receive a rating of 16: four points 
were awarded when a character ist ic was strongly 
present; one point impl ied a weak presence of the 
trait. This rating method, although subjective, provides a 
useful benchmark for comparison. 

We encourage the reader to score his or her com-
pany on its per formance of the TEAM character is t ics 
If the total score is lower than the average (13 points 
for all the h igh-per formance companies we visited), 
our f indings suggest some of the measures employed 
by high per formance companies might be beneficial. 

they serve by means of displays at each work 
station quoting customer and dealer comments. 
Sonoco's production employees occasionally 
visit customer sites to see how their products 
are used. At some Sun Banks, tellers are given a 
quarter every t ime they call a customer by 
name. Barnett's employees receive $5.00 for 
selling a credit card to a customer; having a 
customer fill out an application earns them 
$1.00. 

At many firms senior officers are required to 
keep in touch with the market directly. At 
Federal Express each top officer has personal 
responsibility for at least one major sales account, 
which he must visit regularly. Sonoco customers 
work with company engineers to design product 
innovations and refinements. MSA awards 
special status, in addition to the typical financial 
remuneration, to high-performing sales people. 
Prestige awards include King's Court, Tiger's 
Club, and President's Council. Winners take 
vacation trips with the company's senior manage 
ment and carry special ID cards marked with 
their elite affiliation. Perhaps Bank Earnings, 
Inc. is the ultimate in serving the customer. 
When they go into a bank to offer their advice 
on cutting costs in the bank's operations, they 
are generally paid with a proportion of the first 
year of savings resulting from BEI's efforts. 
Basically, the accountants at the client and the 
consultant agree on how this should be measured. 
" W e don't even talk in terms of how many days 
it wil l take our team to do a job," says President 

Jerry Eickhoff. "Thafs our problem. We promise 
certain results, regardless of how long it takes 
to get them. And those results are defined in 
terms of the client's satisfaction, not ours. We 
can't afford to have unhappy clients running 
around, so we do everything we can to give 
them a quality job." 

Conclusions 
Technological innovation, participative man-

agement, respect for employees, and carefully 
defined market strategies are qualities shared 
by our sample of successful southeastern com-
panies. The corporate characteristics we have 
designated as the TEAM approach are empha-
sized more by some high-performance com-
panies than others. It would be unfair to say 
that the elements we are highlighting are appro-
priate in every business situation. Moreover, 
the four TEAM characteristics exist within each 
company in a variety of mixtures. For example, 
some companies have invested heavily in tech-
nological innovation, but have yet to discover 
the importance of their human capital. We 
found it useful to picture each trait along a 
continuum (see box on "Tracking the Patterns"). 

Nonetheless because we found patterns a-
cross industry lines, in both old and new com-
panies, in manufacturing and services, in high 
tech and low tech, in large and small companies, 
we believe the management principles we 
have identified apply broadly. Moreover, many 
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measures involve little capital infusion. Re-
spectful treatment of employees and partici-
pative management techniques cost little and 
may reduce costs during economic downturns. 
Thus, the implications of this study for the 
private sector are positive. 

The implications for public policy are more 
complex. Many programs now pursued by 
state economic development agencies seem 
irrelevant to the principles discerned through 
our investigation. Virtually no officials mentioned 
favorable state and local tax treatment as a 
critical factor in their companys start up or 
success. One important exception seems to be 
state programs that provide funding to train 
labor for facilities locating in the state. High-
performance businesses consider employee 
training an important function. This study calls 
into question whether such programs should 
be limited to new businesses coming into the 
state; perhaps state-sponsored training programs 

should be extended to existing firms wishing to 
improve their performance by upgrading workers. 
Programs might also be expanded to help 
managers and supervisors implement a more 
participative management style. Many com-
panies we visited had such programs in-house, 
and others noted the difficulties of having 
managers accept the full spirit of this style. 

The main implication of this study is that a 
primary goal of economic development policies 
should be creating a climate conducive to 
developing and nourishing the entrepreneur. 
The entrepreneur who develops the kind of 
people-oriented companies discussed in this 
study provides a model for innovation and 
sustained high performance. 

— Donald L Koch 
Delores W. Steinhauser, 

Bobbie H. McCrackin 
and Kathryn Hart 

Notes 

'Donald L. Koch, Will iam N. Cox, Delores W. Steinhauser and Pamela V. 
Whigham, "High Technology: The Southeast Reaches Out For Growth 
Industry, E c o n o m i c Review, Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta (September 
1983), pp. 4-19. 

^ 'Commodi t ies ' refer to highly uniform, usually mass-produced, goods. 
•'Most companies attr ibute this absence to the fairly recent entry of women 

and minorit ies into management ranks. As they build up experience, they 
say, such employees are likely to be selected for top positions. 

'In Darl ington County, South Carol ina where Nucor is located, the average 
per capita income is less than $7,000 a year. 
Some Intell igent Systems employees have accumulated 40,000 shares of 
s tock worth about $64,000 at recent prices. Corporate officers link this 
benefit and the longer-term commitment of its employees, a rarity in the 
computer industry where rapid turnover is the norm. 
"Publ icat ion deadlines prevented our including HBO & Company. HBO is 
an Atlanta-based firm that designs, sells and services hospital information 

systems used to monitor and analyze billing costs, patient information, 
and drug and laboratory data. HBO stands out as an example of the 
beneficial results of decentralization, Al though HBO has only 600 em-
ployees, it has six regional off ices that include the maiority of the 
company s work force. This arrangement, company officials believe, gives 
customers better service and employees more autonomy, thus improving 
productivity. 

In addition, recognizing that we may have missed some important 
characterist ics of smaller f inancial institutions by limiting our sample to 
the ten largest in the Southeast, we selected First Railroad & Banking 
Company of Georgia in Augusta from our list of directors nominations. The 
$1.5 billion in assets holding company is a medium-size financial institution 
whose most outstanding characteristic is its decentralized, autonomous 
management structure. Subsidiaries are loosely associated through the 
holding company; they share information and ideas through task forces 
and teams, and are held accountable to a financial plan. 
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The Emerging Financial 
Services Industry: Challenge 
and Innovation 

Innovation can help lead a banking insti-
tution into a new corporate culture ac-
cording to the Federal Reserve Bank of 
Atlanta's director of research. Despite the 
risks, he says, banks must experiment to 
remain competitive in today's marketplace. 

In the financial services industry, institutions' 
functions have significantly broadened over 
the past two decades, and product and geo-
graphic markets have become much more 
integrated. Institutions that once looked quite 
different from each other now offer similar 
products and offer them in much broader 
geographic markets. Though we tend to think 
of this as a process of nondepository institutions 
intruding onto the turf of banks and thrifts, a 
close look at the changes shows that banks and 
thrifts also have hurried to diversify. 

Barriers Have Fallen 
Commercial banks and their holding com-

panies have moved into credit cards,discount 
brokerage, leasing operating finance companies 
and many other activities. They have greatly 
increased the proportion of their assets held in 
mortgages. Thrift institutions, though slow to 
diversify until the 1980s, have received broad 
new powers from the Monetary Control Act of 
1980 and the more recent Carn-St Germain 
Act. They may now offer a wide range of 
products to consumers and businesses where 
before they were limited to individual savings 
and mortgage markets. Considerable evidence 
from financial reports and advertisements indi-
cates that an important segment of the thrift 
industry is using its new powers. I have heard 
several bankers complain recently that thrifts 
were competing with them not only for customers 
but also for imaginative managers and compe-
tent lending and operations people. 

On what was once called the nondepository 
side of the fence, firms of all sorts have been 
crossing institutional boundaries with abandon 
(Chart 1). Insurance companies have pushed 
diversification into securities, consumer finance 
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Chart 1. Financial Services 
1960 and 1984 

Banks 

1960 1984 

Checking • • 
Saving * • 

Time Deposits • • 

Installment Loans • • 

Business Loans • • 
Mortgage Loans • • 
Credit Cards • 
Insurance 
Stocks, Bonds, Brokerage • 

Underwri t ing 
Mutual Funds 
Real Estate 

Interstate Facilit ies • 

and even banking and thrift industries. Prudential 
is probably the best known of these firms with 
its acquisition of Bache, its money fund and its 
nonbank bank—a chartered and insured bank 
that, because it is owned by a nonbank com-
pany, is not subject to the restrictions of the 
Bank Holding Company Act American General, 
with money market funds, more traditional 
mutual funds and its billion-dollar finance com-
pany, may have gone further in decreasing its 
concentration on insurance alone. Travelers has 
embarked on an entirely different strategy of 
expanding into a broader variety of businesses, 
providing financial services at the wholesale 
level to financial firms of all types. (Travelers 
also has a nonbank bank.) 

Among securities firms, Merrill Lynch is the 
quintessential diversified financial corporation, 
but others have accomplished much the same 
sort of diversification. Merrill's CMA account 
has clones and semi-clones coming from several 
sources. In all, at least $93 billion has been 
channeled into more than 1.1 million accounts 
of this type. 

But CMAs represent only the leading edge of 
securities firms' spread into nontraditional pro-
duct lines. They are venturing into insurance 
underwriting and sales, commercial lending 
and nonbank banks. Some offer brokered bank 
and thrift CDs (large certificates of deposits 
that have been broken into $100,000 units to 

Insurance Secur i ty 
Companies Retai lers Dealers 

1960 1984 1960 1984 1960 1984 

• * • 

• • • 

• • • 

• • • 

• • • 

* • • 

* • • • 

* * • • 

* • • • 
• • 

• • • • 

• • • 

* • ik-

qualify for federal insurance), second mort-
gages and financial planning. 

Firms that were once consumer finance com-
panies have gotten into the diversification act 
too. Household International does not fit the 
image of the finance company of yesteryear. It 
owns a nonbank bank, a group of thrifts and a 
life insurance company. A competitor, Beneficial 
Corporation, also has a nonbank bank and 
insurance companies and has expanded into 
commercial finance, leasing and sales finance. 
Household is engaged in pilot programs that 
make insurance, ATMs, equity lines of credit 
and safe deposit boxes available at its consumer 
finance offices. Such offices could become the 
one-stop financial center for a substantial portion 
of our population. 

The oncesolid barrier separating these former-
ly nondepository industries and banking has 
shown cracks, which CMAs and money funds 
have penetrated in the past. Since 1980, the 
nonbank bank concept has threatened to burst 
the barrier. The nonbank bank is a strange word 
and a strange concept growing out of the Bank 
Holding Company Acts definition of a bank. 
The Act says that, to be considered and regulated 
as a bank holding company, a company must 
own an institution that offers both demand 
deposits and commercial loans. Nonbank firms 
have been acquiring bank charters and using 
them to operate insured depository institutions 

Savings 
& Loans 

1960 1984 

• 

• • 
• • 

• 

• • 

• • 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Chart 2. ROAA Depository Financial Inst i tut ion Chart 3. Life Insurance Companies 
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without demand deposits or without commercial 
loans in order to avoid the limits of the Holding 
Company Act. 

Through that approach, they have been able 
to continue offering most bank services, parti-
cularly accepting insured deposits. Although 
the Federal Reserve has interpreted the bank 
definition broadly, the inventiveness of owners 
of nonbank banks and a recent court setback 
raise questions about whether the Fed has, by 
its new interpretation of the bank definition, 
sealed off the nonbank bank passage between 
depository and nondepository institutions1. If 
not, nondepository institutions will have addi-
tional opportunities to continue their move into 
traditional bank products, including insured 
deposits. 

Fruits of Diversification 
The diversification of other institutions into 

banking functions has been motivated by a pull 
from the market for bank products and a push 
from the markets in which the other institutions 
operated. Banks have been, in many ways, the 
most diversified segment of the financial services 
industry. Their diversification and the markets 
in which they are diversified have provided 
them with good, steady earnings growth and, 
just as important, excellent earnings stability. 
Through the financial turmoil of the last 25 

years, banks in the aggregate have suffered just 
one year of earnings decline—1959. Their com-
pound earnings growth rate over that period 
has been 9.1 percent—well above the inflation 
rate for the period. In addition, bank earnings 
have been quite stable, around 0.75 percent 
return on assets (Chart 2). 

Other segments of the industry have not 
fared so well. Thrift industry problems of the 
past several years are well known. Even before 
this debacle, their earnings were quite cyclical, 
showing much greater year-to-year variation 
than those of commercial banks. Security dealers 
suffered a shake-out during the back office 
problems and commission deregulation of the 
early and mid 1970s. Their health has improved 
but their earnings remain quite volatile. Life 
insurance companies have found themselves 
in the position of selling financial buggy whips. 
Many customers have allowed their ordinary 
life policies to lapse, demonstrating the inroads of 
competit ion by group insurance (Chart 3). 
Many new types of savings instruments have 
helped drive these insurance firms to reassess 
their positions and products. A look at retail 
growth and margins shows dramatically why 
Sears, Penney's, Kroger, K Mart and other 
retailers have sought balmier climes with con-
sistent financial earnings performers in their 
portfolios. 

But the banks' financial performances, re-
flecting the value of their markets, have created 
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Chart 4 . Banks' Share 
Private Financial Inst i tut ions 
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problems for them by attracting a multitude of 
competitors. Commercial banks' share of the 
financial assets held by all private financial insti-
tutions dropped sharply after 1975, as did their 
share of consumer credit (Chart 4). The banks' 
share of business credit began declining earlier, 
in the 1960s, and has declined further in recent 
years. 

Banks have lost market share not only because 
their managements have failed to keep pace 
with those diversifying into their markets. Regu-
latory limitations of several types have kept 
banks in their protected hothouse, unable to 
meet many challenges with proper pricing, 
product or geographic strategies. As it became 
obvious how much impact these limits were 
having on commercial banks' market shares 
and thrifts' earnings during the high-interest 
period of the early 1980s, some of the restrictions 
were lifted by the government 

Interest rate limits have been removed gradu-
ally to engender unlimited competit ion for 
funds. Soon only demand deposits will be 
controlled. These changes already have bought 
banks and thrifts a resurgent share of time and 
savings deposits. They also have transformed 
the major part of banks' and thrifts' liability 
markets into commodity markets with heavy 
price competit ion and similar service offerings. 
The activities allowed to banks and thrifts have 
been increased. While questioning some changes, 
the Federal Reserve has added credit insurance 

underwriting and sales, finance and mortgage 
company operations, leasing, discount broker-
ages, financial advice and several other busi-
nesses to the activities permitted bank holding 
companies. It proposes to add more. At the 
same time, Congress and the Federal Home 
Loan Bank Board have greatly extended per-
missible activities for thrifts. 

Geographic barriers also have been removed 
by many states and by federal regulators re-
sponding to emergencies. Seventeen states 
already have passed some kind of l imited 
interstate banking legislation and several more 
are considering such laws. Savings and loans 
have been acquired in interstate emergency 
mergers. The latest approval for such acquisitions 
was granted to Citicorp by the Federal Reserve. 

New Meanings for Old Terms 
The continuing elimination of barriers in the 

industry alters old ideas about winners and 
losers among the firms providing financial ser-
vices. First of all, it is becoming much less 
meaningful to talk about subindustries such as 
banks, thrifts, insurance, finance and securities 
companies. Firms in all these industries can 
offer products that substantially overlap those 
of each other. So far the strong trend is for 
product capabilities to keep on increasing. It 
makes little sense to talk of long-term regulatory 
advantages any more. 

Integration of product and geographic markets 
means there are few protected markets left. 
Protective limits are gone; entering new markets 
is relatively easy. Economies of scale are of 
minor importance in the production of many 
services, so many potential entrants are moving 
into most markets. Where economies of scale 
exist, service corporations that can exploit 
them can wholesale their advantage to many 
small institutions acting as agents. In such 
situations, products tend to become commodi-
ties. Differentiation is more difficult when most 
products can be copied and produced easily and 
when price is an important dimension. 

Challenges for Management 
A situation is developing in which the financial 

industry is becoming like most others. There is 
no clear protection; getting into banking does 
not guarantee a business that is somewhat 
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proprietary, that provides a monopolistic right 
With this easier entry, sharp profit squeezes 
are likely in the future and more and more bank 
products are going to be commodit ies rather 
than unique services. A major skill required of 
future senior management wil l be to design 
products that are unique or at least a bit 
different from those offered by the competition. 

Success in providing financial services is 
going to be similar to succeeding in any other 
business. The major focus will be on finding out 
what customers want and really working to 
supply those needs. A recent detailed survey 
by a large Florida bank disclosed that its cus-
tomer base really did not want additional 
services such as discount brokerage. The cus-
tomers' whole emphasis was on high quality of 
existing products and on consistent service. All 
sellers of financial services will increase their 
focus on quality as we go through the 1980s 
and into the early 1990s. 

Attention to customer needs will be the most 
crucial factor in financial institutions' success 
over the next decade. This may seem obvious, 
but the failure of many technologically feasible 
systems to gain customer acceptance indicates 
that many managers have failed to grasp the 
idea. A product's feasibility is not sufficient to 
assure success. 

Closely related to the need to satisfy the 
customer is a growing desire by bank customers 
for quality service. Quality wil l offer a way to 
differentiate products successfully, at least for 
a while. Continued emphasis on quality gives 
promise of generating a wave of differentiated 
products over time. 

One way to approach customer satisfaction 
with new technology is to put the computer to 
work saving the customer t ime and trouble and 
providing him or her with information. Com-
puters can be a major offensive weapon if they 
are used to work for customers rather than for 
engineers. So long as they can save time and 
overcome disadvantages of distance and loca-
tion, computer-based banking products will 
have a chance to succeed. But they must offer 
advantages over systems already in use. Elec-
tronic home banking, for example, has received 
a lot of attention lately. Whether any of the 
pilot projects now running wil l succeed de-
pends on whether they can develop advantages 
over our present home banking system—the 
one that uses the Post Office instead of a 

computer as its delivery system. Whether people 
will receive their bills by mail and then run to 
their computer terminals to pay them remains 
to be seen. I would feel more secure about 
home banking by computer if the bills were 
delivered by computer also. 

The premier providers of financial services 
also wil l realize that their assets wi th the 
highest return are those that go home every 
night. A six-month study that we conducted of 
high-performance companies in the Southeast 
(detailed in this issue of our Review) showed a 
whole set of exciting ways of increasing employee 
productivity and encouraging creativity. 

This study of 21 varied companies—including 
four outstanding banking organizations in the 
Southeast —finds certain themes recurring over 
and over again. The successful firms, for instance, 
generally had a lean staff of workers, wi th small 
divisions or plants, and small work groups. 
They weren't monolithic behemoths with thou-
sands and thousands of workers under the 
same direction, and they offered opportunities 
for promotion from within. These corporations 
also emphasized careful selection of employees, 
frequent feedback in both directions, continued 
recognition of what is good and what is bad 
about what employees and managers do, and 
aggressive employee participation in owner-
ship of the firm. 

Other shared characteristics include few ex-
ecutive privileges; relatively few management 
layers, so the level from the CEO to the bottom 
line person is not nine or ten levels but maybe 
two or three; a dedicated commitment to 
employee training in all forms—not just internal 
programs but external programs where people 
are developed and encouraged to recognize 
their potential fully over time. One Florida 
bank, for instance, surveyed its employees 
and found out that some were saying, "Sure, 
this is a great place to work , but I never 
get promoted." Management decided to change 
and came up with a university system in its own 
institution. They bring employees in, give them 
training or course skills, send them back out 
and also move them around the system. A 
branch manager of a small bank can earn more 
than he or she could if the employee were just 
thought of as an assistant cashier. 

Finally, of course, these shared characteristics 
imply that the most important thing is always to 
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Chart 5. Management Skills 

Entrepreneurial 

Administrative' 

decisively toward the entrepreneur. Despite the 
risks inherent in attempting something new, a 
firm must innovate in planning its strategies. If 
one firm fails to innovate, some bright young turk 
elsewhere is going to figure out an operations or 
marketing approach that works and works well. 
Innovation may change the entire culture and 
make an institution more dynamic, more sensitive 
to the marketplace and more entrepreneurial. 
Success in financial services, as in any other 
industry, requires a high degree of energy, focus, 
sensitivity and, above all, creativity—the creativity 
to encourage excellence and the willingness to 
permit the entrepreneur the freedom to succeed. 

encourage a high degree of controlled experi-
mentation in a banking organization. As fi-
nancial institutions break their parochial barriers, 
they will place greater emphasis on managers' 
entrepreneurial skills and less on their admini-
strative abilities (Chart 5). The balance between 
the administrator and the entrepreneur will shift 

— Donald L Koch* 

'This article is based on a speech presented to a national conlerence on 
linancial services sponsored by the Atlanta Society ot Financial Analysts, Feb. 2i, 
7 9 8 4 . 

'Since this speech was presented, the Federal Reserve Board has 
approved acquisition ol a nonbank bank in Florida for U. S. Trust Corp. ot 
New York, a registered bank holding company, stating "...although the 
Board believes that approval ot this proposal presents a serious potential 
tor undermining the policies of the (Bank Holding Company) Act, the 
Board is constrained by the definition of bank in the BHC Act to approve 
the application.' U. S. Trust agreed not to engage in the business of 
making commercial loans in Florida. Federal Reserve System, "U. S. Trust 
Corporation, New York. N. Y Press Release, Mar 23, 1984. 
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FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF ATLANTA 

Bankers' Banks: An Institution 
Whose Time Has Come? 

As competit ion in the financial industry has 
intensified, the correspondent relationship en-
joyed by independent banks in the past has 
started to deteriorate. Independent banks, facing a 
changing atmosphere, are being encouraged to 
look to other institutions for the services they 
normally obtain from correspondent banks. Lib-
eralization of state laws concerning bank holding 
companies and statewide branch banking has 
permitted consolidations, increasing the number 
of relatively large institutions. The number of 
states permitt ing either statewide or l imited 
branching rose from 33 in 1960 to 43 in 1983, 
while the number of unit banking states declined 
from 18 to 8 during the same period. 

This trend has sounded an alarm among the 
smaller independent banks. Large institutions 
historically have provided correspondent ser-
vices to independent banks. Wi th the changes in 
banking laws, however, these large banks have, 
in many cases, acquired a competing institution 
across the street from their respondent banks. 
Some of the small independents are questioning 
whether or not their correspondent has their 
best interest at heart, especially in cases where 
the correspondent has acquired a direct com-
petitor. Can the correspondent bank be expected 
to continue to provide top-notch information 
and services at a reasonable cost to a competitor? 
The respondent banks are skeptical and f ind 
themselves looking for a new correspondent 
bank. Usually many alternative correspondent 
relationships could be established, but estab-
lishing such a new relationship is time consuming 
and expensive. Therefore, many independent 
banks have begun to look to an alternative 
source to provide the services they formerly 
obtained from a correspondent bank. 

A new breed of "bankers' banks" is emerg-
ing to offer services to smaller institutions. 
Early successes indicate the concept may 
pose a challenge to the historic corre-
spondent banking system. 
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These services, which typically require huge 
capital outlays or considerable management ex-
pertise, generally are not economically feasible 
for the smaller independent banks to provide 
themselves. A new type of financial institution 
known as a bankers' bank may provide one 
answer. Typically, bankers' banks are owned and 
established by a syndicate of relatively small 
banks, none of which owns more than 5 percent 
of the institution. Bankers' banks are designed to 
provide the services the independent banks 
need or want, but, unlike a correspondent bank, 
they pose no competit ive threat to the indepen-
dent because it provides financial services only 
to banks, not to the public at large, hence the 
name bankers' bank. 

Table 1 . States Author iz ing the Establ ishment 
of State-Chartered Bankers' Banks 

Arizona New Mexico 
Arkansas North Dakota 
California Ohio 
Colorado Oklahoma 
Connect icut Oregon 
Florida Pennsylvania 
Hawaii South Dakota 
Il l inois Tennessee 
Kansas Texas 
Louisiana Virginia 
Maryland Washington 
Minnesota West Virginia 
Montana Wisconsin 

Background 
The first dedicated bankers' bank was formed 

in 1975 by a group of independent banks in 
Minnesota. The Minnesota concept was based 
on a similar bank in Omaha, Nebraska. Packers 
National Bank in Omaha, the prototype for the 
Independent State Bank of Minnesota, has as its 
shareholders a group of independent bankers 
rather than independent banks. It provides both 
retail and correspondent services. The executive 
council of the Minnesota bankers' bank decided 
that a purely correspondent bank with a new 
charter would suit their needs better—providing 
them both flexibility and control—than if they 
purchased an existing bank offering retail and 
correspondent services. The executive council 
successfully sponsored a bill in the Minnesota 
legislature that allowed banks to invest in the 
new institution. Although national and Federal 
Reserve member banks were declared ineligible, 
the I ndependent State Bank of Minnesota opened 
in December 1975. 

The institution has been successful in attracting 
independent banks as shareholders. Currently 
its shareholders include over 240 independent 
banks. It has established an interstate network to 
perform data processing, profit analysis, com-
pliance instruction, advertising, and other services 
for its more than 473 customers, all relatively 
small independent banks. Banks do not have to 
be shareholders to obtain services from a bankers' 
bank. 

To date, 26 states (see Table 1), including 
three Sixth District states, have authorized the 

establishment of state-chartered bankers' banks 
either by specific state law o r "w i ld card" statute. 
The "w i ld card" statute is a provision of state law 
giving the state banking commisioner authority 
to charter banks with the same powers available 
to nationally chartered associations. All the 
bankers' banks in operation today have been 
chartered under state laws. A Louisiana insti-
tution sought to form a bank holding company 
and a bankers' bank simultaneously. Although 
not in operation yet, it has received approval 
for the formation of the holding company and 
the first nationally-chartered bankers' bank. 

Bankers' banks exist today in Colorado, Florida, 
Minnesota, Ohio, Texas and Wisconsin, serving 
over 1,300 independent banks (see Table 2). 
Similar banks are being established in Louisiana 
and Pennsylvania. Each state specifies restrictions 
on its bankers' banks. The major differences in 
state laws involve the amount of capital and 
surplus a bank may invest in the stock of a 
bankers' bank and the percentage of its voting 
shares any single depository institution can hold. 
Colorado, Florida, Ohio, and Minnesota permit 
banks to invest up to 10 percent of their capital 
and surplus in a bankers' bank, while Texas and 
Wisconsin limit banks to 5 and 4 percent, respec-
tively. Wi th the exception of Minnesota, each 
state limits to 5 percent the amount of voting 
stock a single bank may own. That state imposes 
no limit, although no bank owns more than 3 
percent of the voting stock of the Minnesota 
bankers' bank. 
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Table 2 . Bankers' Bank Activity 

States 

Colorado 
Florida 
Minnesota 
Ohio 
Texas 
Wisconsin 

Date 
Establ ished 

10/80 

8 / 8 3 
12 /75 

5 / 8 3 
1/82 
9/81 

Number of 
Shareholder Banks 

8 2 
60 

2 4 0 
7 4 

3 5 0 
130 

Number 
Current ly 

Being Served 

1 2 2 

3 5 
4 7 3 

4 5 
5 5 0 
109 

Number of 
Independent 

Banks in the State 

2 4 5 
220 
298 
2 3 5 
7 5 6 
3 3 8 

How It Works 
A bankers' bank is capitalized by the issuance 

of stock to existing and potential customers. 
Potential customers generally are the indepen-
dent community banks in the state where the 
bankers' bank is established. However, com-
munity banks in neighboring states may also 
subscribe to the services offered by the bankers' 
bank, making possible the creation of interstate 
networks. The bankers' bank typically is owned 
jointly by a group of independents seeking to 
achieve economies of scale by pooling financial 
resources. Their cooperation allows these small 
independent banks to realize the benefits usually 
associated with large banks or holding company 
conglomerates without as large a financial outlay. 

This relationship also raises the question of 
possible competit ive problems. The bankers' 
bank may provide a vehicle for collusion in that it 
ties together independent banks who depend 
on the same source for loan participation and 
other pricing guidelines. To date though, no 
evidence has been presented to substantiate 
this. 

The bankers' bank is formed primarily to serve 
the needs and desires of the banks that own it. 
This is in contrast to the traditional correspondent 
relationship, where a respondent bank is offered 
a menu of services by correspondents and then 
chooses which service it will obtain from which 
correspondent. 

The relationship between the bankers' bank 
and its shareholders is almost the reverse of the 
more widely known holding company relation-
ship where a bank holding company owns and 
directs its subsidiary banks. A bankers' bank is 
owned and directed by its customers, who are 
also its shareholders. Users of the services maintain 

control of the bankers' bank, whose board of 
directors is selected from subscribing banks. 

Services offered by a bankers' bank are similar 
to those found in the traditional correspondent 
banking relationship. These may include services 
similar to those rendered by large banks and 
holding companies to affiliates and subsidiary 
banks but not offered to respondent banks or 
services offered to subsidiaries at a cost diffe-
rential that places the independent banks at a 
disadvantage. Each bankers' bank may differen-
tiate the services it provides to shareholders. To 
date, the bankers' banks have been established 
to solve particular problems or to take advantage 
of opportunities within a single state. The insti-
tutions have developed plans to fit the particular 
needs of respondent banks. 

"A bankers' bank is owned and 
directed by its customers, who are 

also its shareholders." 

The sen/ices most often offered can be grouped 
into three basic areas; (1) check clearing; (2) 
investment services (the sale and purchase of 
Fed funds, commercial paper, and both long and 
short term government securities), and (3) lending 
functions such as participation in overline loans, 
bank stock loans, and bank customer letters of 
credit Other areas of service include secondary 
market activities (in both mortgages and bank 
stock loan participation), data processing, farm 
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Legislative Background 

Sect ion 711 of the Monetary Control Act of 1980 gave 
national banks the power to invest in state-chartered 
bankers' banks insured by the FDIC, with a qualification. 
The stock of the bankers' bank must be owned ex-
clusively by other banks (unless state laws require 
directors' qual i fy ing shares) and the bankers' bank 
must conduct business only wi th other banks, their 
o f f icers directors, or emp loyees Federal law limits 
the amount of s tock held by a single associat ion to 10 
percent of its capital and surplus and restricts the 
amount of vot ing securi t ies to no more than 5 percent. 

Limit ing each bank's ownership to less than 5 
percent of the voting shares of a bankers' bank 
removes the possibi l i ty that the formal ownership 
structure could be defined as a bank holding company 
under the Bank Holding Company Act. Ownersh ip of 
less than 5 percent does not t r igger the presumpt ion 
of control s tandard of the Bank Holding Company 
Act.' Under Sect ion 103 of the Monetary Contro l Act, 
bankers' banks are exempted f rom Federal Reserve 
requirements. However, all have chosen to maintain 
reserve balances in order to gain access to the 
Federal Reserve Banks for check clearing and the 
discount window. 

In 1980, the Federal Reserve Board issued its 
interpretation of Regulation D, which governs bankers' 
banks The board ruled that a bank is a bankers' bank 
if it satisf ies all the fo l lowing criteria: 

1. It is organized solely to do business with other 
f inancial inst i tu t ions 

2. It is owned primarily (75 percent or more) by 
the financial institutions with which it does business 

3. It does not do business wi th the general public 
except for officers, directors, and employees of 
other banks 

Deposi tory inst i tut ions fai l ing to satisfy the cr i ter ia 
will not be regarded as bankers' banks by the Federal 
Reserve and will be required to satisfy reserve require-
ments on all t ransact ion accounts and non-personal 
t ime depos i ts A bankers' bank may be permitted, on a 
case-by-case basis, to act as a pass-through corre-
spondent if it enters into an agreement with the 
Federal Reserve to accept responsibi l i ty of pass-
through reserve accoun ts The Federal Reserve also 
must be satisf ied that the quali ty of management and 
f inancial resources is adequate. 

The most recent legislation dealing with bankers' 
banks is Sect ion 4 0 4 of the Garn-St Germain Deposi-
tory Insti tut ions Act of 1982. It author ized the comp-
troller of the currency to charter l imited-purpose 
national associat ion bankers' banks to be owned 
exclusively by deposi tory inst i tut ions and to serve 
those institutions. The comptrol ler was granted rule-
making and enforcement authority and was empowered 
to waive or modify requi rements normally appl icable 
to national banks if they are deemed inappropr iate or 
irrelevant. 

marketing, safekeeping, educational seminars, 
leasing, insurance, stock brokerage, and electronic 
funds transfer (EFT). 

In add i t ion to these normal services, the 
bankers' banks seek innovative services tailored 
to the needs of their respondents. An example is 
the Minnesota Farm Plan offered through the 
original bankers' bank, the Independent State 
Bank of Minnesota. This plan is the largest credit 
card operation in Minnesota. By providing credit 
cards for the customers of implement dealers, 
lumber companies, and similar businesses, it 
spares those firms from carrying the financing 
themselves. That leaves them with working capital 
that otherwise would be t ied up in accounts 
receivable. 

Another innovative idea was discount pur-
chasing of microfilm by the Minnesota insti-
tution, which has provided independent banks 
with significant savings over individual purchasing. 
The Independent Bankers' Bank of Florida will 
help banks meet the demand for home financing 
in the state by creating a secondary market for 

conventional real estate loans. These are just a 
few examples of how bankers' banks may tailor 
services for users of their services. 

The relationship between a bankers' bank and 
its respondents offers several advantages to 
independent banks over the traditional corre-
spondent relationship. Independent banks are 
dealing with an institution whose main purpose 
is to serve them, not one that in many cases is in 
competit ion with them. They are not providing 
income to the competit ion, income not always 
used to improve the services available to the 
respondent banks. The goal of the bankers' bank 
is to provide a full array of correspondent ser-
vices, in addition to innovating services previously 
unavailable to independent banks. Advocates 
say the quality of services provided by the 
bankers' bank to its users is often higher and 
costs are generally lower than those offered by 
correspondent banks. Although the bankers' bank 
is owned by independent banks and exists to 
serve those that own it, non-owners are allowed 
to participate. The bankers' bank can perform 
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the same services offered by the correspondent 
banks, but it cannot compete with the indepen-
dents for any direct retail or commercial services. 

How successful have the existing bankers' 
banks been? Texas Independent Bank, which 
opened in January 1982, now serves more than 
half of the 750 independent banks in the state. 
As shown in Table 2, bankers' banks have met 
with a great deal of success. In Texas, Colorado, 
and Minnesota, at least half of the eligible banks 
statewide are being served by the bankers' 
banks. This is evidence that the needs and 
desires of independent banks for correspondent 
services were not being met by traditional corre-
spondent banks. Smaller independent banks 

"The bankers' bank appears to be a 
concept whose time has come." 

have shown a willingness to change from the 
traditional correspondent banking relationship 
and align themselves with the more responsive 
bankers' bank. 

C o n c l u s i o n 
The bankers' bank appears to be a concept 

whose t ime has come. As with the entire financial 
services industry, the traditional correspondent 
banking relationships are being reshaped by the 
demands of users. Bankers' banks fill voids in 
each of the six states where they have been 
created. The early success of bankers' banks in 
attracting users suggests that the traditional corre-
spondent banks, in certain areas at least, have 
lacked either the motivation or the ability to 
provide customized services effectively priced 
and delivered in a competitively neutral manner. 
Instead of offering a menu from which a respon-
dent institution can choose a given set of 

services, the banker's bank provides customized 
services responding to the needs and desires 
of the only group of customers it serves—its 
client/users. 

Since the correspondent business is the bankers' 
bank's only business, it must make every effort to 
supply services at a competit ive price. Even 
though there are two sets of users (owners and 
client banks) the institution's objectives relative 
to both groups are consistent. Both groups seek 
to take advantage of economies inherent in the 
bankers' bank. Its success is dependent upon 
attracting a large customer base, and attracting a 
large customer base is related directly to offering 
those consumers competit ive prices. Therefore, 
the success of the bankers' bank ultimately 
depends on offering quality services advanta-
geously priced for its consumers—its owners and 
client banks. This means it has no incentive to 
offer a dual set of prices based on membership 
status, as is often the case with larger correspon-
dent banks serving their own subsidiaries and 
independent institutions. 

The question of competit ive neutrality is a 
little less clear. The bankers' bank eliminates the 
perhaps insignificant problem posed when an 
independent finds itself in competit ion wi th one 
of its correspondent's subsidiary banks. When 
this occurs, a reasonable respondent would simply 
find a new correspondent, one with which it did 
not compete. True, the bankers' bank may find 
itself attempting to serve the needs of two or 
more independent banks in the same market. 
This would not differ substantially from what 
occurs within the existing correspondent banking 
framework. Yet the result may prove less harmful 
to competition while offering the advantages of 
customized services and effective competit ive 
prices for correspondent services. The bankers' 
bank, overall, appears to offer the independent 
bank a reasonable alternative to its traditional 
correspondent relationship and thus may improve 
competit ion among banks. 

— Pamela Frisbee 
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Debate and action concerning the nation's limi-
tations on interstate banking have increased 
greatly over the past two years. The attention of 
Congress and bank regulators increasingly has 
been drawn to the subject by state governments' 
actions or proposals. Proponents of interstate 
banking in several states have taken various 
initiatives to overcome interstate banking pro-
hibitions. Their proposals have ranged from al-
lowing entry by banks with l imited functions, as 
South Dakota and Delaware have done, to al-
lowing entry by any out-of-state bank holding 
company, as is the case in Alaska and Maine. 

Banks headquartered in one state are prohibited 
from operating deposit-taking offices in any other 
state by the McFadden Act of 1927 (amended in 
1933); bank holding companies are prohibited 
from owning a bank in another state without that 
state's permission by the Douglas Amendment 
to the Bank Holding Company Act of 1956. Until 
the last four years, these two laws effectively 
stopped interstate operation of full-service banks 
or branches by all domestic banking organizations 
except forafew"grandfathered" by the Douglas 

Interstate Banking: 
Issues and Evidence 

Interstate banking promises to offer the 
public—and banks— more benefits than 
disadvantages, according to this study. 
But it suggests that excessive limitations 
could diminish the potential benefits with-
out helping banking customers. 

Amendment Recently, however, emergency take-
overs and state laws have breached interstate 
prohibitions to a greater degree. 

The Current Situation 
Current proposals and action on interstate 

banking are driven by a combination of market 
forces that seem to be breaking down the barriers 
to interstate banking inexorably despite con-
tinued legal prohibitions. Some of these forces 
and their results were detailed in a 1983 Federal 
Reserve Bank of Atlanta report by David D. 
Whitehead.1 Other forces have come into prom-
inence since that research was done. 

The May 1983 study indicates that various 
banking organizations have used different legal 
avenues to establish offices outside their home 
states. By analyzing the location of those offices, 
Whitehead also concludes that these interstate 
organizations have fol lowed market forces to 
attractive markets located primarily in the faster 
growing states of the Sun Belt. 
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The report identifies several avenues banking 
organizations have taken to conduct interstate 
banking: grandfathered subsidiaries of domestic 
and foreign bank holding companies, agencies 
and branches of foreign banks, nonbank sub-
sidiaries of bank holding companies, loan pro-
duction offices, offices of Edge Act corporations, 
interstate savings and loan associations and limited 
service offices opened under special state laws. 
In all, the research uncovered 7,724 such offices 
as of late 1982. Comparing this number to the 
39,835 within-state branches of all domestically 
chartered commercial banks at the end of 1982 
gives an idea of the significance of interstate 
banking. 

Interstate prohibitions have been challenged 
further by nonbank companies that have devised 
ways to offer many or all banking services through 
interstate offices. The names of the nonbank 
companies are familiar. Many add deposit ser-
vices to their lending services through brokered 
time certificates or transactions accounts offered 
by a bank under contract. They typically have 
gained access to the payments system through a 
commercial bank. A refinement that allows them 
to offer insured deposits and to access the 
payments mechanism directly gained consi-
derable attention in 1982 and 1983. This is the 
nonbank bank, so called because it is a chartered 
and insured bank, but it is not a bank for 
purposes of the Bank Holding Company Act. 

Since these are not banks for the purposes of 
that act, their owners are not covered by it and 
may engage in activities not allowed by the act 
and operate banks in more than one state. The 
Federal Reserve Board has attempted to close 
the loophole in its regulations that allows non-
bank banks to operate.2 The threat posed by 
nonbank banks to interstate banking prohibitions 
is demonstrated by Dimension Financial Corp., 
an organization that has applied to operate 
nonbank banks in 25 states. 

Several states have taken it upon themselves 
to move toward interstate banking before the 
federal government decides what is to be done 
on a national scale. As of the beginning of March 
1984, fully 17 states had passed legislation al-
lowing out-of-state bank holding companies to 
operate within their borders (see"States' Inter-
state Banking Laws"). 

Such moves have laid the groundwork for 
debates in several state legislatures in 1984 and 
1985. We might also expect Congress to debate 

the subject if there is continued state movement 
toward interstate banking legislation. Federal 
Reserve Board Chairman Paul Volcker has testi-
fied that he prefers a national interstate banking 
law to a diverse group of state or regional 
policies.3 Senator D'Amato of New York has 
introduced a bill that would provide for the 
phase-in of national interstate banking while 
voiding regional interstate compacts. Senator 
Tsongas of Massachusetts has taken the opposite 
tack, introducing legislation that would legitimize 
regional interstate compacts. In this article, we 
will set out the major interstate banking issues 
being debated, review and assess the evidence 
on these issues, detail the prospective costs and 
benefits of interstate banking and comment on 
problems of moving to de jure interstate banking. 

Public Policy Issues 
Public issues that arise in the debate on inter-

state banking can be classified under three 
principal headings: competition/efficiency, credit 
and savings flows, and safety. Each category has 
several subheads and none is absolutely separate 
from the others. 

Competition and Efficiency 

The issues of competition and efficiency gen-
erally are related to a stereotypical view of the 
process by which banking will become interstate. 
Most observers think that large banks in a few 
money centers will spread out over the country 
and become full-service competitors of smaller 
banks. This view probably overstates the role of 
money-center banks in the process. Larger re-
gional banks also are likely to attempt expansion 
on a regional basis at least. Mergers of small 
banks in multiple state market areas are also 
likely. Nevertheless, the most relevant picture of 
interstate banking is one of larger banks entering 
local markets to compete with smaller banks. 
Thus, the effects of interstate banking on the 
costs of bank services, the dynamics of bank 
competition, the concentration of the banking 
business and the variety of services available to 
customers are usually discussed in terms of the 
advantages and disadvantages of larger and smaller 
banks. 

Bank Costs 

A relatively consistent body of evidence on 
bank costs indicates that large banks have no 
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Box 1 
States W i t h Out-of -State B a n k i n g Laws 

State 

Alaska 

Connecticut 

Delaware 

Year 
Passed 

1982 

1983 

1981-1983 

Georgia 

Florida 

Illinois 

Iowa 

Maine 

1984 

1972 

1981 

1972 

1975 

Provisions 

De novo-No. 
Acquisition of existing banks-Yes in business for three years. 
Branching into state-Not explicitly stated, (N.ES) 
Acquisition of savings bank, S&L and Trust company-Trust companies only. 
Reciprocal agreement-Not explicitly stated. 
De novo-N.ES. 
Acquisition of existing banks-Yes. 
Branching into state-N.ES. 
Acquisition SB, S&L and Trust-Yes, other than trust companies (variety of other 
restrictions). 
Rec/proca/agreemenf-NewEnglandonlyandanti-leap-froggingprovision(non-NEto 
Maine and then Connecticut, Massachusetts and/or Rhode Island). 
1 9 8 1 

De novo-Yes 
1. Minimum capital stock and paid-in-surplus at least $10 million, with 1 year to 

reach $25 million. 
2. Employ at least 100 persons 
3. Not likely to attract customers from general public. 

Acquistion of existing banks-N.E.S. 
Branching into sfate-N.ES. 
Acquisition SB, S&L and Trust-N.ES. 
Reciprocal agreement-N.E.S. 

Misc. provision-No interest rate ceiling on credit cards. 

1 9 8 3 

De novo-Yes, if above three conditions are met and bank holding company was 
present under 1981 law. May also charter de novo bank although capital requirements 
for consumer credit banks may be different (initial capital requirement different if 
affiliated with credit card bank). 
Acquisition of existing banks-N.ES. 
Branching into state-N.ES. 
Acquisition SB, S&L and Trust-N.E.S. 
Reciprocal agreement-N.E.S. 
Misc. Provision-Bank may only accept deposits other than demand deposits and 
make loans to natural persons for noncommercial uses. 
De Novo-No 
Acquisition of existing banks-Yes, in business for 5 years. 
Branching into state-No. 
Acquisition SB, S&L and Trust-No S&L. 
Reciprocal agreement-Yes, other states permitted are Alabama, Florida, Kentucky, 
Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina South Carolina, Tennessee and Virginia. 
De novo-N.ES. 
Acquisition of existing banks-Yes, if on 12-20-72 owned a bank or trust company in 
the state. 
Branching into state-N.ES. 
Acquisition SB. S&L and 7rusf-N.ES. 
Reciprocal agreement- N.E.S. 
De novo-N.E.S. 
Acquisition of existing banks-Only grandfathered interstate bank holding companies 
under Bank Holding Company Act of 1956. 
Branching into sfafe-N.ES. 
Acquisition SB, S&L and 7rusf-N.ES. 
Reciprocal agreement-N.E.S. 
De novo-N.ES. 
Acquisition of existing banks- Yes, if on 1 -1 -71 bank holding company were registered 
as a bank holding corporation and owned 2 banks in Iowa. 
Branching into state-N.ES. 
Acquisition SB, S&L and Trust-N.ES. 
Reciprocal agreement-N.E.S. 
De novo-Yes. 
Acquisition of existing banks-Yes. 
Branching into state-N.ES. 
Acquisition SB, S&L and Trust-Yes. 
Reciprocal agreement-Yes. 
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Year 
State Passed 

Maryland 1983 

Massachusetts 1982 

Nebraska 1983 

1983 

New York 1982 

Oregon 1983 

Rhode Island 1983 

South Dakota 1983 

Virginia 1983 

Washington 1983 

Provisions 

De novo-Yes, if: 
1. Minimum capital stock and paid-in-surplus of $ 10 million, rising to $25 million in 

1 year. 
2. Employ at least 100 persons. 
3. Not likely to attract customers from general public. 

Acquisition of existing banks-N.ES. 
Branching into state-N.ES. 
Acquisition SB, S&L and Trust-N.E.S. 
Reciprocal agreement-N.E.S. 
Misc. provision-24% interest-rate ceiling on credit cards. 
De novo- Yes. 
Acquisition of existing banks-Yes. 
Branching into state-Yes. 
Acquisition SB, SL and Trust-Yes. 
Reciprocal agreement-Yes, New England only and anti-leapfrogging provision. 
De novo-Yes, if: 

1. Limited to one office. 
2. Minimum capital stock and paid-in-surplus is at least $2.5 million. 
3. Employ at least 50 state residents within one year. 
4. Operate in a manner not likely to attract customers from the general public 

Acquisition of existing banks-N.ES. 
Branching into state-N.ES. 
Acquisition SB, S&L and Trust-N.ES. 
Reciprocal agreement-N.ES. 
Misc. provision-No interest-rate ceiling on credit cards 
De novo-N.ES. 
Acquisiton of existing banks-Yes, if on 3-12-63 the bank owned at least 2 banks in 
state. 
Branching into state-N.ES. 
Acquisition SB, S&L and Trust-N.ES. 
Reciprocal agreement-N.E.S. 
De novo-Yes. 
Acquisition of existing banks-Yes. 
Branching into state-N.ES. 
Acquisition SB, S&L and Trust-No. 
Reciprocal Agreement-Yes. 
De Novo-No. 
Acquisition of existing banks-Yes, but of mutual savings banks only. 
Branching into state-No. 
Acquistion SB, S&L and 7rusi-Mutual savings banks only. 
Reciprocal agreement-No. 
De novo-N.ES. 
Acquisition of existing banks-Yes. 
Branching into state-N.ES. 
Acquisition SB, S&L and Trust-Yes, but not trust companies. 
Reciprocal agreement-Yes, New England states only. After 7-1-86, nationwide. 
Misc. provision-Law does not take effect until 7-1-84. 
De novo-Yes, if: 

1. Minimum capital of $5 million. 
2. Operated in manner not likely to attract the general public. 
3. Limited to one banking office. 

Acquistion of existing banks-Yes, but must not be for acquisition of additional offices. 
Branching into state-N.ES. 
Acquisition SB, S&L and Trust-N.E.S. 
Reciprocal agreement-N.ES. 
Misc. provision-State chartered banks may engage in all facets of insurance 
business. 
De novo-Yes, if: 

1. Minimum capital and paid-in-surplus of $5 million. 
2. Employ at least 40 state residents. 
3. Operate in manner that is not likely to attract the general public. 

Acquisition of existing banks-N.ES. 
Branching into state-N.ES. 
Acquistion SB, S&L and Trust-N.E.S. 
Mise provision-No interest rate ceilings on credit cards 
De novo-N.ES. 
Acquisition of existing bank- Yes, but bank must be in danger of closing & there must 
be no in-state institution willing to acquire it 
Branching into state-N.ES. 
Acquisition SB, S&L and Trust-Trust companies only. 
Reciprocal agreement-N.E.S. 
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cost advantages over most smaller banks in 
producing basic banking deposit and loan ser-
vices. Bank holding company subsidiaries also 
seem to have no cost advantage over indepen-
dent banks.4 This evidence on bank costs has 
been consistent in studies done over a period of 
almost 20 years. Studies using more recent data 
and more sophisticated methods actually have 
found less evidence of economies of scale in 
banking than earlier studies. 

These bank cost studies' conclusions about 
the implications of interstate banking are corrobo-
rated by other evidence. They are, in the main, 
applicable. However, they have three main limi-
tations. First, the studies cover only banks with 
deposits of $1 billion or less, while the aggressive 
organizations most often identified as likely inter-
state banks are larger. Second, the evidence on 
bank costs pays little attention to economies of 
scope—that is, the behavior of a particular pro-
duct s unit costs when output of related products is 
expanded. Finally, no cost studies of nationwide 
organizations in the United States or elsewhere 
are available. 

These limitations do not shake the conclusion 
that large banks have no cost advantages in their 
basic product lines. While costs of very large 
banks have not been estimated, a large body of 
evidence on their performance in entering mar-
kets in competition with smaller banks indicates 
that they possess no great advantages. In addition, 
economies of scope seem to play at mosta small 
role in the costs of basic banking services. Recent 
studies by pioneers in the study of both economies 
of scope and economies of scale in banking 
indicate this.5 The conclusion is confirmed by 
indirect evidence again provided by the lackluster 
performance of large banks in competition with 
smaller ones.6 It is discussed below. While nation-
wide systems have not been studied, their unit 
costs should be somewhat greater than the costs 
of less geographically extensive systems because 
of longer lines of communication. 

Large Banks' Advantages 

Large banks' paucity of advantage is seen in 
their relatively poor performance when they 
have entered markets in competition with smaller 
banks. The large banks' lack of advantage is 
exemplified by the record of large New York City 
banks in upstate New York between 1970 and 
1980 and by new banks in California. Several of 
the nations' largest banks entered upstate New 

York markets between 1970 and 1977. All entries 
involved either new or small banks or branches. 
Of the 33 entries, two were closed and the 
remaining 31 recorded an average market share 
gain of only 1.3 percentage points through 
1980. Their average market share in 1980 was 
1.8 percent.7 Other evidence indicates the 
entry by the large banks through acquisition of 
banks with high market share results in no 
better performance by these institutions than 
does foothold or de novo entry.8 

On the flip side of the evidence, the record of 
new banks in California in the 1970s is instructive. 
During the decade, 153 new banks opened in 
the state. In 1980, fully 141 of these were still 
operating, and those started in the decades' first 
three years had reached average sizes between 
$55 million and $70 million.9 These new banks 

"For basic services, large potential 
entrants seem to have few cost 

advantages over existing banks." 

were competing against some of the nation's 
largest banks, with extensive and mature branch 
systems.10 

Bank Costs and Public Benefits 

Competition-efficiency arguments on interstate 
banking, thus, cut both ways. For basic banking 
services, large potential entrants seem to have 
few cost advantages over existing banks. They 
would be unable to offer basic services at lower 
prices or to pay higher interest on deposits in 
markets that were already competitive. Nor 
would they be able to drive smaller competitors 
out of business, at least not by taking advantage 
of lower production costs. Some have argued 
that large banks will gain more size advantages in 
the future because computers will perform more 
bank functions and increase economies of scale 
in production of bank services. Both premises 
probably are correct, but the conclusion need 
not be. As Paul Metzker has argued, small banks 
can capture advantages of economies of large 
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scale production by purchasing services from 
large service companies, franchisers, networks 
and bankers' banks.11 Pronounced trends in 
these directions are taking place. They seem 
likely to allow smaller banks to continue holding 
their own in competition with larger entrants.12 

New Entry 

In banking markets that presently are not 
competitive, interstate banking seems likely to 
benefit the public Interstate banking would 
increase the number of potential entrants into all 
banking markets. Markets considered likely to 
be profitable will attract real entrants. Product 
and service markets that are not now competitive 
are likely to generate higher profits and com-
peting institutions. Even if new entrants do not 

". . . the best evidence now available 
indicates that conditions similar to 

those under interstate banking would 
improve market performance to the 

public's benefit." 

come in, their presence " in the wings" may limit 
prices charged in previously uncompetitive mar-
kets. To the extent that noncompetitive markets 
remain, then, interstate banking seems likely to 
provide the public with more competitive prices, 
higher quality and more innovation in financial 
services. 

Recent evidence indicates that the spread of 
large banks into markets throughout the nation 
may also reduce loan rates and increase deposit 
interest rates through another route. The com-
petitive impact of large banks facing each other 
in many geographically dispersed markets has 
puzzled economists for several years. Evidence 
developed in 1978 by Whitehead, who studied 
the development of bank holding companies in 
Florida, indicated that local markets with more 
large holding companies that also compete in 
many other markets experienced lower loan 
prices and bank profits and higher deposit in-
terest rates. This evidence was contradicted by a 
study of other states by Stephen Rhoades at that 
time. 

Recently, Whitehead (with Jan Luytjes) im-
proved his study, again concluding that markets 
in which more widely dispersed large com-
panies compete have more competitive prices 
and lower bank profits.13 A more recent study of 
other states by Rhoades proved consistent with 
Whitehead's findings.14 The issue needs more 
study, but the best evidence now available 
indicates that conditions similar to those under 
interstate banking would improve market per-
formance to the public's benefit 

Interstate banking's impact on the national 
concentration of financial resources is subject to 
much more speculation. Nationwide, fewer banks 
would probably hold more resources. However, 
large banks' paucity of advantages in basic bank-
ing services argues that local markets will not be 
monopolized. Whether more nationwide con-
centration of banks will have adverse effects will 
depend on the extent of the concentration and 
the entry of other financial firms into banking. For 
now the evidence on larger banks' competitive 
problems and bank costs (cited above) indicates 
that concentration increases may not be very 
severe. In addition, large nonbanking firms are 
indeed entering the banking industry. 

Special Services and Large Loans 

The previous discussion has concentrated on 
basic banking services; however, banks also offer 
more specialized services and large loans. The 
larger banks most likely to enter local markets if 
interstate banking is allowed enjoy advantages 
over smaller local banks in offering sophisticated 
services and large loans directly. (Smaller banks 
generally can make these services available 
through their larger correspondents, but this may 
be cumbersome.) An institution's ability to es-
tablish deposit-taking offices may create some 
economies of scope that will lower costs of the 
sophisticated services and encourage large banks 
to offer them in some areas. In addition, large 
banks' higher loan limits may allow them to grant 
large loans more quickly, without finding other 
banks to participate. Such capabilities would 
benefit the relatively small number of bank 
customers who require sophisticated services 
and large loans. 

Banking Industry Health 

Of course, we can also assume that the public 
benefits from the continued health of the com-
mercial banking industry as distinct from nonbank 
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providers of banking services. Commercial banks 
are at a disadvantage relative to nonbank firms 
because they can offer some services in only one 
state. Firms such as Sears, Merrill Lynch, Pru-
dential and Beneficial Corp. are able to offer most 
financial services on a nationwide basis. In a 
mobile society, where consumers who use bank-
ing services move fairly often, financial services pro-
viders with multi-state presence are able to 
maintain relationships with transient customers 
more easily than geographically l imited firms. 
The impact of their advantage is difficult to 
ascertain; however, over a long period it may be 
sufficient to allow nonregulated providers to gain 
market share at the expense of commercial 
banks. 

If nonregulated providers gain market share, 
the public will still be provided with basic financial 
services. However, commercial banks might well 
be weakened. Since they remain important to 
the payments system, their weakness may be 
considered a public cost. The occasion for this 
cost can be avoided by allowing banks interstate 
expansion. 

On the whole, allowing interstate banking 
seems likely to bring competit ive benefits rather 
than costs. More competitors, potential com-
petitors and sophisticated services are likely to 
be available in local markets. The nationwide 
expansion of banks that confront each other in 
many markets may engender greater competition 
and a more viable industry. At the same time, 
large banks appear to enjoy no advantages that 
would allow them to drive smaller banks to the 
wall and thus increase local market concentration. 

Savings and Credit Flows 

Conflicting claims abound regarding the prob-
able impact of interstate banking on flows of 
saving and credit among parts of the country. 
Proponents of interstate banking typically argue 
that the opening of large out-of-state banks' full-
service offices will provide ample amounts of 
new credit in the states that are entered. Op-
ponents argue that the same phenomenon will 
suck savings from those areas to the headquarters 
states of the entering banks. Evidence on this 
question is sketchy primarily because money is 
fungible; savings and credit dollars cannot be 
traced through a complex financial system in 
which transfers are made quickly through many 
channels. 

Yet the very existence of such a system holds 
the keys to the answer to this puzzle. The system 
exists because savers and their agents seek top 
returns on their money, purchasers of capital 
seek to acquire money most economically, and 
financial intermediaries seek to profit by satisfying 
both. It is obvious that local savers and banks are 
in no way l imited to local investments. Savers can 
choose between options offered by local banks and 
by money funds, stockbrokers with (and without) 
800 telephone numbers, national insurance com-
panies and basically nonfinancial companies like 
Sears Roebuck and Penneys. The local bank itself 
may acquire funds from nonlocal savers and use 
them for nonlocal investments. It may buy federal 
funds and brokered deposits. It may put locally 
or nonlocally generated funds into nonlocal 
loans, federal funds sales and securities. At the 
same time, local borrowers—with the possible 
exception of small businesses—have a fairly 
large menu of local and nonlocal sources of 
funds. Today in many markets this menu includes 

"There is little reason to believe that 
interstate banking will change capital 

flows substantially." 

nonbank subsidiaries of large money center 
banks. 

There is, then, little reason to believe that 
interstate banking will change capital flows sub-
stantially. Savings already can move by many 
routes to and from local economies. These change 
every day as institutions seek new ways to 
intermediate profitably. Under these circum-
stances, interstate banking is unlikely to dislocate 
capital movements significantly. American capital 
markets are already efficient at moving capital to 
its most productive uses. Savings from local areas 
have many opportunities to get out to other uses 
and local areas have many opportunities to 
acquire savings for profitable projects. "Local 
control" of savings and lending does not exist in 
most markets. 
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Bank Safety 

The third major category for interstate banking 
issues is bank safety. Again, this is primarily a 
large bank versus small bank issue. Recent petro-
loan and international loan problems combine 
with the memory of the REIT problems of the 
early 1970s to support an argument that larger 
banks tend to be less safe—more prone to be 
threatened by consequences of their risk-taking-
-than smaller banks. Small banks' size and limited 
geographic coverage, on the other hand, suggest 
that they may be unable to diversify their asset 
portfolios sufficiently to avoid taking more overall 
risk than large banks. Another argument oc-
casionally cited is that small banks' managements 
often are not sufficiently sophisticated to take 
advantage of various methods of controlling risk. 

Evidence about the risk-size relationship in 
banks is inadequately developed. A thorough 
analysis of the literature on this subject done in 
1982 by Whitehead and Robert Schweitzer 
revealed little evidence that banks of any size 

"Sketchy evidence indicates that 
interstate banking would neither 

increase nor decrease risks to the 
banking system substantially." 

enjoyed risk advantages over banks of other 
sizes.15 Further evidence presented by Mark 
Flannery indicates that both large and small 
banks have managed their interest rate risk 
effectively during the 1970s and early 1980s.16 

Finally, small banks seem to have suffered no 
more than large banks as deposit interest rates 
were deregulated overthe past five years.17 All of 
this evidence indicates that if large banks substi-
tute for small banks in an interstate environment 
it is not likely to bring instability to any state's 
banking system. 

Interstate banking might impact other risks in 
two ways that have not been carefully studied. If 
large banks are able to compete directly for 
deposits outside of money centers, they may be 
able to accept more deposits directly rather than 

through the market for large certificates of de-
posit We might call this process disintermediating 
the large CD market. If the large CD market is 
reduced in this manner, large banks wil l have a 
broader deposit base—more depositors with 
smaller deposits. This base seems less likely to 
desert the large banks on a rumor than are the 
large depositors concentrated in the large CD 
market Broader depositor bases that might emerge 
from interstate bankingseem likely to reduce the 
risk of the financial system somewhat. 

Interstate banking might have two opposing 
effects on risk to the banking system from bank 
failures. It could reduce risk by providing a larger 
group of potential merger partners for failing 
banks. The Carn-St Germain Act has moved the 
financial system toward solving regulators' prob-
lem of f inding merger partners for weak banks 
from a limited in-state group of potential acquirers. 
Small, troubled banks are not covered by that 
act, however. Interstate banking would make it 
more likely that small failing banks could be 
merged. More spirited bidding for weak banks 
probably would also reduce losses to the Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) insurance 
fund. 

On the other hand, as some banks get much 
larger in size and geographic spread, the resolution 
of their failure would become more difficult. 
Larger banks require larger merger partners. The 
failure of more geographically dispersed banks 
would impact communities throughout the nation. 
Howthese effects on system risks would balance 
out is speculative. Sketchy evidence indicates 
that interstate banking would neither increase 
nor decrease risks to the banking system sub-
stantially. It could create broader, more stable 
deposit bases for large banks. It would provide 
more potential merger partners for small failing 
banks, but it would increase the difficulties of 
handling large failing banks. 

Public Costs and Benefits 

Costs of interstate banking, for the public at 
least, seem unlikely to be at all large. A con-
siderable body of research indicates that the 
danger of market concentration arising from 
interstate banking is negligible. Nor is it likely 
that credit flows would be dislocated significantly. 
A much less well-developed body of evidence 
also indicates that expansion of large banks 
would not increase the risk of instability in local 
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banking markets or in the financial system. Bene-
fits of interstate banking clearly appear to out-
weigh the costs. The benefits are most closely 
related to the number of actual and potential 
entrants that interstate banking would allow into 
local markets. These entrants could be expected 
to make local banks behave more competit ively 
and to provide a larger group of potential merger 
partners for failing banks. The availability and 
quality of sophisticated bank services also should 
improve. To the extent that a healthy group of 
banks is in the public interest, interstate banking 
may improve banks' health by allowing them to 
compete with other unregulated providers of 
financial services on an interstate basis. 

O t h e r Issues 

Two other issues raised by the interstate banking 
debate deserve mention because they seem to 
influence many of the policy recommendations 
concerning the question. How interstate banking 
is accomplished is likely to have a considerable 
influence on the wealth (and influence) of par-
ticular bankers and groups of bankers. This in-
cludes both bank owners and bank management 

Owners of banks will be affected by the 
manner of entry by outside banks. De novo entry 
into noncompetit ive markets is likely to cut into 
the profits of bankers already offering services in 
those markets. Consequently, local bankers with 
some competit ive advantage are likely to lose if 
de novo entry is allowed. They will be unable to 
exact so high a price if they choose to sell or to 
make as high a level of profits if they continue to 
operate. 

A bank's management may also be threatened 
if the bank is acquired. Influence, income and 
position may all be lost by management of the 
acquiree in such a transaction. 

For these reasons and others that contend 
local control of savings and credit flows and local 
involvement with financial institutions are in the 
public interest, entry limitations are often pro-
posed in interstate banking laws. The two most 
common proposals are restrictions on de novo 
entry and regional interstate banking—which 
effectively restricts entry by large money-center 
banks. The former protects owners of existing 
banks from competit ion or allows them to sell to 
outside organizations that want to enter their 
markets. The latter protects managements of 

some larger institutions, allowing them to negoti-
ate with similar or smaller organizations in selling 
their banks or in acquiring smaller banks. Regional 
restrictions may work against smaller banks inter-
ests, however, because they decrease the number 
of potential acquirers. Such restrictions, if tempo-
rary, may also allow t ime to assess the actual 
impact of interstate banking. 

Since the primary benefits of interstate banking 
are closely related to the number of potential 
and real entrants it allows in local markets, 
limitations on de novo entry and on the location 
of potential entrants diminish the potential bene-
fits. The extent of the diminution is closely 
related to the extent of the limitations. 

Arguments in favor of limitations premised on 
local control of credit are not convincing. They 
assume that there is now some local control of 
savings and investment flows. In most markets, 
we have argued above, no such control exists. It 

"The public generally should 
benefit from the adoption of 

interstate banking." 

exists only in the noncompetit ive markets where 
the benefits brought by potential new entrants 
would be the greatest. 

Arguments premised on the need for local 
involvement in and identity with financial insti-
tutions are difficult to analyze. There are, certainly, 
local banks whose managements are closely 
involved with and supportive of local com-
munities. Acquisition by a regional rather than a 
national company may or may not be more likely 
to continue that involvement. Benefits of this 
increasing probability are difficult to quantify. 
Political bodies making the interstate banking 
laws are probably in the best position to weigh 
those benefits. 

Implications 

The above analysis has several implications: 
1. The public generally should benefit from 
the adoption of interstate banking. 
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2. Benefits should come in the short run and 
should not be dissipated in the longer run by 
increased concentration in the markets for 
financial services. 
3. Benefits should come in the areas of: com-
petit ion—by allowing more potential and real 
entrants into banking markets and more wide-
spread and efficient provision of specialized 
banking services; credit flows—by allowing 
somewhat more efficient provision of lending 
services; and risk—by making it easier to 
handle some failing banks and providing more 
stable deposit bases for large banks. 
4. The impact should not be so abrupt as to be 
overwhelming. Much has already been gained 
by de facto interstate banking. 

5. Regional and de novo limitations should 
diminish all types of benefits of interstate 
banking. 
6.De novo limitations should be more crippling 
because they should eliminate much of the 
competit ive value of interstate banking. 
7. Regional limitations should not entirely 
eliminate benefits of interstate banking. They 
may be acceptable temporarily to ease the tran-
sition to national interstate banking and to 
gain support of large banks' managements. A 
time limit on regional application of states' 
interstate banking laws would be a desirable 
feature. 

— B. Frank King 
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Contemporaneous Reserve 
Accounting: 
The New System and Its 
Implications for Monetary Policy 

Although the Fed's adoption of contemporaneous 
reserve .accounting need not be associated with 
any change in the Fed's monetary control pro-
cedures, the new system creates the potential for 
total reserve targeting and thereby increases the 
feasibility of improved short-run monetary control. 

In February, the Federal Reserve changed 
the way depository institutions compute their 
required reserves from a lagged reserve account-
ing system to a nearly contemporaneous reserve 
accounting system. This article will describe both 
the previous and current reserve accounting 
systems, outline the process of monetary control 
under each system, and finally, assess the po-
tential and probable changes in monetary control 

associated with the new system. 

Since the mid-1970s, attention has 
been focused on the monetary aggre-
gates and on the Federal Reserve's ability 
to achieve the targets chosen for mone-
tary growth. The extent to which the 
money supply can actually be controlled, 

part icular ly over shorter 
t ime periods, is a source of 
much controversy. It is 
widely agreed, however, that 
the control of monetary 
growth can be improved. 
In an attempt to improve 
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Exhibit 1. The Lagged Reserve Accounting System 
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' S e t t l e m e n t day. 

the Fed's short-run control of the money supply, 
the Board of Governors has revised the reserve 
accounting system, which affects the response of 
the money supply to changes in reserves. 

LAGGED RESERVE ACCOUNTING 

Reserve Accounting Procedures Under LRA. 
Under the system of lagged reserve accounting 
(LRA), begun in September 1968, reserve main-
tenance periods (periods during which a deposi-
tory institution's average daily reserves must 
meet or exceed its specified required reserves) 
comprised seven days ending each Wednesday. 
Required reserves for a reserve maintenance 
period were based on the average daily reservable 
deposits in the reserve computation period (a 
one-week period, two weeks earlier, also ending 
every Wednesday), as illustrated in exhibit 1. 
Thus the reserve maintenance period followed, 
or lagged, the reserve computation period. Be-
cause of this lagged arrangement, required re-
serves were predetermined and known by the 
depository institution ("bank" hereafter) at the 
beginning of the maintenance period. To meet 
these requirements, banks needed to worry only 
about actual changes in reserves held during the 

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF ATLANTA 

maintenance period and the cost of altering 
them.1 Assets counted as reserves for the current 
maintenance period were the average daily vault 
cash held in the computation period two weeks 
earlier plus average reserve balances held in the 
current maintenance period. Some leeway was 
allowed by carryover provisions. That is, a reserve de-
ficiency of up to 2 percent of required reserves 
could be made up in the next maintenance 
period. In the same way, extra reserves of up to 2 
percent of those required could be "carried 
over" and counted as reserves in the next main-
tenance period.2 

If banks hold reserves above the level required, 
they are said to have excess reserves. Because of 
potential disturbances to actual reserves in any 
period, banks may choose to hold excess reserves. 
However, since banks earn no interest on reserves, 
banks try to minimize excess reserves. Excess 
reserves thus represent available funds not used 
to support deposits. At any time, the level of total 
reserves in the banking system is composed of 
required plus excess reserves. Alternatively, total 
reserves also can be broken down into non-
borrowed reserves and borrowed reserves. The 
reserves made available to banks through open 
market operations are created as the result of the 
Fed exchanging reserves in payment for securities3 
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Banks own these reserves outright. Reserves 
supplied in this manner are called nonborrowed 
reserves. On average, nonborrowed reserves 
constitute over 96 percent of total reserves.4 

Banks have another source of reserves. This 
source is the Fed's discount window, a facility 
provided by the Fed allowing banks to borrow 
reserves, on a short-term basis, against approved 
collateral (such as government securities). The 
rate of interest charged by the Fed to banks at the 
discount window is called the discount rate. 
Reserves provided this way are borrowed re-
serves. The Fed cannot reduce total reserves 
below required reserves without forcing the 
banking system into a reserves deficiency.5 Nor 
can banks change their required reserves, since 
these were determined two weeks previously. 
Thus, any change in bank assets and deposits in 
the current week wil l have no effect whatsoever 
on required reserves in the same week. This is 
important. It implies that under LRA there is no 
link between bank portfolio adjustment (and 
hence deposit adjustment in the current week) 
and changes in required reserves. 

"The LRA system effect ively forces 
the Fed to supply at least the 

amount of reserves determined by 
deposi ts held two weeks earlier." 

Specifically, given a predetermined level of 
required reserves based on deposits two weeks 
earlier, reserves to meet these requirements 
must originate from either open market operations 
(that is, nonborrowed reserves) or the discount 
window (borrowed reserves). The LRA system 
effectively forces the Fed to supply at least the 
amount of reserves determined by deposits held 
two weeks earlier. The importance of the parti-
cular reserve accounting system for monetary 
control differs greatly under the different operating 
procedures used to implement monetary policy. 
In particular, the significance of LRA depends 

crucially upon whether a federal funds targeting 
procedure or a reserves targeting procedure is in 
use. 

Federal Funds Rate Targeting Under LRA. Prior 
to October 1979, the Federal Reserve attempted 
to control monetary growth by targeting the 
federal funds rate.6 The federal (fed) funds rate is 
the rate of interest at which banks trade over-
night funds.7 A bank with excess reserves may 
lend some or all to banks with deficient reserves. 
Clearly, any activity that influences the availability 
of reserves, such as open market operations, will 
then influence the fed funds rate. An operating 
procedure that targets the fed funds rate can be 
thought of as controlling or pegging the cost of 
reserves. Other things being unchanged, the 
lower the fed funds rate target, the more expan-
sionary is monetary policy. Such a strategy required 
the Fed to determine the fed funds rate consistent 
with desired growth in the money stock. As long 
as permanent shifts in the underlying relationships 
between growth and interest rate levels did not 
occur, the fed funds rate was maintained over 
periods of t ime within a relatively narrow range. 
And any movement outside this narrow range 
was immediately offset by open market operations. 
This meant that any pressure on interest rates led 
to accommodating changes in the money stock. 

For example, upward pressure on the rate 
caused by an increased demand for credit would 
lead to increases in reserves and, eventually, in 
the money supply. In such a case, the fed funds 
rate initially would tend to rise above the targeted 
level. The Fed would respond by supplying 
additional funds to the market by purchasing 
securities. The supply of excess reserves would 
rise, putt ing downward pressure on the fed 
funds rate1. The Fed would continue makingopen 
market purchases until the fed funds rate returned 
to its targeted level. Similarly, if the fed funds rate 
were under downward pressure, the Fed would 
drain funds from the market by selling securities 
until intervention was no longer necessary to 
maintain the fed funds rate at the targeted level. 
As practiced, fed funds rate targeting actually 
could prevent increases and decreases in the 
rate. Any pressure on the rate could be offset 
before a significant change in interest rates took 
place. 

There were several important implications of 
this operating procedure. First, since the Fed 
adjusted reserve availability to conditions in the 
money markets, (i.e., reserve demand) monetary 
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growth tended to accommodate rather than to 
offset disturbances in that market. Any develop-
ments that put upward pressure on interest rates 
(for example, rising inflationary expectations) 
would result in higher monetary growth. Clearly, 
however, any given fed funds target could be 
associated with either more or less monetary 
growth than originally intended, depending on 
changes in reserve demand. If these changes 
were merely temporary, accommodation would 
not lead to a large deviation between intended 
and actual money growth. Permanent changes, 
however, could lead to pro-cyclical monetary 
growth patterns that exacerbated both upturns 
and downturns in economic activity. 

Keep in mind that a given fed funds target was 
chosen initially because it was assumed to be 
consistent with desired monetary growth. If this 
relationship were to change, maintaining the fed 
funds target implied some actual rate of monetary 
growth different from the rate originally intended. 
Conversely, if the originally chosen rate of money 
growth remained the desired rate, then the fed 
funds target needed to be changed. Only discre-
tionary changes to the fed funds target could 
offset movements in reserve demand. However, 
recognition of necessary changes in the fed 
funds target came slowly. In the 1970s, the fed 
funds target often was adjusted long after the 
need became obvious. Additionally, the adjust-
ment was at times too small to effect the desired 
change in monetary growth. Many of the severest 
inflationary shocks to the economy were initially 
mistaken as transitory and so were accommodated. 
Thus, monetary growth proved to be not only 
generally procyclical, but inflationary as well. 

Second, the particular reserve accounting sy-
stem is i r relevant under a fed funds rate 
targeting procedure. The use of a fed funds 
strategy is independent of the reserve accounting 
procedure. Note that to achieve a given fed 
funds target it is immaterial whether required 
reserves are determined two weeks previous, or 
are determined currently. What matters is that 
the Fed can accommodate current reserve de-
mand and so affect the fed funds rate immediately. 
As long as reserve demand can be accommodated 
(to keep the rate from rising) or reinforced (to 
keep the rate from falling) it does not matter that 
required reserves, which account for the bulk of 
reserves demand, are set two weeks previously. 

Reserve Targeting Under LRA. By the late 
1970s, experts in and out of the Federal Reserve 

had recognized the problems associated with fed 
funds targeting. Additionally, greater emphasis 
was put on achieving publicl^announced monetary 
growth targets. Consequently, in October 1979, 
as a part of a program to improve monetary 
control, the Fed adopted a new reserves-oriented 
operating procedure. Under this system, the Fed 
influenced monetary growth by targeting reserve 
growth directly. The control process became one 
of calibrating the correct level of nonborrowed 
reserve growth associated with the monetary 
growth target, and supplying just that amount. In 
contrast to the old procedure that involved 
controlling the cost of reserves, this procedure 
involved controlling the quantity of reserves. In 
the absence of a change in policy, any deviation 
in reserve growth from the path associated with 
desired monetary growth was to be offset. To 
control the money stock, the Fed attempted to 
affect deposits by altering the availability of 
nonborrowed reserves. The pressure that this 
change created in the fed funds market influenced 
the fed funds rate. Such changes in the fed funds 
rate forced banks to change their portfolios, 

"Prior to October 1979, the Federal 
Reserve a t tempted to control 

monetary growth by target ing the 
federal funds rate." 

eventually producing changes in the money 
supply. 

Thus, to bring about some given change in 
monetary growth, the Fed had to correctly esti-
mate the change in nonborrowed reserve avail-
ability that would create the proper degree of 
pressure in the fed funds market to change the 
level of borrowings and deposits. In practice, the 
actual level of borrowing could easily differ from 
the assumed level for a number of reasons: (a) 
factors aside from open market operations affecting 
nonborrowed reserves, such as Federal Reserve 
float or changes in Treasury deposits at the Fed, 
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could behave differently than anticipated;8 (b) 
the excess reserve assumption could prove incor-
rect; (c) required reserves could differ from the 
levels first estimated. Any of these influences 
could be accommodated. Note that since total 
reserves in a given week had to equal or exceed 
required reserves determined by deposits two 
weeks earlier, the Fed had to supply at least the 
predetermined level of required reserves through 
either the discount window or open market 
operations. Not to do so would send some banks 
into a reserve deficiency. Therefore, the Fed 
could not control total reserves. The only reserve 
measure over which the Fed did exercise control 
in the current maintenance period was nonbor-
rowed reserves. Thus, the post-October 1979 
monetary control procedure usually was referred 
to as a nonborrowed reserves targeting procedure. 

Consider, for example, the consequences of a 
move by the Fed to reduce monetary growth. In 
this case, targeted total reserves are reduced 
below current required reserves. As the supply of 
nonborrowed reserves declines, banks enter the 
fed funds market to "buy" reserves from banks 
with a surplus. But they simply use the excess 
reserves of the lending banks without increasing 
total reserves of the banking system. The fact that 
individual bank adjustment of available reserves 
to required reserves does not accomplish banking 
system adjustment was realized long before the 
adoption of reserve targeting.9 Ultimately, any 
required reserves not supplied through regular 
open market operations (nonborrowed reserves) 
will be sought at the discount window (borrowed 
reserves). In the short run, under LRA, the Fed 
can determine only the level of nonborrowed 
reserves. Any attempt to lower total reserves 
through open market operations, for example, 
would be largely offset by discount window 
borrowings. Thus, under LRA, the Federal Reserve 
could determine the mix but not the total of 
nonborrowed and borrowed reserves. 

Over the longer run, changes in interest rates 
will affect borrowings (because reserve pressure 
is simultaneously translated to the fed funds 
market) and cause banks to increase or decrease 
their earning assets. In this sense, the original 
move by the Fed to tighten reserve availability by 
lowering nonborrowed reserves eventually leads 
to an increase in interest rates and a decrease in 
monetary growth. Note that while this is not a 
direct fed funds targeting procedure, it does rely 
on changes in that rate to change borrowings and 

to encourage adjustments in bank portfolios to 
bring about changes in monetary growth. The 
successful use of a nonborrowed reserves target-
ing procedure depends critically upon an under-
standing of the relationship between the level of 
borrowed reserves and the fed funds rate. Once 
this is understood, the Fed can elicit the requisite 
changes in bank assets. 

Under reserves targeting, the Fed allows the 
markets to determine this fed funds rate, while 
under fed funds targeting, it is set by the Fed 
itself.10 Clearly, in this case (LRA), targeted total 
reserves do not determine deposits. The Fed 
does not unilaterally (exogenously) determine 
total reserves (and thus the money supply) in the 
short run since it is obligated to supply at least 
enough reserves to support deposits from two 
weeks ago. Thus, it is often said that in this setup, 
money "causes" reserves, instead of vice versa. 
Evidence supporting this contention has been 
documented in the literature.11 

Monetary Control Under LRA: The Post-1979 
Experience. Fed funds rate targeting was discon-
tinued because it proved to be an inflexible and 
ultimately substandard procedure for monetary 
control. Reserves targeting was, however, associated 
with a slowing in the trend of monetary growth (a 
successful anti-inflation effort). But it was also 

"Fed funds rate target ing was 
d iscont inued because it proved to 
be an inflexible . . . procedure for 

monetary control." 

accompanied by increased volatility in both 
monetary growth and interest rates. While 
interest rate volatility had been anticipated, 
the money growth volatility had not. 

Variability in monetary growth increased con-
siderably following the change to reserves targeting 
This volatility, as measured by the standard 
deviation about the mean of monthly M l growth 
in two periods, January 1974 to September 1979 
and November 1979 through January 1984, in-
creased from 4.14 to 8.28. The increase in 
interest rate variability was equally pronounced. 
The standard deviation of the average monthly 
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Change in the Fed Funds Rate (monthly data) 
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fed funds rate rose from 5.89 to 10.43 over the 
same period.12See the accompanying charts. 

Interest Rate Volatility. Consider the conse-
quences of an increase in demand for reserves 
under LRA with a given nonborrowed reserve 
target. Because of administrative limitations im-
posed by discount officers at Federal Reserve 
Banks on discount window borrowing, banks first 
turn to the fed funds market to obtain needed 
reserves. Their bidding for funds puts upward 
pressure on the federal funds rate and other 
market rates, prompting portfolio adjustments 
that will temper tendencies toward excessive 
money growth. The tighter the fed funds market, 
the greater will be the upward pressure on 
interest rates for any given increase in the amount of 
borrowing that banks must do to meet their 
reserve requirements and satisfy their demands 
for excess reserves. Wi th a firm nonborrowed 
reserves target any deviation in monetary growth 
will be reflected in demand for borrowed reserves 
and in the money markets, throwing the burden 
of adjustment on interest rates. Under reserves 
targeting, increased interest rate volatility was 
seen as the'price that must be paid' for enhanced 
monetary control. 

Short-run Monetary Control. Short-run mone-
tary control has been an elusive goal since 1979 
whether the criterion is adherence to short-term 
targets or a low level of monetary growth volatility. 

Hitt ing short-run monetary growth targets is 
difficult in reserves targeting under LRA Monetary 
growth will deviate from the targeted levels 
unless the Fed holds to an unalterable nonborrowed 
reserve path, administers the discount window 
very strictly (so borrowings do not exceed the 
level assumed consistent with targeted money 
growth), and is not sensitive to wide swings 
in the fed funds rate. Even this ignores the 
pitfalls in correctly estimating borrowing levels, 
and in accurately anticipating demand for excess 
reserves. It also assumes that the relationship 
between reserve growth and monetary growth 
(known as the multiplier) is predictable. These 
secondary factors, coupled with the primary 
problem of reserve slippage attributable to LRA, 
can also cause short-run monetary growth to be 
quite different from that initially intended.13 

There is wide disagreement about the impor-
tance of attaining short-run targets. It is generally 
agreed that if the Fed hopes to achieve its long-
run money growth objectives, and the associated 
goal of price stability, it needs to achieve shorter-
run targets consistent wi th those objectives.14 

But some economists argue that a shorter-run 
(week-to-week) link between money and re-
serves is not necessary for successful longer-run 
monetary control.15 Nevertheless, the reasons 
for the failure to consistently hit targets are not 
sufficient explanation for the tremendous in-
crease in money growth variability. 
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Monetary Growth Volatility. One explanation for 
the increased money growth variability is that it is 
the unavoidable result of increased interest rate 
variability.16 This view sees banks adjusting assets 
and liabilities to the spread between the expected 
fed funds rate (the cost of reserves) and the yield 
on assets of comparable maturity. This asset 
adjustment process creates or eliminates de-
posits and changes the money stock through the 
supply of bank assets. Economists at various 
Federal Reserve Banks (Chicago, San Francisco, 
Richmond) share this view.17 Robert Laurent, for 
example, contends that: 

" If the spread between the rate of return on an 
asset and the federal funds rate is sufficiently 
wide, even a bank deficit in reserves will 
purchase the asset, creating deposits in the 
process, and cover the added reserve loss by 
purchasing even more reserves than otherwise 
in the federal funds market. 
"That bank asset adjustment decisions are af-
fected by the price of reserves (federal funds 
rate), and not by preexist ing reserve positions 
is clearly demonstrated by the fact that many 
large banks consistently purchase more reserves 

"The switch to CRA signif icantly 
alters bank reserve account ing 

procedures and has the potent ial to 
change bank reserve management 

pract ices as well." 

in the federal funds market than their entire 
level of required reserves. Without federal 
funds purchases, these banks would not only 
be deficient, but would actually have negative 
reserve levels."18 

It follows that the frequent changes in the fed 
funds rate associated with non-borrowed re-
serves targeting under LRA also will be associated 
with changes in the interest rate spreads to 
which banks respond. These changes, in turn, lead 
to rapid adjustments in bank assets. Such is the 
process by which interest rate volatility could 
become associated with money stock volatility. 
In short, since the money stock is determined by 
interest rate spreads, interest rate volatility wil l 
produce monetary growth volatility. 

This view, which emphasizes the consequences 
of very short-run changes on bank asset manage-
ment, is not widely accepted.19 It is, however, 
capable of explaining both increased monetary 
growth volatility and increased interest rate vola-
tility in the post-October 1979 period. 

CONTEMPORANEOUS RESERVE 
ACCOUNTING 

The critical feature of an optimal reserves 
targeting procedure is a direct linkage of Fed-
controlled reserve changes to appropriate adjust-
ments in current levels of bankassets. Such a link, 
necessary for both short-run monetary control 
and a reduction in money growth volatility, was 
missing under LRA. General recognition of this 
problem led many monetary control advocates 
to support a change to a contemporaneous 
reserve accounting system. Their argument even-
tually prevailed, and contemporaneous reserve 
accounting (CRA) was put in place beginning 
February 2 (see box on next page).20 

The switch to CRA significantly alters bank re-
serve accounting procedures and has the po-
tential to change bank reserve management 
practices as well. These changes have important 
implications for monetary control. 

To summarize the material in the box, those 
holdings available to support deposits in the 
current maintenance period are: 

(1) average daily vault cash held in the two 
week computation period ending 30 days 
before, 
(2) average daily deposits at Federal Reserve 
Banks held in the two week reserve main-
tenance period, and 
(3) any excess reserves carried over from the 
previous maintenance period. 

While this system may appear more compli-
cated than LRA, each of its features has a strong 
rationale. First, since M l is the monetary aggre-
gate most closely correlated with transactions 
and real economic activity, it has been the 
aggregate that policymakers are most interested 
in controlling. Thus, only transactions deposits 
will be reservable on a nearly contemporaneous 
basis. The new CRA rules are designed to streng-
then control over M l . 2 1 Second, banks cannot 
immediately calculate their required reserves at 
the end of the day; most need a lag of a day or 
two to compile deposit data, after which t ime 
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Exhibit 2. The New Contemporaneous Reserve Account ing System 
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Reserve Account ing Procedures under CRA. 

The change in reserve account ing affects only certain 
deposits in certain banks. First, deposi tory institutions 
with total l iabil it ies subject to required reserves of 
over $15 mill ion that are required to report liabilit ies 
to the Fed on a weekly basis ("weekly reporters"), are 
subject to CRA. Second, and more important for 
monetary control, required reserves against trans-
act ions deposi ts (M1) wil l need to be held on an 
essential ly contemporaneous bas is instead of being 
lagged two weeks. The reserve computat ion per iod 
will span two weeks beginning on a Tuesday and 
ending on a Monday. The reserve maintenance period 
is the two-week per iod beginning on a Thursday (two 
days after the first day of the reserve computation 
period) and ending on a Wednesday (two days after the 
end of the reserve computat ion period) (see exhibit 2). 
These changes affect only reserves required on the 
transact ions deposi ts of weekly reporters. 

Required reserves on week ly reporters' nontrans-
act ions liabil it ies and for all reservable l iabil i t ies at 
banks with less than $15 million in reservable liabilities 
are based on average daily reservable deposi ts over a 
two-week period ending 3 0 days before the end of the 
current reserve maintenance period. Additionally, aver-
age daily vault cash held in that same period will serve 
as reserves available to support deposits in the mainte-
nance period ending 30 days later. 

For the first year of CRA, the carryover a l lowance 
will be liberalized. Each report ing inst i tut ion wil l have 
a min imum carryover a l lowance of $25,000. During 
the initial six months of C R A the carryover a l lowance 
for reserve def ic iencies or excesses will be 3 percent 
of required reserves, or $25,000, whichever is larger. 
In the fo l lowing six months, the carryover a l lowance 
will be 2'/2 percent. At the end of the first year of CRA, 
the al lowable percentage carryover wil l revert to 2 
percent, wi th the $25,000 min imum still in place. 

required reserves are known. This is the rationale 
given for the reserve maintenance period ending 
two days after the reserve computation period. 
Thus, to be precise, CRA is almost contempo-
raneous. Were banks required to hold reserves 
on a completely contemporaneous basis with 
deposits, they would have more difficulty com-
puting their average daily reservable deposits 
and so would tend to be uncertain of required 
reserves until after the end of the maintenance 
period. If the reserve computation and mainte-
nance periods covered the same 14 days, there 
would be more uncertainty with respect to 
deposits and required reserves than under the 
system as it is now designed. In response to this 
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increased uncertainty and to avoid experiencing 
a reserves deficiency, banks would likely hold 
high levels of excess reserves. This, in turn, would 
impose additional costs on the banks and could 
complicate the Fed's reserve targeting procedures. 

The most important change in the t iming of 
reserve accounting is that the reserve main-
tenance and reserve computation periods for 
transactions balances are nearly contemporaneous. 
This structural change was consciously designed 
to tighten the linkage between changes in reserves 
and consequent changes in transactions deposits 
(i.e., it was designed to influence faster bank 
portfolio adjustments than under LRA). So, the 
switch to CRA is premised on both the use of M l 
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as the preferred monetary aggregate and the use 
of monetary targeting in general. 

Interest Rate Targeting Under CRA. Interest 
rate targeting under CRA is identical to interest 
rate targeting under LRA. The Fed chooses some 
level of the fed funds rate assumed consistent 
with the desired level of the money stock. To 
achieve this targeted rate, the Fed's trading desk 
varies sales and purchases of government securities, 
varying the supply of reserves. Suppose that an 
increase in deposits in the current week is 
exerting upward pressure on the fed funds rate 
through increases in required reserves. Banks 
could make portfolio adjustments (change de-
posits) within the reserve computation period 
that will reduce pressure on the fed funds rate. 
Yet they will not do so because the rate must be 
allowed to increase before banks wil l make the 
adjustments. However, under an interest rate 
target, the requisite changes in rates necessary to 
induce these adjustments are not allowed to 
occur or are quickly eliminated. 

Additionally, there is no reason to expect that 
new reserve accounting procedures will make it 
any more clear what level of interest rates is 
consistent with desired monetary growth. Con-
sequently, the potential improvement to monetary 
control under CRA appears quite small under an 
interest rate operating procedure. 

Monetary Control Under CRA: Reserves Target-
ing. With the implementation of CRA, the Federal 
Reserve can adopt operating procedures that 
involve the control of total reserves in the short 
run. Consequently, the Fed now has an oppor-
tunity to improve monetary control both in the 
short run and the long run. This would be the first 
t ime the Fed has attempted to use total reserve 
targeting as a way of controlling the money 
stock.22 

Several critically important distinctions be-
tween reserves targeting under CRA and reserves 
targeting under LRA should be noted. Under 
LRA, a bank (and the banking system as a whole) 
knew its level of required reserves during the 
whole reserve maintenance period. Now a bank 
cannot know these requirements during the 
entire maintenance period but will accumulate 
more and more of the information necessary to 
compute required reserves as the maintenance 
period progresses. However, it will not have all 
the necessary data until, at best, a day before the 
end of the maintenance period. Since the new 

CRA rules require more current deposit infor-
mation for the calculation of required reserves, 
excess reserves holdings may be greater than 
under LRA This, in turn, may increase the slippage 
between Fed-controlled reserves and the money 
stock. However, the largely overlapping main-
tenance and computation periods that introduce 
this uncertainty also allow for potentially en-
hanced monetary control. 

Remember that under LRA it was inevitable 
that reserve targeting became nonborrowed re-
serve targeting. If required reserves exceeded 
the targeted nonborrowed reserve level, then 
pressure in the fed funds market would force 
banks to the discount window to secure these 
reserves by borrowing. So, the Fed expressed 
targets in terms of nonborrowed reserves, since 
total reserves could not be controlled in the 
short run. 

"Only if the Fed sets a nonborrowed 
reserves level but decl ines to 

accommodate demand for borrowings 
wil l a total reserves target ing 

procedure be possible." 

The potential for CRA to end this forced 
accommodation of reserve demand and im-
prove monetary control depends critically on 
operating procedures used in open market ope-
rations as well as on administrative controls at 
the discount window and on banks' response to 
these actions. Given reserve targeting under 
CRA, if nonborrowed reserves are used as the 
monetary control instrument and demand for 
borrowings is accommodated, monetary control 
will not necessarily improve. Although banks 
may be able to make portfolio adjustments and 
thereby alter deposits in the reserve computation 
period, they will have a reduced incentive to do 
so if the Fed readily accommodates demands for 
borrowed reserves. Only if the Fed sets a nonbor-
rowed reserve level but declines to accommodate 
demand for borrowings will a total reserves targeting 
procedure be possible. Thus, the efficacy of 
reserves targeting under CRA wil l likely be no 
different than that of reserves targeting under LRA 
unless administration of the discount window is 
reformed. 
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How will this differ from a nonborrowed re-
serves targeting procedure as operated under 
LRA? Consider that, under LRA, reserves held in 
the maintenance period against deposits in the 
computation period are subject to change while 
required reserves are not That makes it impossible 
for banks to alter their portfolios to meet reserve 
requirements. The only possible adjustment is 
an explicit change in available reserves to meet 
the unalterable requirement . Under CRA, on 
the other hand, changes to deposits dur ing 
the m a i n t e n a n c e p e r i o d w i l l a f f ec t t h e 
average level of required reserves in the com-
putation period as well. This is the critical feature 
of bank portfolio management under CRA: banks 
can adjust their reserve positions on a continuing 
basis throughout most of the reserve maintenance 
period by changing their holdings of reservable 
liabilities. 

"Thus, the reserve adjustment 
behavior of deposi tory inst i tut ions 

will depend on the banks' 
percept ion of how the Fed will 

administer the discount window." 

It can be argued that except for changes to 
reserves on the last two days of the maintenance 
period, banks should be able to adjust their 
assets and liabilities within the period in response 
to total reserve changes. That is, banks can 
change their required reserves by changing the 
level of reservable deposits. Thus, the rationale 
for liberal administration of thediscount window 
under reserves targeting is somewhat weakened. 
The Fed can discourage discount window bor-
rowing without forcing banks into a reserves 
deficiency and by doing so it can gain control of 
total reserves. In this case, the role of the discount 
window becomes critically important. 

One feature of CRA may present an impedi-
ment to total reserves targeting. That is the two-
day lag between the end of the computation 
period and the end of the maintenance period 
(for reserves against transactions balances). During 
these two days, required reserves are predeter-
mined, just as they are for the entire reserve 
maintenance period under LRA. Thus, the reserve 
adjustment behavior of depository institutions 

will depend on the banks' perception of how the 
Fed wil l administer the discount window. A firm 
nonborrowed reserve target for instance, implies 
that any additional reserves for the banking 
system as a whole are available only at the 
discount window. 

" If the Fed proves to be highly accommodative 
over these two days, holding the Fed funds 
rate constant and supplying whatever reserves 
are demanded, the linkage between reserves 
and money will be weakened considerably. In 
this case, banks would have an incentive to 
delay their reserve adjustments until these 
two days of relative certainty regarding reserve 
availability, and the reserves-to-money cau-
sality would be essentially lost."23 

This would be similar to reserve adjustment 
behavior under LRA. However, with both strict 
control of borrowing and reserve targeting, the Fed 
could condition bank behavior to produce a system 
that operates very close to a true total reserves 
targeting procedure. If banks knew that demand 
for borrowed reserves would not be accommo-
dated automatically by the Fed and that the 
burden of adjustment would be transferred to 
the fed funds market, then they would be ex-
pected to try to adjust their portfolios to available 
reserves within the reserve computation period. 
This is the essence of the feedback that allows 
changes in total reserves to be fol lowed by 
proportionate changes in deposits. 

"Conversely, if the Fed proves to be extremely 
stringent in its reserve provision during the 
two-day lag, refraining from any open market 
operations and letting the funds rate adjust to 
clear the market, many banks would probably 
encounter severe adjustment pressures, and 
their holdings of precautionary excess reserves 
would become greater and more variable."24 

However, if the Fed did choose to proceed with a 
total reserves target, it could simplify Fed o p e 
rations considerably. Once the desired monetary 
growth ranges were chosen, the Fed would 
calculate the associated level of required reserves 
and make an assumption concerning excess re-
serves holdings. The sum of these last two 
reserve measures is total reserves. Wi th less 
flexibility at the discount window associated 
with less predictable levels of exceess reseives, 
the Fed would have difficulty estimating the 
money multiplier. This might inject as much 
costly uncertainly into monetary control as would 
accommodative discount window administration. 
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Consider the process of monetary control 
under CRA with total reserve targeting. The 
channels of monetary influence work through 
the money markets to bring actual total reserves 
into line with targeted total reserves. Suppose 
that required reserves exceed targeted total 
reserves. The shortage of reserves leads banks to 
bid up the federal funds rate. As this happens, 
some banks will respond by adjusting (reducing) 
their portfolios to the change in the spread 
between bank assets and fed funds. These adjust-
ments will reduce the money stock, reducingthe 
level of required reserves as well. This process 
will continue until deposits have contracted 
enough to reduce required reserves at least to 
the level of reserves provided. 

There are two notable features of this adjust-
ment process. First, when targeted and actual 
reserves are not equal, banks adjust assets and 
liabilities (and thus deposits) to a level consistent 
with the level of reserves supplied by the Fed 
instead of the Fed accommodating reserves to 
the level demanded by the banks. Second, the 
fed funds rate and other interest rates may need 
to rise sharply to induce the correct adjustment. 
But the Fed need not estimate the amount of 
market pressure that will bringthe correct adjust-
ment as it did when it relied on forced borrowing 
to make banks adjust portfolios. 

Alternatively, if required reserves are less than 
targeted total reserves, the surplus will put down-
ward pressure on the fed funds rate. As rates fall, 
banks will respond by adding to their portfolios, 
increasing deposits (and so the money stock). 
This process will continue until the downward 
pressure on the fed funds rate has been played 
out as actual required reserves increase to the 
targeted level. 

The implementation of CRA is generally expected 
to increase volatility in the fed funds rate under 
total reserves targeting. There is, however, simu-
lation evidence showing that this would not 
necessarily be the case under nonborrowed 
reserves targeting.25. Again this depends on the 
banking system's response to the new procedure. 

The successful implementation of a total re-
serves target strategy depends critically on the 
administration of the discount window. If re-
serves remain available at a given price as they 
were under LRA and nonborrowed reserves 
targeting, effective total reserves targeting will not be 
possible and monetary control may not improve. 
Even if a total reserves target is chosen, as long as 

banks are assured that reserves wil l be available 
from the discount window at a given price during 
the maintenance period, including its last two 
days, they will have no incentive to manage their 
reserve positions over the course of the period. 
Then reserve targeting becomes nonborrowed 
reserves targeting. 

Effective total reserves targeting would be 
facilitated by some modification of the admini-
stration of the discount window. Reform of the 
discount window "makes a nonborrowed reserves 
policy resemble, approximately, a total reserves 
policy."26 This reform could take the form of 
price rationing, nonprice rationing, or the virtual 
elimination of the discount window.27 

Restraints used to control discount window 
credit could take the form of price rationing. 
There are two ways of pricing borrowings to 
control their level. One method is to tie the 
discount rate to a market interest rate. This 
would maintain a constant spread between the 
discount rate and, for example, the fed funds 
rate.28 If the spread were large enough, it would 
constitute a penalty rate and discourage bor-
rowing from the discount window outside of 

" . . .under CRA, total reserve control 
is possible, ensur ing that the money 

supply responds quickly to 
changes in reserves." 

emergencies.29 Another option for price rationing 
is to make the discount rate an administered, 
nonfloating rate. It would be fixed for certain 
(perhaps brief) periods of t ime at a level above 
prevailing money market rates and changed at 
the discretion of policy makers. Nonprice ration-
ing could be accomplished by administratively 
the discount window. Thisappears simple on the 
surface: the window would be closed after bor-
rowings reach the level consistent wi th the total 
reserves target. However, administrative regu-
lations would be necessarily complex and possi-
bly arbitrary. Rules guiding the availability of 
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discount and credit would have to be rigid. They 
would cover such questions as what constitutes 
sufficient reasons for use of the window, how 
long such borrowing could continue before the 
window was closed to a given bank, and what 
defines reasonably available alternative sources. 

Currently, internal lending guidelines, while 
uniform,give discount officers considerable dis-
cretion. Again, if administration of the discount 
rules are revised to allow the Fed to stabilize 
borrowed reserves at a chosen level, then banks 
would be expected to increase holdings of excess 
reserves. The loss attributable to this might more 
than offset the potential gain attributable to 
control of borrowings. Generally, any change in 
procedures that enhances control of the reserve 
aggregate creates incentives to evade control. 
Those incentives are reflected in changes in the 
money multiplier. Thus, even if it is possible to 
manage the discount facility to accomplish effective 
total reserves targeting, it is unclear whether a 
total reserves-money multiplier strategy would 
result in better monetary control than the present 
nonborrowed reserve procedure. 

Under CRA, totai reserve control is possible, 
ensuring that the money supply responds quickly 
to changes in reserves. T ighter mone ta ry 
control may be associated with larger fluctu-
ations in the fed funds rate.30 However, there is 
considerable disagreement among policy makers 
over how large fluctuations in interest rates can 
grow before they become too costly. Thus, even 
though the primary emphasis of total reserves 
targeting is on the amount of reserves available 
and not their cost, there remains intense concern 
about the variability of interest rates. It seems 
likely that an optimal policy must give weight to 
both these concerns. Thus, total reserves targeting 
may not be optimal if there is a strong preference 

for interest rate stability. In fact, if monetary 
control is not considered important, then the 
reserve accounting system is essentially irrelevant 
to the achievement of economic policy goals. 

C O N C L U S I O N S 
Strictly as a reserve accounting reform, the 

adoption of CRA need not be associated with 
any change in the Fed's monetary control pro-
cedures or with an improvement in monetary 
control itself. However, the switch creates the 
potential for total reserves targeting and thereby 
increases the feasibility of improved short-run 
monetary control.31 The original motive for the 
change to CRA was to t ighten the linkage 
between changes in reserves and changes in 
money, allowing for better short-run and longer-
run control of money. Although the implementa-
tion of CRA creates institutional arrangements 
whereby short-run monetary growth can be 
controlled better, CRA alone is not sufficient to 
ensure this improvement. Since late 1982, the 
FOMC has placed much less weight on M l , 
given the accelerated financial market innovations 
associated with deregulation. This change in 
emphasis does not eliminate the potential for a 
real improvement in monetary control, it merely 
limits it. Thus, there remains considerable room 
for improving monetary control. 

—Mary Susan Rosenbaum* 

'The author gratefully acknowledges the helplul comments ol Robert Keleher, 
Robert Laurent and Larry Wall and the excellent research assistance ol Amelia 
M urphy. 
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Notes 
'See Warren L Coats, Jr., "Lagged Reserve Account ing and the Money 
Supply Mechanism," Journal of Money, Credit, and Banking 8 (May 

2Deficiencies in a depository insti tut ion's required reserve balance, after 
appl icat ion of the 2 percent carryover, were subject to penalties. The 
penalty was an interest surcharge over and above the discount rate. For 
detai ls see Regulat ion D, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve 
System. Al though carryover provisions were designed to reduce bank 
reserve adjustment pressure, some economists argue that the provisions 
actually induce such adjustments even in the absence of changes in 
deposits. See Richard M. Friedman and Will iam M. Roberta "The Carry-
Forward Provision and Management of Bank Reserves," Journal of 
Finance, 38 (June 1983). 

3The Federal Open Market Desk (the "Desk") at the New York Federal 
Reserve Bank conducts these t ransact ions 

- Nonborrowed reserves as a percent of total reserves ranged from 93.30 
percent to 99.45 percent, averaging 97.85 percent weekly f rom October 
7, 1981 to February 1, 1984. 

5This is t rue except for the 2 percent carryover provision. 
Up to that t ime the System focused on short-term interest-rates influenced 

through open-market operations, as the day-to-day "Operat ing target' 
for policy." See Paul A Volcker, 'Letter' in Monetarism and the Federal 
Reserve's Conduct of Monetary Policy. U.S Congress, Joint Economic 
Committee. December 1982, p. 31. 

'For an excel lent t reatment of the fed funds market see Marcia Stigum, 
T h e Money Market (Homewood: Dow Jones-Irwin, 1983), chapter 11 

»For an explanat ion of these factors, see Modern Money Mechanics, a 
workbook on deposits, currency, and bank reserves, Federal Reserve 
Bank of Chicago, October 1982. 

9See William Poole and Charles Lieberman, "Improving Monetary Control," 
Brookings Papers on Economic Activity, (1972:2). 

, 0See Robert D. Laurent, "A Critique of the Federal Reserve's New Operating 
Procedure," Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, Working Paper 81-4 
(1981), especial ly pp. 23-24. 

1 ' Edgar L Feige and Robert McGee, "Money Supply Control and Lagged 
Reserve Accounting" Journal of Money, Credit, and Banking 8 (No-
vember 1977) and David A Pierce, "Money Supply Control: Reserves as 
( t 1 h 976) S t r U m e n t U n d e f L a " e d Accounting," Journal of Finance 6 

, JFor more detail, see P. A. Tinsley et. al. "The Short-Run Volati l i ty of 
Money-Stock Targeting, "Journal of Monetary Economics 10 (Sept 

13For an overview of the post-October 1979 monetary control procedures 
see New Monetary Control Procedures, Vol. I and II, Federal Reserve 
System, February 1981. 

' "See Edgar L. Feige and Robert McGee, "Federal Reserve Policy and 
Interest Rate Instability," The Financial Review (May 1982), and 
Michael R. Pakko,"Lagged and Contemporaneous Reserve Accounting, 
Money Market Stability and Monetary Control: A Topical History of 
Recent U.S. Monetary Policy, " Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond 
(1983). 

' 5See Daniel L. Thornton, "Lagged and Contemporaneous Reserve 
Accounting: An Alternative View," Review, Federal Reserve Bank of S t 

Louis (November 1983). Also, Daniel E. Lau fenberg "Contemporaneus 
Versus Lagged Reserve Account ing" Journal of Money, Credit, and 
Banking 8 (May 1976). 

, 6The fol lowing analysis draws heavily upon Robert D. Lauren t "Lagged 
Reserve Accounting and the Fecis New Operating Procedure," Economic 
Perspectives, Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago (Mid-year 1982) pp. 32-

" S e e Laurent, op. cit., John P. Judd and John L Scadding, "Liabi l i ty 
Management Bank Loans and Deposit 'Market" Disequilibrium, " Federal 
Reserve Bank of San Francisco Review (Summer 1981), and Marvin 
Good Friend, "A Model of Money Stock Determinat ion with Loan 
Demand and A Banking System Balance Sheet Const ra in t " Federal 
Reserve Bank of Richmond, Economic Review 68 (January/February 

'»Laurent op c i t p. 35. 
19For other explanat ions of money growth and interest rate behavior after 

October 1979, see New Monetary Control Procedures, op. c i t 
" T h e Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System gave final 

approval to the plan in October 1982. 
2 , The FOMC has put more weight on M2(wh ich includes non-transact ions 

deposits s ince the end of 1982. However, M1 may replace M2 as the 
principally targeted aggregate once the effects of recent financial inno-
vations have been worked out. 

" T h e system of contemporaneous reserve requirements, as operated 
before LRA was introduced in 1968, d id not involve total reserves 
ta rge t ing 

" P a k k o , op. cit. p. 67. 
" I b i d 
" P e t e r A. Tinsley, e t al. "Pol icy Robustness," Journal of Money, Credit, 

and Bank ing 14, part 2 (November 1982). 
"T ins ley, o p cit., p. 848. 
2 'For regular adjustment borrowings only. Seasonal borrowings and ex-

tended credit wou ld not be subject to such provis ions 
" A s a practical matter, the discount rate wou ld have to be set to some level 

above a market rate of the day (or a certain number of hours) before the 
t ime the reserves were borrowed. 

" F o r a more complete discussion of d iscount window reform proposals 
and the discount window's role under various monetary policies, see 
Marvin Goodfriend, "Discount Window Borrowing, Monetary Control 
and the Post-October 6 , 1 9 7 9 Reserve Operat ing Procedure," Federal 
Reserve Bank of Richmond, January 21, 1981; Peter Kier, " Impact of 
Discount Policy Procedures on the Effect iveness of Reserve Targeting," 
in New Monetary Control Procedures, Vol. I., Board of Governors of the 
Federal Reserve System, February 1981, and Anthony M. Santomero, 
"Control l ing Monetary Aggregates: The Discount Window," Journal of 
Finance 38 (June 1983). 

3 0One except ion is the system descr ibed in Robert D. Laurent, "Reserve 
R e q u i r e m e n t s - A r e They Lagged in the Wrong Direction?" Journal of 
Money, Credit, and Banking 13 (August 1981). 

3 ,Simulat ion evidence suggests that there may be an improvement to 
monetary control under CRA and nonborrowed reserve target ing See 
Tinsley, op. c i t 
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* = f e w e r t han fou r i n s t i t u t i ons r e p o r t i n g . 
** = S <5c b depos i t s s u b j e c t to revis ions due t o r e p o r t i n g c h a n g e s . 
N .A. = not ava i l ab l e a t th is t i m e . Digitized for FRASER 
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CONSTRUCTION 

JAN 
1984 

DEC 
1983 

JAN 
1983 

ANN 
% 

CHG 

12-month Cumulative Rate 

Nonresidential Building Permi t s - $ Mil. 
To ta l Nonresident ia l 52,264 51,297 45,194 + 16 

Industrial Bldgs. 5,592 5,550 4,967 + 13 
O f f i c e s 13,024 12,555 11,924 + 9 
Stores 7,187 6,998 5,241 + 37 
Hospitals 2,065 2,045 1,746 + 18 
Schools 857 858 785 + 9 

Nonresidential Building Permi t s - $ Mil. 
Tota l Nonresidential 8,271 8,096 6,527 + 27 

Industrial Bldgs. 676 668 727 - 7 
O f f i c e s 2,036 1,942 1,405 + 45 
Stores 1,376 1,329 947 + 45 
Hospitals 470 480 340 + 38 
Schools 152 155 108 + 41 

Resident ia l Building Permi t s 
Value - $ Mil. 

Res ident ia l Pe rmi t s - Thous. 
Single-family units 
Mult i - family units 

To ta l Building Permi t s 
Value - $ Mil. 

ANN 
JAN DEC JAN 96 
1984 1983 1983 CHG 

69,204 67,830 41,118 + 68 

900.7 891.2 561.1 + 61 
716.0 699.1 460.8 + 55 

121,468 119,126 86,312 + 41 

Resident ia l Building Permi t s 
Value - $ Mil. 

Resident ia l P e r m i t s - Thous. 
Single-family units 
Mult i-family units 

To ta l Building Permi t s 
Value - $ Mil. 

12,934 12,660 7,283 + 78 

184.7 183.1 116.5 + 59 
165.2 160.7 87.8 + 88 

21,132 20,683 13,809 + 53 

Nonresidential Building P e r m i t s - $ Mil. Resident ia l Building Permi t s 
To ta l Nonresident ia l 543 526 394 + 38 Value - $ Mil. 440 434 248 + 77 

Industrial Bldgs. 35 33 63 - 44 Resident ia l Pe rmi t s - Thous. 
O f f i c e s 62 60 73 - 15 Single-family units 8.0 8.0 5.2 + 54 
Stores 102 94 64 + 59 Mult i-family units 8.1 8.0 4.2 + 93 
Hospitals 5 4 36 - 86 Tota l Building Permi t s 
Schools 9 9 5 + 80 Value - $ Mil. 983 960 642 + 53 

Nonresidential Building Permi t s - $ Mil. Residential Building Permi t s 
To ta l Nonresident ia l 4,133 4,032 3,296 + 25 Value - $ Mil. 7,578 7,387 4,223 + 79 

Industrial Bldgs. 360 364 388 - 7 Residential Pe rmi t s - Thous. 
O f f i c e s 969 897 687 + 41 Single-family units 99.8 98.4 59.8 + 67 
Stores 777 753 509 - 6 Mult i-family units 92.1 88.8 50.8 + 81 
Hospitals 297 289 176 + 69 Tota l Building Permi t s 
Schools 57 58 21 + 171 Value - $ Mil. 11,711 11,419 7,518 + 56 

Nonresidential Building P e r m i t s - $ Mil. Resident ia l Building Permi t s 
Tota l Nonresidential 1,384 1,341 989 + 40 Value - $ Mil. 2,436 2,405 1,440 + 69 

Industrial Bldgs. 175 163 138 + 27 Residential Permi ts - Thous. 
O f f i c e s 464 445 227 + 104 Single-family units 41.9 41.5 27.8 + 51 
Stores 159 155 . 85 + 87 Mult i-family units 25.0 25.4 14.4 + 74 
Hospitals 35 31 25 + 40 Tota l Building Permi t s 
Schools 28 28 15 + 87 Value - $ Mil. 3,820 3,747 2,429 + 57 

Nonresidential Building Permi t s - $ Mil. Residential Building Permi t s 
To ta l Nonresidential 1,164 1,185 1,030 + 13 Value - $ Mil. 1,098 1,093 686 + 60 

Industrial Bldgs. 33 35 83 - 60 Resident ia l Pe rmi t s - Thous. 
O f f i c e s 370 374 308 + 20 Single-family units 16.6 16.8 11.8 + 41 
Stores 130 131 155 - 16 Mult i-family units 17.1 17.1 9.0 + 90 
Hospitals 97 119 54 + 80 Tota l Building Permi t s 
Schools 49 49 51 4 Value - $ Mil. 2,262 2,278 1,716 + 32 

Nonresident ia l Building Permi t s - $ Mil. Resident ia l Building P e r m i t s 
To ta l Nonresidential 195 192 162 + 20 Value - $ Mil. 316 312 191 + 65 

Industrial Bldgs. 10 10 14 - 29 Resident ia l Pe rmi t s - Thous. 
O f f i c e s 22 18 15 + 47 Single-family units 4.7 4.7 3.7 + 27 
Stores 40 38 39 + 3 Mult i-family units 5.1 4.8 2.2 + 132 
Hospitals 19 18 5 +280 To ta l Building Permi t s 
Schools 4 6 5 20 Value - $ Mil. 511 503 353 + 45 

Nonresidential Building Permi ts - $ Mil. Res ident ia l Building P e r m i t s 
Tota l Nonresidential 852 820 656 + 30 Value - $ Mil. 1,066 1,029 495 + 115 

Industrial Bldgs. 63 63 41 + 54 Resident ia l Pe rmi t s - Thous. 
O f f i c e s 149 148 95 + 57 Single-family units 13.7 13.7 8.2 + 67 
Stores 168 158 95 + 77 Mult i-family units 17.8 16.6 7.2 + 147 
Hospitals 17 19 44 - 61 Tota l Building Permi t s 
Schools 5 5 11 55 Value - $ Mil. 1,845 1,776 1,151 + 60 

NOTES: 
Data supplied by the U. S. Bureau of the Census, Housing Units Authorized By Building Permi t s and Publ ic Con t r ac t s , C -40 . 
Nonresidential da ta excludes the cost of construct ion for publicly owned buildings. The sou theas t da ta represent the to ta l of 
the six s t a t e s . The annual percent change calculation is based on the most recent month over prior year . Publ icat ion of F . W. 
Dodge construct ion con t r ac t s has been discontinued. 
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GENERAL 

ANN. ANN. 
LATEST C U R R . PREV. YEAR % FEB JAN (R) FEB % 
DATA PERIOD PERIOD AGO CHG. 1984 1984 1983 CHG. 

Personal Income Agricul ture 
($bil. - SAAR) 3Q 2,775.1 2,709.1 2,584.7 + 7 Prices Rec 'd by F a r m e r s 

Taxable Sales - $ bil. N.A N.A. N.A. Index (1977=100) 142 144 132 + 8 
Plane Pass . Arr . 000's JAN N.A. N.A. N.A. Broiler P lacement s (thous.) 80,879 79,404 81,638 - 1 
Petroleum Prod, (thous.) FEB 8,675.5 8,661.9 8,654.1 + 0 Calf Pr ices ($ per cwt . ) 63.4 60.9 66.2 - 4 
Consumer Pr ice Index Broiler Pr ices ( i per lb.) 37.4 36.9 27.7 +35 

1967=100 FEB 306.6 305.2 293.2 + 5 Soybean Pr ices ($ per bu.) 7.02 7.85 5.65 + 24 
Kilowat t Hours - mils. DEC 185.4 170.5 170.3 + 9 Broiler Feed Cos t ($ per ton) 243 206 + 18 

Personal Income Agricul ture 
($bil. - SAAR) 3Q 332.1 326.7 310.0 + 7 Prices Rec 'd by F a r m e r s 

Taxable Sales -$ bil. N.A. N.A. N.A. Index (1977=100) 133 131 120 + 11 
Plane Pass . Arr . 000's JAN 4,169.6 4,447.6 4,301.9 - 3 Broiler P lacement s (thous.) 31,217 30,610 31,405 - 1 
Petroleum Prod, (thous.) FEB 1,404.0 1,403.0 1,397.0 + 1 Calf Prices ($ per cwt.) 59.9 56.0 63.2 - 5 
Consumer Pr ice Index Broiler Prices (4 per lb.) 36.7 37.0 26.9 +36 

1967=100 N.A. N.A. N.A. Soybean Pr ices ($ per bu.) 7.31 7.78 5.79 + 26 
Kilowatt Hours - mils. DEC 27.8 26.7 26.1 + 7 Broiler Feed Cost ($ per ton) 235 235 195 + 21 

Personal Income Agricul ture 
(Sbil. - SAAR) 3Q 36.8 36.2 34.2 + 8 Farm Cash Rece ip t s - $ mil. 

Taxable Sales -$ bil. DEC 30.2 29.6 28.4 + 6 (Dates: DEC, DEC) 2,145 - 2,272 - 6 
Plane Pass . Arr . 000's JAN 99.9 109.2 93.7 + 7 Broiler P lacement s (thous.) 10,596 10,362 10,341 + 2 
Petroleum Prod, (thous.) FEB 49.0 50.0 54.0 - 9 Calf Prices ($ per cwt.) 55.4 54.7 62.5 -11 
Consumer Price Index Broiler Prices (4 per lb.) 35.5 36.5 27.0 +31 

1967=100 N.A. N.A. N.A. Soybean Prices ($ per bu.) 7.25 7.42 5.71 + 27 
DEC 3.7 3.4 3.5 + 6 Broiler Feed Cost ($ per ton) 275 270 210 +31 

Personal Income Agr icul ture 
(Sbil. - SAAR) 3Q 124.9 121.9 115.1 + 9 Farm Cash Rece ip t s - $ mil. 

Taxable Sales - $ bil. FEB 74.8 74.3 67.7 + 10 (Dates: DEC, DEC) 4,130 - 4,250 - 3 
Plane Pass . Arr . 000's JAN 2,189.8 2,258.7 2,316.2 + 5 Broiler P lacement s (thous.) 1,827 1,783 1,965 - 7 
Petroleum Prod, (thous.) FEB 49.0 51.0 65.0 -25 Calf Pr ices (S per cwt.) 63.5 58.7 65.6 - 3 
Consumer Pr ice Index - Miami JAN NOV JAN Broiler Prices (<t per lb.) 36.0 36.0 27.0 +33 

Nov. 1977 = 100 165.0 164.0 157.9 + 4 Soybean Prices ($ per bu.) 7.25 7.42 5.71 +27 
Kilowatt Hours - mils. DEC 7.3 7.6 7.1 + 3 Broiler Feed Cost ($ per ton) 260 260 215 + 21 

Personal Income Agr icul ture 
(Sbil. - SAAR) 3Q 59.3 58.2 54.4 + 9 Farm Cash Receipts - $ mil. 

Taxable Sales -$ bil. 3Q 41.1 40.4 39.3 + 5 (Dates: DEC, DEC) 3,265 - 3,210 + 2 
Plane Pass . Arr . 000's JAN 1,469.0 1,647.4 1,474.2 - 0 Broiler P lacement s (thous.) 12,694 12,459 12,727 - 0 
Petroleum Prod, (thous.) N.A. N.A. N.A. Calf Prices ($ per cwt . ) 59.0 53.1 59.1 - 0 
Consumer Pr ice Index - At lan ta FEB DEC FEB Broiler Prices (<t per lb.) 36.5 36.0 26.5 + 38 

1967 = 100 309.3 307.3 295.1 + 5 Soybean Prices ($ per bu.) 7.11 7.67 5.74 +24 
Kilowatt Hours - mils. DEC 4.6 4.1 4.1 + 12 Broiler Feed Cost ($ per ton) 215 220 185 + 16 

Personal Income 
(Sbil. - SAAR) 

Taxable Sales -$ bil. 
Plane Pass. Arr . 000's 
Pet roleum Prod, (thous.) 
Consumer Pr ice Index 

1967 = 100 
Kilowatt Hours - mils. 

3Q 

JAN 
FEB 

DEC 

45.3 45.9 44.9 + 1 
N.A. N.A. N.A. 

244.3 258.8 262.6 - 7 
1,220.0 1,215.0 1,190.0 + 3 

N.A. N.A. N.A. 
4.2 4.3 4.1 + 2 

Agricul ture 
Farm Cash Receipts - $ mil. 

(Dates: DEC, DEC) 
Broiler P lacement s (thous.) 
Calf Prices ($ per cwt.) 
Broiler Prices (<S per lb.) 
Soybean Prices ($ per bu.) 
Broiler Feed Cost ($ per ton) 

1,815 - 1,844 - 2 
N.A. N.A. N.A. 
61.0 55.9 63.3 - 4 
38.0 38.0 28.0 + 36 
7.47 8.21 5.87 + 27 

I 295 295 255 + 16 

Personal Income 
($bil. - SAAR) 3Q 

Taxable Sales -$ bil. 
Plane Pass. Arr . 000's JAN 
Petroleum Prod, (thous.) FEB 
Consumer Price Index 

1967 = 100 
Kilowat t Hours - mils. DEC 

21.1 20.8 19.8 + 7 
N.A. N.A. N.A. 
30.0 31.4 28.9 - 3 
86.0 87.0 88.0 - 2 

N.A. N.A. N.A. 
1.9 1.8 1.8 + 6 

Agricul ture 
Farm Cash Receipts - $ mil. 

(Dates: DEC, DEC) 
Broiler P lacement s (thous.) 
Calf Prices ($ per cwt.) 
Broiler Prices ($ per lb.) 
Soybean Prices ($ per bu.) 
Broiler Feed Cost {$ per ton) 

2,325 - 2,431 - 4 
6,101 6,006 g,371 - 4 

60.8 57.6 64.7 - 6 
39.0 40.0 27.0 +44 
7.11 7.72 5.79 + 23 

) 191 191 170 + 12 

1,823 2,113 -14 
N.A. N.A. N.A. 
59.5 55.3 63.2 - 6 
36.5 35.0 26.5 +38 
7.59 7.75 5.79 + 31 

) 220 225 184 + 20 

Personal Income 
($bil. - SAAR) 

Taxable Sales -$ bil. 
Plane Pass . Arr . 000's 
Pet roleum Prod, (thous.) 
Consumer Price Index 

1967 = 100 
Kilowat t Hours - mils. 

3Q 44.7 43.7 41.6 + 7 
JAN 39.0 38.2 35.8 + 9 
JAN 136.6 142.1 126.3 + 8 

1 N.A. N.A. N.A. 

N.A. N.A. N.A. 
DEC 6.1 5.5 5.6 + 9 

Agr icul ture 
Farm Cash Receipts - $ mil. 

(Dates: DEC, DEC) 
Broiler P lacement s (thous.) 
Calf Prices ($ per cwt.) 
Broiler Prices ( i per lb.) 
Soybean Prices ($ per bu.) 
Broiler Feed Cost ($ per ton) 

Notes: 
Personal Income da ta supplied by U. S. Depar tment of C o m m e r c e . Taxable Sales are repor ted as a 12-month cumulat ive t o t a l . Plane 
Passenger Arrivals are col lected f rom 26 a i rpor ts . Pet roleum Production data supplied by U. S. Bureau of Mines. Consumer Pr ice 
Index da ta supplied by Bureau of Labor S ta t i s t i c s . Agricul ture da ta supplied by U. S. Depar tment of Agr icul ture . Farm Cash 
Rece ip t s data are repor ted as cumulat ive for the calendar year through the month shown. Broiler p lacements are an average weekly 
r a t e . The Southeast da ta represen t the to ta l of the six s t a t e s . N.A. = not available. The annual percent change calculat ion is based 
on most recen t data over prior year . R = revised. 
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EMPLOYMENT 

ANN. ANN. 
JAN DEC JAN % JAN DEC JAN % 
1984 1983 1983 CHG. 1984 1983 1983 CHG. 

Civilian Labor Force - thous. 111,025 111,795 109,779 + 1 Nonlarm employment- thous. 9U,0Yb \)¿,¿ó¿ Bi,bbU + ó 
Total Employed - thous. 101,270 102,803 97,262 + 4 Manufacturing 15,711 15,975 15,755 - 0 
Total Unemployed - thous. 9,755 8,992 12,517 -22 Construction 3,787 4,058 3,528 + 7 

Unemployment Ra te - % SA 8.0 8.2 10.4 Trade 20,577 21,341 20,108 + 2 
Insured Unemployment - thous. N.A. N.A. N.A. Government 15,711 15,975 15,755 - 0 
Insured Unempl. Ra te - % N.A. N.A. N.A. Services 19,841 20,041 18,947 + 5 
Mfg. Avg. Wkly. Hours 40.4 41.2 39.2 + 3 Fin., Ins., & Real Est. 5,501 5,507 5,335 + 3 
Mfo-. Ave. Wklv. F-arn. - $ 366 373 341 + 7 Trans. Com. & Pub. Util. 4,966 5,035 4.914 + 1 

Civilian Labor Force - thous. 14,504 14,706 14,121 + 3 Nonlarm Employment- tnous. 11, (84 11,089 + D 
Tota l Employed - thous. 13,174 13,439 12,458 + 6 Manufacturing 2,228 2,229 2,089 + 7 
Total Unemployed - thous. 1,329 1,267 1,663 -20 Construction 677 691 595 + 14 

Unemployment Rate - % SA 8.6 8.8 11.1 Trade 2,857 2,926 2,691 + 6 
Insured Unemployment - thous. N.A. N.A. N.A. Government 2,163 2,171 2,160 + 0 
Insured Unempl. Ra te - % N.A. N.A. N.A. Services 2,364 2,371 2,251 + 5 
Mfg. A vg. Wkly. Hours 41.1 41.6 39.9 + 3 Fin., Ins., ic Real Est . 682 678 643 + 6 
Mfg. Ave. Wklv. Earn. - $ 324 326 301 + 8 Trans. Com. & Pub. Util. 687 694 682 + 1 

Civilian Labor Force - thous. 1,753 1,733 1,726 + 2 Nonfarm Employment- thous. 1,324 1,339 1,283 + 3 
Total Employed - thous. 1,516 1,536 1,439 + 5 Manufacturing 344 346 324 + 6 
Total Unemployed - thous. 236 197 287 -18 Construction 61 62 52 + 17 

Unemployment Ra te - % SA 12.9 11.9 16.0 Trade 274 282 264 + 4 
Insured Unemployment - thous. N.A. N.A. N.A. Government 286 286 289 - 2 
Insured Unempl. Ra te - % N.A. N.A. N.A. Services 216 218 212 + 2 
Mfg. Avg. Wkly. Hours 40.9 41.6 39.4 + 4 Fin., Ins., & Real Est . 60 59 58 + 3 
Mfe. Avp-. Wklv. Earn. - $ 320 322 295 + 8 Trans. Com. & Pub. Util. 70 71 69 + 1 

Civilian Labor Force - thous. 4,984 5,101 4,789 + 4 Nonlarm Employment- thous. 4 , i m 4,Uob o,v8y + 0 

Total Employed - thous. 4,617 4,719 4,290 + 8 Manufacturing 493 488 450 + 10 
Total Unemployed - thous. 367 382 499 -26 Construction 288 288 240 + 20 

Unemployment Rate - % SA 7.0 7.5 10.0 Trade 1,099 1,110 1,011 + 9 
Insured Unemployment - thous. N.A. N.A. N.A. Government 637 643 638 - 0 
Insured Unempl. Rate - % N.A. N.A. N.A. Services 991 988 935 + 6 
Mfg. Avg. Wkly. Hours 41.5 42.2 40.2 + 3 Fin., Ins., & Real Est. 300 298 275 + 9 
Mfg. Avg. Wkly. Earn. - $ 311 317 290 + 7 Trans. Com. & Pub. Util. 233 232 231 + 1 

Civilian Labor Force - thous. 2,656 2,722 2,626 + 1 Nonfarm Employment- thous. 2,309 2,341 2,192 + 5 
Tota l Employed - thous. 2,483 2,553 2,401 + 3 Manufacturing 522 522 489 + 7 
Total Unemployed - thous. 173 169 225 -23 Construction 111 117 97 + 14 

Unemployment Rate - % SA 6.5 6.4 8.4 Trade 557 577 523 + 7 
Insured Unemployment - thous. N.A. N.A. N.A. Government 439 440 439 0 
Insured Unempl. Rate - % N.A. N.A. N.A. Services 401 403 375 + 7 
Mfg. Avg. Wkly. Hours 41.2 42.3 40.4 + 2 Fin., Ins., & Real Est . 123 123 118 + 4 
Mfg. Avg. Wkly. Earn. - $ 306 312 279 + 10 Trans. Com. & Pub. Util. 150 152 144 + 4 

Civilian Labor Force - thous. 1,889 1,891 1,820 + 4 Nonfarm Employment- thous. 1,560 1,581 1,551 + 1 
Total Employed - thous. 1,692 1,696 1,606 + 5 Manufacturing 176 178 183 - 4 
Total Unemployed - thous. 197 195 214 - 8 Construction 114 116 111 + 3 

Unemployment Ra te - % SA 9.6 10.7 12.3 Trade 370 380 359 + 3 
Insured Unemployment - thous. N.A. N.A. N.A. Government 317 320 313 + 1 
Insured Unempl. Rate - % N.A. N.A. N.A. Services 307 308 299 + 3 
Mfg. Avg. Wkly. Hours 41.4 40.7 40.9 + 1 Fin., Ins., & Real Est . 83 83 80 + 4 
Mfff. Ave. Wklv. Earn. - $ 417 402 391 + 7 Trans. Com. <5c Pub. Util. 113 116 120 - 6 

Civilian Labor l-orce - thous. 1,UZ2 1,043 1,U47 - ¿ Noni arm tmpioymen t - tnous. ÍSá BUD iba + o 
Tota l Employed - thous. 910 937 899 + 1 Manufacturing 210 210 193 + 9 
Total Unemployed - thous. 112 196 148 -24 Construction 32 33 34 - 6 

Unemployment Rate - % SA 10.3 10.2 13.3 Trade 164 170 159 + 3 
Insured Unemployment - thous. N.A. N.A. N.A. Government 181 183 181 0 
Insured Unempl. Rate - % N.A. N.A. N.A. Services 125 126 122 + 2 
Mfg. Avg. Wkly. Hours 40.4 41.6 39.0 + 4 Fin., las., & Real Est . 34 34 33 + 3 
Mfg. Avg. Wkly. Earn. - $ 279 289 257 + 9 Trans. Com. & Pub. Util. 38 39 38 0 

Civilian Labor Force - thous. 2,200 2,216 2,113 + 4 Nonfarm Employment- thous. 1,747 1,767 1,661 + 5 
Tota l Employed - thous. 1,956 1,998 1,823 + 7 Manufacturing 483 485 450 + 7 
Total Unemployed - thous. 244 218 290 -16 Construction 71 75 61 + 16 

Unemployment Rate - % SA 9.7 10.5 12.6 Trade 393 407 375 + 5 
Insured Unemployment - thous. N.A. N.A. N.A. Government 303 299 300 + 1 

Insured Unempl. Rate - % N.A. N.A. N.A. Services 324 328 308 + 5 
Mfg. Avg. Wkly. Hours 40.9 41.1 39.7 + 3 Fin., Ins., & Real Est . 82 81 79 + 4 
Mfg. Avg. Wkly. Earn. - $ 311 314 293 + 6 Trans. Com. <5c Pub. Util. 83 84 80 + 4 

Notes: All labor force data are from Bureau of Labor Sta t i s t ics reports supplied by s t a t e agencies. 
Only the unemployment rate data are seasonally adjusted. 
The Southeast data represent the tota l of the six s t a t e s . 
The annual percent change calculation is based on the most recent data over prior year . 
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